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UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL

Abstract
School of Physics

Doctor of Philosophy

Suppression of Noise in Classical and Quantum Optics

by Euan ALLEN

Noise is a fundamental feature of quantum mechanics. It also defines the practi-
cal limitations of tools used across science and technology, such as sensors or mea-
surement apparatus. In this thesis, we introduce theoretical and experimental work
that focusses on reducing noise, from both classical and quantum sources, in a num-
ber of different scenarios.

We begin by looking at absorbance estimation through the Beer-Lambert law.
We introduce a method of reducing the effect of amplitude or intensity noise of the
laser source on the produced estimate of the absorbance of the sample. We show
that optimising the length of material that the light passes through can nearly en-
tirely mitigate the effects of excess noise on the input optical beam, which limits
the improvement gained by applying quantum states (Fock states) to this sensor to
around a 20% improvement over the best classical strategy. We show experimental
validation of this theory.

We also look at an experimental technique for reducing classical amplitude noise
in pulsed laser systems, using an asymmetric interferometer. We discuss a number
of practical limitations of the scheme and demonstrate how these can be avoided
by implementation in solid and hollow-core optical fibre. We show that all of the
classical amplitude noise can be removed (in a particular bandwidth) to achieve light
that is only limited by quantum fluctuations. We report theoretical and experimental
work that show how this technique can be extended to suppress noise in multiple
frequency bands.

Finally, we investigate practical ways of generating squeezed light in integrated
silicon and silicon nitride devices. We show that both platforms display promis-
ing signs that they are appropriate to generate squeezing in, but demonstration of
quantum noise reduction is yet to be achieved.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Noise in measurement is a direct consequence of non-determinism and is one of the
fundamental principles of quantum mechanics [2]. Without an inherent uncertainty
in measurement outcomes from a quantum experiment, entanglement would lead
to faster-than-light communication and so “if we take nonlocality to be the start-
ing point, then fundamental non-determinism – the most characteristic property of
quantum mechanics – immediately follows as a consequence” [2]. It is of fundamen-
tal interest to study the behaviour of indeterminism and noise in quantum mechan-
ics.

As well as foundational studies, there are much more practical reasons to study
noise in experiments. Advances in the precision and capabilities of measurement
devices has historically led to dramatic advances in science and technology – ex-
amples include x-ray imaging [3], the scanning electron microscope [4], magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) [5], and interferometry [6]. Understanding and reducing
noise sources in these devices is therefore of utmost importance to develop future
sensing capabilities.

Prior to 1981 [7], it was believed that the fundamental limit to sensors was due to
noise of a quantum mechanical nature. However, development in the field of quan-
tum metrology (or sensing) [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] has lead to a range of techniques
for manipulating quantum noise that allow sensors to operate beyond the limit de-
fined by classical mechanics, known as the standard quantum limit [15]. In this the-
sis, we study techniques and develop devices that are geared towards improving the
precision of sensors limited by both classical (classical amplitude fluctuations) and
quantum (shot-noise) noise sources. We note that the tools developed here are not
only relevant to sensors, but have wider applicability for quantum communication
and information processing problems [16].

1.1 Thesis Outline

Here I give an overview of the topics discussed in this thesis. Much of the work dis-
cussed is collaborative in nature and so I have given a declaration of my contribution
at the start of each chapter which details the specific work I have performed.
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Chapter 2 is the first introductory theory chapter covering the relevant material
in quantum optics that is used throughout the rest of the thesis. This includes an
introduction into representations of quantum states of light and provides examples
of states that appear in other chapters (Section 2.1). Chapter 2 then introduces a par-
ticularly useful representation of light known as the sideband representation (Sec-
tion 2.2) before ending with an introduction to three detection schemes for quantum
states: direct, homodyne and self-homodyne detection (Section 2.4).

Chapter 3 is the second introductory chapter of this thesis and covers quantum
sensing of optical loss. This chapter begins by introducing the Fisher information, a
method of comparing sensing schemes that is used later in Chapter 4. The chapter
then applies this method to loss estimation and introduces previous theoretical and
experimental work in this area (Section 3.3). Novel work is present in this chapter,
in Section 3.3.4.

Chapter 4 is the first chapter with a significant amount of new scientific material
present. In this chapter, we theoretically and experimentally demonstrate the quan-
tum advantage gained by applying quantum sensing techniques to absorbance (loss
per unit length) estimation, as opposed to absorption (total loss) estimation intro-
duction in Chapter 3. We note that although there appears to be only a small differ-
ence between these two scenarios, Chapter 4 demonstrates that this difference pro-
duces very distinct results when looking at how beneficial the application of quan-
tum states can be. This chapter begins with theoretical analysis looking at quantum
sensing applied to absorbance estimation in an ideal case (Section 4.2), when loss
is present (Section 4.3), and when there is excess classical noise in the experiment
(Section 4.4). We then demonstrate similarities of the results with previous work
on multipass strategies (Section 4.5), before confirming these results with an exper-
imental implementation using single photons generated using a parametric source
(Section 4.6).

Chapter 5 looks at reducing classical noise in laser light in order to improve the
capabilities of optical sensors. The work is based on the original experimental work
by Nose et al. [17] who looked at reducing amplitude noise using a free-space asym-
metric interferometer. Chapter 5 offers a number of improvements on this origi-
nal scheme, tackling some of the practical challenges and limitations of the original
experiment. We first begin this chapter with a theoretical analysis of the original
scheme (Section 5.2). We then perform a practical implementation in solid-core fibre
that demonstrates the schemes ability to reduce low-frequency noise (Section 5.3).
This novel implementation is constructed in an all-guided set up allowing the in-
terferometer to be easily constructed, with no required alignment. Motivated by
the limitations of the solid-core fibre experiment (Section 5.3.1) we also perform an
experimental implementation of the scheme using hollow-core free boundary fibre
(Section 5.4). We end the chapter with Section 5.5 that provides theoretical and ex-
perimental evidence that the scheme can be used to filter noise over arbitrary band-
widths.
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Chapter 6 is dedicated to experimental production of squeezing using χ(3) non-
linearities. This chapter contains introductory material that covers techniques to
produce squeezing using this kind of nonlinearity and looks at previous experimen-
tal work in this area using solid-core fibre (both step index and photonic crystal
fibre). Also included in Chapter 6 is original work specifically focussed towards
χ(3) squeezing in an integrated optical device. We begin this part with an introduc-
tion to integrated optics (Section 6.5) before presenting simulation work covering
the applicability of the two material platforms of interest: silicon and silicon nitride
(Section 6.6). We then present initial experimental work in both silicon (Section 6.7)
and silicon nitride (Section 6.8) demonstrating that both materials are expected to
be able to produce the required nonlinearity for squeezing production. We have yet
been unable to measure squeezing in either platform. We note that there is substan-
tial novel experimental work relating to this chapter in Appendix D which covers
various experimental aspects of working with integrated devices, such as loss char-
acterisation D.1, thermal cross talk D.2, and bandwidth considerations D.3. This
work is left to the appendix as it deviates somewhat from the main developments
towards generating squeezing in an integrated device.

We end this thesis with Chapter 7, which concludes all of the work discussed in
the document.
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Chapter 2

Quantum Optics

Declaration of contribution: This is an introductory chapter and contains no new
research material.

Quantum optics is a rich area of physics that looks at the intersection of quan-
tum mechanics, optics, and electromagnetic theory. Here we review the salient fea-
tures of this research field, paying particular attention to those features important
in future chapters. We begin in Section 2.1 by looking at ways quantum states of
light can be represented mathematically and how this relates to their measurable
attributes. In this section we also introduce the quantum optical states that are fea-
tured in other chapters of this thesis (vacuum, coherent, Fock, and squeezed state).
In Section 2.2 we introduce a particular representation of optical fields known as
the sideband representation. This form of analysing the optical field is particularly
useful when considering the noise characteristics of the light field (Chapter 5) or
squeezing (Chapter 6). Finally, Section 2.4 looks at detection of quantum states of
light. This chapter uses discussions predominantly covered in references [18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23].

2.1 Quantum States of Light

In quantum optics, a single optical mode k is described by a quantum harmonic
oscillator [18]. Excitations of the optical mode (photons) can be added or subtracted
by the ladder operators â† and â known as the creation and annihilation operators
respectively∗. Because photons are bosons, the ladder operators are subject to the
corresponding commutation relationships

[âk, âk′ ] =
[

â†
k , â†

k′

]
= 0

[
âk, â†

k′

]
= δk,k′ .

∗Alternatively know as the raising and lowering operators.
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The Hamiltonian operator of the free radiation field of a single mode at frequency ω

can be written in terms of the ladder operators as

Ĥ = h̄ω(â† â + ââ†)

= h̄ω

(
â† â +

1
2

)
= h̄ω

(
n̂ +

1
2

)
where n̂ = â† â is the number operator.

2.1.1 Representation of Quantum States of Light

There are a number of ways one can mathematically or graphically represent a quan-
tum state of an optical mode, each lending itself to particular situations. Here we will
focus on representations that are used in future chapters, in particular the photon
number statistics of the optical field (used in Chapters 3 and 4) and the continuous-
variable phase space representation (for Chapters 5 and 6).

The position (q̂) and momentum (p̂) operators of the quantum harmonic oscilla-
tor are given by

q̂ =
1√
2

(
â† + â

)
, p̂ =

i√
2

(
â† − â

)
,

where we have set h̄ω = 1 for clarity. In quantum optics, these two operators are
commonly referred to as the quadrature operators. The ladder operators can be
written in terms of the quadrature operators:

â =
1√
2
(q̂ + i p̂) , â† =

1√
2
(q̂− i p̂) .

The quadrature operators have a non-zero commutation relationship ([q, p] = i) and
so, by Robertson’s theorem [24], the following uncertainty principle is formed:

∆q̂∆ p̂ ≥ 1
2

. (2.1)

States that saturate this bound, ∆q̂∆ p̂ = 1
2 , are said to be minimum uncertainty states.

Much like in classical systems, the quadrature operators define a phase space
in which states of light can be defined (Figure 2.1). Applying a phase shift to the
quadrature operators Ûθ = exp(−iθn̂) causes a rotation of the phase space by θ

q̂θ ≡ Û†
θ q̂Ûθ = q̂ cos θ + p̂ sin θ, p̂θ ≡ Û†

θ p̂Ûθ = −q̂ sin θ + p̂ cos θ.
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FIGURE 2.1: Quantum optical quadrature or phase space. The black axes show the effects
of an applied phase shift to the quadrature operators which causes a rotation of the whole
space about the origin.

Unlike pure classical states that are represented by points in phase space†, quan-
tum states are defined by quasi-probability distributions owing to the fact that there
is a required minimum uncertainty in the quantum regime (Equation 2.1). These
are known as ‘quasi’-probability distributions due to the fact that the distributions
can be negative. The distribution we will discuss and use in this thesis will be the
Wigner function W(q, p). However, there are other distribution representations of
quantum states, such as the Q and P representations [20].

The Wigner function of a quantum state W(q, p) behaves like a joint probability
distribution of q and p. It can not be directly observed but it does predict the output
distributions of independent measurements of the quadrature operators, which can
be observed by experiment (see balanced homodyne detection in Section 2.4). The
output distributions are known as marginal distributions and are projections of the
Wigner function onto the quadrature planes

pr(q) = 〈q|ρ̂|q〉 =
∫ +∞

−∞
W(q, p)dp, pr(p) = 〈p|ρ̂|p〉

∫ +∞

−∞
W(q, p)dq,

where ρ̂ is the quantum state defined by W(q, p). The output of any marginal distri-
bution can be defined by applying a phase shift θ to the quadrature space

pr(qθ) = 〈q|Û†
θ ρ̂Ûθ |q〉

=
∫ +∞

−∞
W(q cos θ − p sin θ, q sin θ + p cos θ)dpθ .

Negativity of the Wigner function is typically seen as a sign of non-classicality of a
quantum state [25]. The only pure quantum states with no negative features of the

†Here, pure is used to mean an infinity well defined classical state. We note that classically un-
certain states form positive probability distributions in phase space and are therefore not defined as
points.
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Wigner function are the Gaussian states (vacuum, coherent, squeezed states) [25, 26],
which we introduce in the following sections.

2.1.2 Number Statistics of Quantum States (Fano Factor)

One of the defining features of quantum optics is the uncertainty or noise introduced
by describing fields using quantum mechanics. One way that this noise can manifest
itself in the laboratory is in the photon number statistics of the optical field. We will
find that the number statistics of a particular quantum state can be a vital tool for
determining how useful that state is in loss estimation (see Sections 3 and 4). Here
we briefly introduce the Fano factor, a number that provides easy comparison of the
number statistics of quantum states.

The Fano factor σ is defined as

σ =
Var(N)

N
,

where Var(N) and N denote the photon number variance and mean for a particu-
lar quantum state. Since a Poisson distribution has a variance equal to the mean
Var(N) = N, the terms Sub- and Super-Poissonian are often attached to states that
have σ < 1 and σ > 1 respectively. Although the Fano factor does not provide
all of the information on the photon number distribution of a quantum state, we
note that there are scenarios (Section 3) where it is sufficient to describe the practical
effectiveness of the state.

We now quickly introduce the states that will feature prominently in this thesis,
including the Fock, coherent, and squeezed state.

2.1.3 Fock State

The Fock state |n〉 is an eigenstate of the number operator n̂ = â† â

n̂ |n〉 = n |n〉 ,

and describes an optical state of n excitations of the optical quantum harmonic os-
cillator. For n = 1 this state describes the light produced by a single-photon emitter.
The state can be written in terms of the vacuum state |0〉

|n〉 = (â†)n
√

n!
|0〉 .

The Wigner function of an n-photon Fock state |n〉 is given by [27]

W|n〉 =
2
π
(−1)nLn

[
4(q2 + p2)

]
e−2(q2+p2),
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where Ln, the Laguerre Polynomial, is defined as

Ln[x] =
n

∑
k=0

(−1)k

k!

(
n
k

)
xk.

The Wigner function of a three photon Fock state |3〉 is shown in Figure 2.2.

FIGURE 2.2: Wigner function of a three photon Fock state [27] .

The photon mean and variance of the Fock state is given by

N|n〉 = 〈n〉 = 〈n|n̂|n〉 = n, Var(N|n〉) = 〈n2〉 − 〈n〉2 = 0,

which provide a Fano factor for the state of σ = 0.

2.1.4 Coherent State

The coherent state is an eigenstate of the annihilation operator â

â |α〉 = α |α〉

where α = |α|eiθ is a complex number that denotes the coherent state amplitude.
The square modulus of the coherent amplitude provides the mean photon number
of the state |α|2 = N. In the Fock basis, the coherent state is written as

|α〉 = e−
|α|2

2

∞

∑
n=0

αn
√

n!
|n〉 .
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It can be shown [19] that a single-mode laser operated well above threshold is well
described as a coherent quantum state of light. The state is generated from the vac-
uum by the unitary operator D̂(α),

|α〉 = D̂(α) |0〉 ,

known as the displacement operator, which is defined as

D̂(α) = exp
(

αâ† − α∗ â
)

.

The Wigner function of a coherent state of amplitude α is

W|α〉 =
2
π

exp
[
−1

2
((q− qα)

2 + (p− pα)
2)

]
where qα = <(α) is the real part of α and pα = =(α) the imaginary part of α [21].
This function is shown in Figure 2.3. The coherent state is a Gaussian state and has
equal uncertainty in the q̂ and p̂ quadratures. The state is a minimum uncertainty
state, meaning that the quadrature uncertainty gives the fundamental lower bound
provided by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle

∆q̂ = ∆ p̂ =
1√
2

.

The uncertainty in the quadratures is independent of the amplitude α and so is in-
sensitive to the brightness of the coherent state. The vacuum state is a coherent state
with α = 0 and so the quadrature uncertainties are equivalent to the vacuum uncer-
tainty.

The photon number distribution of the coherent state is given by

P(n) = | 〈n|α〉 |2 =
e−|α|

2/2α2
√

n!

which describes a Poisson distribution with mean and variance |α|2. Because of this,
the number statistics of the coherent state are given by

N|α〉 = |α|2, Var(N|α〉) = |α|2,

and as such the coherent state has a Fano factor of σ = 1.

2.1.5 Squeezed State

A squeezed state is a quantum state that has quadrature noise at any angle in phase
space that is below that of the vacuum:

∆q̂θ <
1√
2

or ∆ p̂θ <
1√
2
=⇒ squeezing. (2.2)
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FIGURE 2.3: Wigner function of a coherent state |α〉 with α = 3 + 2i.

Some literature will limit the term ‘squeezed state’ to only apply to minimum un-
certainty states that satisfy the requirements of Equation 2.2‡, but we expand the
definition to include states that are not of minimum uncertainty (such as the Kerr
squeezed state, see Chapter 6). The classes of states are graphically shown in Fig-
ure 2.4.

Squeezed states can be broken up into two general classes: squeezed vacuum
states and bright squeezed states. Both will now be introduced.

Squeezed Vacuum State

The squeezed vacuum state is generated by applying the squeezing operator

Ŝ(ζ) = exp
(

ζ∗ â2 − ζ(â†)2

2

)
, (2.3)

where ζ = reiφ is known as the squeezing parameter ( r, φ ∈ R), to the vacuum state

|ζ〉 = Ŝ(ζ) |0〉 .

The value of r relates to the magnitude of squeezing and φ to the direction in which
the squeezing is applied. Notice that the squeezing operator contains square powers
of the ladder operators and so is in practise applied using nonlinear effects.

‡This is because it is only these states that are created by applying the squeezing operator (Equa-
tion 2.3).
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FIGURE 2.4: Graphical representation of the quadrature uncertainties of different quantum
states.

For squeezing with φ = 0 (i.e. the squeezing takes place along the q̂ axis), the
Wigner function of the squeezed vacuum is

W|ζ〉 =
2
π

exp
[
−1

2
((e−2rq)2 + (e2r p)2)

]
which is displayed in Figure 2.5 for r = 0.3 [21]. Still considering the case where
φ = 0, the resulting variances of the quadratures are given by

Var(q̂) =
1
2

e−2r,

Var( p̂) =
1
2

e2r. (2.4)

The amount of squeezing is typically quoted in decibels (dB), which is defined as

dBsqueezing = 10 log10

(
Var(q̂|ζ〉)
Var(q̂|0〉)

)
= 10 log10(2Var(q̂|ζ〉))

where we have substituted for Var(q̂|0〉) = 1
2 . Note that typically the magnitude of

this value is quoted in the literature.
The squeezed vacuum can be expanded in the Fock basis [19]:

|ζ〉 = sech(r)1/2
∞

∑
n=0

[(2n)!]1/2

n!

(
−1

2
eiφ tanh(r)

)n

|2n〉 ,
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FIGURE 2.5: Wigner function of a squeezed-vacuum state |ζ〉 with r = 0.30 (-2.6 dB squeez-
ing).

which in turn can be used to calculate the photon number distribution of the state

P(2m + 1) = 0, P(2m) =

(
2m
m

)
1

cosh (ζ)

(
tanh(ζ)

2

)2m

, (m = 0, 1, 2, ...).

Note that the squeezed vacuum contains only even photon number contributions.
The squeezed vacuum has an electric field expectation value of 〈Ê〉ζ = 0 but has
non-zero photon number:

〈n〉|ζ〉 = sinh2(r).

The number statistics of the squeezed vacuum state are

N|ζ〉 = sinh2(r), Var(N|ζ〉) = 2 sinh2(r) cosh2(r),

which provide a Fano factor of σ = 2 cosh2(r). The value of these parameters as a
function of r is shown in Figure 2.6.

Squeezed Coherent or Bright Squeezed States

The squeezed coherent state is very similar to the squeezed vacuum state, but in-
volves displacing the squeezed vacuum such that it has some coherent amplitude

|α, ζ〉 = D̂(α)Ŝ(ζ) |0〉 ,
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FIGURE 2.6: Squeezed vacuum mean N, variance Var(N), and Fano factor σ = Var(N)/N
value for increasing squeezing r values.

where again, α = |α|eiθ and ζ = reiφ. For φ = θ = 0, the Wigner function is defined
as

W|α,r〉 =
2
π

exp
[
−1

2
((e−r[q− qα])

2 + (er[p− pα])
2)

]
,

which is the same shape as the squeezed vacuum but now displaced in phase space
by the distance α [21]. We note that the squeezing and displacement operators do
not commute and as such reverse ordering of the operations does not produce the
same state

D̂(α)Ŝ(ζ) |0〉 6= Ŝ(ζ)D̂(α) |0〉 .

This relationship can be seen from the Wigner function definition

WD̂(α)Ŝ(ζ)|0〉 =
2
π

exp
[
−1

2
((e−r[q− qα])

2 + (er[p− pα])
2)

]
6= WŜ(ζ)D̂(α)|0〉 =

2
π

exp
[
−1

2
((e−rq− qα)

2 + (er p− pα)
2)

]
.

The photon statistics for a squeezed coherent state are given by

N|α,ζ〉 = sinh2(r) + |α|2,

Var(N|α,ζ〉) = |α|2
[

e2r sin2(θ − 1
2

φ) + e−2r cos2(θ − 1
2

φ)

]
+ 2 sinh2(r) cosh2(r),

which for θ = φ = 0 simplify to

N|α,ζ〉 = sinh2(r) + |α|2,

Var(N|α,r〉) = |α|2e−2r + 2 sinh2(r) cosh2(r).
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This provides a Fano factor of

σ =
|α|2e−2r + 2 sinh2(r) cosh2(r)

sinh2(r) + |α|2
,

which is plotted for different |α| and r values in Figure 2.7. We see that initially
squeezing causes the state to become sub-Poissonian (σ < 1) with increasing r
but further increases in the squeezing value eventually turn the state into a super-
Poissonian state (σ > 1). This is due to the interplay of squeezing and the displace-
ment with the radial distribution of the state (which gives some indication to the
states number statistics). This is explained in Figure 2.8 and has practical implica-
tions for scenarios where the number statistics are important (see Section 3.3.4).

1 2 3 4 5
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σ
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1.0 2.0

1.0

2.0

FIGURE 2.7: The variation of the Fano factor (σ) as the squeezing r is increased for bright
squeezed-amplitude states with different coherent amplitudes |α|. Inset displays up to val-
ues of r = 2 and shows that states with larger |α| produces states with smaller σ for optimal
values of squeezing. Main figure displays values up to r = 5 and shows how eventually all
states become super Poissonian (σ > 1) for large enough squeezing values. The value of r at
which this occurs increases with larger |α|.

Converting from squeezed vacuum to a squeezed coherent state requires the use
of a bright coherent beam and a high reflectivity beamsplitter [28], and so can be
implemented using simple linear optical components.
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FIGURE 2.8: Explanation of photon statistical properties of bright squeezed state (Figure 2.7).
As the radial distance from the origin is related to the brightness of a quantum state, the
radial distribution of the state is directly proportional to the photon number statistics of the
state. For large |α| (orange) we see that applying a large amount of squeezing had reduced
the radial uncertainty of the state, and therefore has reduced the Fano factor σ. For the same
applied squeezing, we see that the state with small |α| has considerably increased its radial
distribution and is has therefore increased its σ value. We note that Figure 2.7 demonstrates
that small amounts of squeezing will reduce the radial uncertainty for small |α|, and likewise
further increase to the squeezing amount will eventually cause large |α| states to have a
radial uncertainty larger than a coherent state with equivalent |α| value (and hence σ > 1).

2.2 The Sideband Representation of Light

In this thesis we are particularly interested in the noise properties of the optical field.
This feature of light is the main discussion point of Chapters 5 and 6. Here we in-
troduce a particular way of thinking about noise in the time domain which involves
consideration of the sidebands introduced in the frequency domain. For more liter-
ature on the subject, readers are directed to references [18, 22, 23].

2.2.1 Classical Sidebands

Consider an ideal plane wave oscillating at frequency ωc, which we will call the
carrier wave. The time dependence t of the electric field at a fixed point in space is
given by

Ec(t) = Eceiωct,

where Ec denotes the carrier amplitude. Now consider a modulation signal at fre-
quency ωm,

M(t) = M cos(ωmt).
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where M is the modulation amplitude. Applying the modulation signal as an am-
plitude modulation to the carrier, the total signal is modified to

ET(t) = (1 + M cos(ωmt))eiωct, (2.5)

where we have normalised carrier amplitude for clarity (Ec = 1). Expanding the
cosine function in Equation 2.5 we find that

ET(t) = eiωct +
M
2

(
ei(ωc+ωm)t + ei(ωc−ωm)t

)
, (2.6)

where (ωc − ωm) and (ωc + ωm) define the lower and upper sidebands. Equa-
tion 2.6 demonstrates that amplitude modulation of a perfect plane wave (a delta
function in frequency space) produces two new frequency components at (ωc−ωm)

and (ωc + ωm) called sidebands. The magnitude of the sidebands is proportional to
the modulation depth M and for amplitude modulation the sidebands are in phase
with one another.

FIGURE 2.9: Representation of how amplitude modulation creates sideband features to the
carrier wave.

A similar result is found for phase modulation where the modulated signal is
given by

ET(t) = eiωct+M cos(ωmt),
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where the resulting signal for small M is found to be [18]

ET(t) = eiωct + i
M
2

(
ei(ωc+ωm)t + ei(ωc−ωm)t

)
.

This produces sidebands at the same frequency as those produced by amplitude
modulation, but with the sidebands being out of phase with one another.

2.3 Linearisation of the Annihilation Operator

When considering the noise properties of the optical field it is often useful to use the
linear approximation of the annihilation and creation operators. As demonstrated
in Section 2.4, this approximation also becomes highly valuable when analysing de-
tection techniques. The linearisation of the operators approximates the time depen-
dence of the operator â(t) to a sum of a constant value α and some small noise factor
δâ(t)

â(t) ≈ α + δâ(t) (2.7)

where α is in general a complex number but will often be considered real to simplify
discussion. Similarly we find â†(t) ≈ α∗ + δâ†(t). The noise factor δâ(t) is assumed
to have small fluctuations around zero:

〈δâ(t)〉 = 0, and |δâ(t)| � |α|.

This approximation is often called the ‘ball-and-stick’ approximation, as it allows
a quantum state to be thought of as some vector α in phase space (the stick) that
has some fluctuating noise δâ(t) centred around the end of the vector (the ball) [22,
23]. We can use the new approximation of the creation and annihilation operators
(Equation 2.7) to look at the properties of the number operator with time

n̂(t) = â†(t)â(t)

≈ [α∗ + δâ†(t)][α + δâ(t)]

= |α|2 + αδâ†(t) + α∗δâ(t) + δâ†(t)δâ(t).

We have assumed the fluctuations to be small and as such can approximate δâ†(t)δâ(t) ≈
0. If we assume α to be real, the number operator simplifies to

n̂(t) ≈ α2 + αδq̂(t), (2.8)

where δq̂(t) now describe amplitude fluctuations as α is real. Because of this it is
sometimes referred to as the amplitude quadrature, and conversely δ p̂(t) the phase
quadrature.

We note that in general, sideband quantum optics techniques can be applied to
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give an intuition into many phenomena (such as considering squeezing as a cor-
relation of the sidebands [18]), but these are not discussed in this thesis. Readers
interested in this view of quantum optics are directed to references [18, 22, 23].

2.4 Detection of Quantum Optical States of Light

Detection of quantum states of light is of great importance to the field of quantum
optics. There are a number of detectors and detection schemes available for an ex-
perimentalist to use but here we focus on measurement techniques involving pho-
todiode detectors. This type of detector is used in the experiments of Chapters 5
and 6. In particular, we focus on three detection schemes: direct detection, balanced
homodyne detector, and self-homodyne detection.

2.4.1 Direct Detection

Arguably the simplest detection scheme is to simply direct the quantum state in
mode â incident to a single photodiode (Figure 2.10). In the following chapters (in
particular Chapters 5 and 6), we will be interested in the noise properties of the op-
tical field. The comparison of the noise of two signals is commonly performed in the
frequency domain [29] as this allows comparison of noise at a particular frequency
(or frequency band), often avoiding experimental noise not due to the optical field
(such as electronic 1/ f -noise or radio station signals for example). Detection of the
signal in the frequency domain can be performed by either looking at the signal out-
put from the detector using a spectrum analyser, or by capturing the time signal
using an oscilloscope and then digitally taking a Fourier transform of the captured
signal. Ignoring detector noise, the detected signal from the photodiode i(t) will

to spectrum analyser 

or oscilloscope

FIGURE 2.10: Direct detection of a quantum state of light.

be proportional to the number operator i(t) = gDn̂(t) where the constant of pro-
portionality gD includes the detector gain and loss (efficiency). Using the linearised
number operator (Equation 2.8) the spectral intensity is found to be

i(t) = gDn̂(t)

≈ gD(|α|2 + αδq̂(t)) (2.9)

i(Ω) ≈ gD(|α|2δ(Ω = 0) + αδq̂(Ω)), (2.10)

where Equation 2.10 is found by taking a Fourier transform of Equation 2.9 and
|α|2δ(Ω = 0) denotes a constant DC value due to the amplitude of the state. We
note that |α|2δ(Ω = 0) is only non-zero for Ω = 0. We see that the fluctuation of the
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detector signal at frequency Ω are proportional to the amplitude quadrature noise
fluctuations at the frequency Ω.

2.4.2 Balanced Homodyne Detection

We now turn to the more complex detection technique of balanced homodyne detec-
tion (Figure 2.11). This detection scheme involves interference of the state in mode
â with another optical field in mode b̂ on a 50/50 beamsplitter. Prior to interference,
mode b̂ has been phase shifted by φ relative to â. The two outputs of the beam-
splitter are captured using two separate photodiodes, and the subtraction of their
signal is performed. For homodyne detection, the fields in modes â and b̂ are at the
same optical frequency (wavelength). The following discussion will only consider
this particular case. Heterodyne detection involves the same experimental setup but
where the fields â and b̂ have difference optical frequencies. The effect of this is dis-
cussed briefly at the end of this section (2.4.2). Taking the linear approximation of

50/50

-
FIGURE 2.11: Balanced homodyne detection of a quantum state of light. Note that the dif-
ference in colour of the beams is for illustrative purposes only and for a homodyne measure-
ment both beams should be the same optical frequency. Heterodyne detection allows for the
input beams to be difference frequecies from one another.

modes â(t) ≈ α + δâ(t) and b̂(t) ≈ (β + δb̂(t))eiφ, and assuming α and β are real, the
fields in modes ĉ and d̂ (Figure 2.11) are found to be

ĉ(t) ≈ 1√
2

[
(α + δâ(t))− (β + δb̂(t))eiφ

]
,

d̂(t) ≈ 1√
2

[
(α + δâ(t)) + (β + δb̂(t))eiφ

]
.
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To calculate the photodiode signal outputs we assume identical photodiodes in
both arms (equal gain)§. The photodiode signals then become

ic(t) = gDn̂c(t) = gD ĉ†(t)ĉ(t)

≈ gD

2

[
α2 + β2 − 2αβ cos(φ) + α(δq̂a(t)− δq̂−φ

b (t)) + β(δq̂b(t)− δq̂φ
a (t))

]
,

id(t) = gDn̂d(t) = gDd̂†(t)d̂(t)

≈ gD

2

[
α2 + β2 + 2αβ cos(φ) + α(δq̂a(t) + δq̂−φ

b (t)) + β(δq̂b(t) + δq̂φ
a (t))

]
,

where we have ignored any terms with more than a single noise factor due to the
linear approximation

δâ†δâ ≈ δb̂†δb̂ ≈ δâ†δb̂ ≈ δb̂†δâ ≈ 0,

and defined the quadrature at angle φ to be

δq̂φ = δq̂ cos(φ) + δ p̂ sin(φ)

= δâe−iφ + δâ†eiφ.

The subtraction of the two photodiode signals becomes

i−(t) = id(t)− ic(t)

≈ gD

(
2αβ cos(φ) + αδq̂−φ

b (t) + βδq̂φ
a (t)

)
,

where we see some constant contribution from the amplitudes of the state (and their
interference) 2αβ cos(φ) and two time varying signals, one due to the field at each
of the input modes αδq̂−φ

b (t) and βδq̂φ
a (t). We now take the bright local oscillator

(LO) approximation and assume that the field in mode b̂ (commonly referred to as
the local oscillator) is much brighter than the field in â (β� α). In this case, the time
varying signal that is multiplied by α (αδq̂−φ

b (t)) is assumed to have a vanishingly
small contribution to the signal i−(t) compared with βδq̂φ

a (t) and so the variance of
the subtracted signal in frequency space can be approximated to

Var(i−(Ω)) ≈ g2
Dβ2Var(δq̂φ

a (Ω)).

Here we see that measuring the noise variance of the subtracted signal provides
information on the quadrature noise of the light in mode â. The phase difference
φ allows measurement of the noise of any arbitrary quadrature of â which in turn

§In practise this is normally not the case. However, the difference in gain can be compensated for
by unbalancing the beamsplitter such that the detected intensities on each detector are equal. This is
usually performed by replacing the 50/50 beamsplitter with a half-waveplate and polarising beam-
splitter combination. The balancing is performed using only light from port b̂, which as we will see is
usually assumed to be much brighter than the field in mode â.
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allows full reconstruction of the Wigner function in a process called homodyne to-
mography [30]. We note that the measurement outcome is independent of the noise
properties (quantum state) of the light in mode b̂ and only depends on its mean in-
tensity. The pre-factors g2

Dβ2 are usually calibrated for by blocking the light in â and
taking measurement of the vacuum where Var(δq̂φ

vac(Ω)) = 1 for all angles φ and
frequencies Ω.

For the case of heterodyne detection, all frequency contributions are shifted to
the frequency ΩHet = |Ωa −Ωb| due to the beating between the optical frequency of
modes â and b̂.

2.4.3 Self-Homodyne Detection

We now look at a variation on the technique of homodyne detection called self-
homodyne detection (see Figure 2.12). This variation removes the local oscillator
(β = 0) and instead looks at both the addition and subtraction of the signals from
the two photodiodes at the output.

50/50

-+
FIGURE 2.12: Self-homodyne detection of a quantum state of light.

With these experimental conditions the variance of the subtraction signal be-
comes

Var(i−(Ω)) ≈ g2
Dα2Var(δq̂vac(Ω)), (2.11)

which is essentially the same result as the balanced homodyne measurement but
where the state being measured is the vacuum state. The addition of the two photo-
diode signals is given by

i+(t) = id(t) + ic(t)

≈ gD
(
α2 + αδq̂a(t)

)
,

with a variance of
Var(i+(Ω)) ≈ g2

Dα2Var(δq̂a(Ω)). (2.12)

By taking the ratio of the variances of the addition and subtraction signal, we see
that self homodyning provides a method of measuring the noise of the optical field
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compared to the vacuum noise

R =
Var(i+(Ω))

Var(i−(Ω))
=

Var(q̂a(Ω))

Var(q̂vac(Ω))
.

This detection technique is implemented experimentally in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Chapter 3

Quantum Sensing of Optical Loss

Declaration of contribution: This is predominately an introductory chapter. The
analysis in Section 3.3.4 to my knowledge is a new result defining the sensing power
of arbitrary states for quantum transmission estimation based on the Fano factor of
the input field. This result was developed by myself with assistance from Dr. Peter
Turner, a senior lecturer at the Quantum Engineering Technology Labs in Bristol.

The goal of any sensor is to measure some real parameter θ (or set of parame-
ters θ = (θ1, θ2, ...)) of interest to within the precision and accuracy desired by the
user. This general task is shown in Figure 3.1. The sensor generates a known initial
quantum state |ψ〉 and allows this state to interact with some system of interest. The
evolution of the state under interaction with the system should be a function of the
parameter θ such that the state after the interaction |ψ′(θ)〉 becomes a function of
the parameter itself∗. Measurement(s) {M} of this state produce measurement out-
comes x which, along with knowledge of the input state, provide an estimate of the
value of the parameter θ (we use θ̂ to denote an estimate of the parameter θ).

For example, by passing some laser light through a gas cell one can make a mea-
surement of the optical power at the output of the cell. With knowledge of how
much power was sent into the cell, the amount of light absorbed by the gas can be
estimated. If the parameter we are trying to estimate is the concentration of gas
c, then a relationship between the amount of light absorbed and the concentration,
along with the measurement results, will allow an estimate of c to be produced (ĉ).

One goal in sensor design is to achieve a sensitive measurement that achieves
maximal information on the parameter that it is aiming to estimate. In statistics,
this general task is known as parameter estimation theory [31]. Quantum param-
eter estimation theory† is a field that is focussed towards improving the capability
of sensors by applying aspects from quantum theory and quantum information to
classical parameter estimation. In this chapter we focus on optical quantum sensing
applied to absorption measurements (e.g. spectroscopy), which investigates how the

∗In general, the interaction with the system does not result in a pure state at the output. However,
in this chapter we restrict to pure state notation for clarity.
†A field also commonly referred to as ‘quantum metrology’ or ’quantum sensing’.
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FIGURE 3.1: Illustration of a general sensor. An input state |ψ〉 interacts with some system
of interest, that is a function of the parameter θ that is to be estimated. If the output state is a
function of the parameter then it is possible to make a measurement, or set of measurements,
{M} of this state such that an estimate of the parameter θ̂ can be produced. We note that in
general the interaction with the system does not result in a pure state and in this case the
density matrix should be used to define the mixed state.

application of quantum states of light to optical sensors can improve the precision
with which the loss applied to the optical field is estimated.

We begin this chapter by defining some of the terms used in this chapter and
the thesis in general (Section 3.1). We follow with Section 3.2, by introducing a
method for quantifying the ability of a measurement to estimate a particular pa-
rameter, known as the Fisher information. We also include a short introduction of
quantum theory applied to the statistical theory of Fisher information. Section 3.3
introduces optical quantum sensing and applies the ideas of Fisher information to
optical loss estimation. Section 3.1 completes the chapter by defining some of the
terms used in this and the following chapter.

3.1 Definition of Terms

Here, we define some of the terms used in this and the following sections as a re-
source for the reader. We note that these are short definitions that are intended to
clarify the terminology for readers already slightly familiar with the topics covered
in this chapter. More detailed introduction to each of the terms can be found in the
following sections of this chapter.

1. Shot noise: the noise in an ideal coherent state. Used interchangeably to re-
fer to the photon noise (Poisson statistics, σ = 1) in a coherent state and the
quadrature variance (q̂θ = 1/2 for all θ). The term ‘shot noise limit’ is also
used to denote the parameter estimation capabilities of a coherent state. It is
common for this to be referred to as the ‘standard quantum limit’ but because
the limit in loss estimation is due to the shot noise, it is common in this area to
referred to the limit as the shot noise limit.

2. Standard quantum limit: the term commonly used to describe the parameter
estimation capabilities of a classical strategy (coherent state). This term is not
used in this thesis and is instead replaced by the ‘shot noise limit’.
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3. Fisher information: the information provided by an estimator that saturates
the Cramér-Rao bound such that

Var(θ̂) =
1

FI(θ)
,

where the Fisher information FI is defined as

FI(θ) = E f (x)

[(
∂

∂θ
log( f (x|θ))

)2
]

,

and f (x|θ) is the distribution being sampled from.

4. (Estimator) Information: In some cases in this thesis, the variance of a par-
ticular estimator is computed (Var(θ̂)). To compare the information provided
by the estimator to the Fisher information, the inverse of this variance is com-
puted

I(θ) =
1

Var(θ̂)
≤ FI(θ).

For cases where the estimator saturates the Cramér-Rao bound, the estimator
information and Fisher information are equal, I(θ) = FI(θ).

5. Fisher information per incident photon: It is often useful to compare sensing
strategies scaled by the mean number of photons at the input. This is because
often the advantage of using quantum schemes is that for the same input inten-
sity a more precise estimate is possible, or the same precision on the estimate is
possible with less photons. The Fisher information per incident photon FI′(θ)
is given by

FI′(θ) =
FI(θ)

N0

where FI(θ) is the total Fisher information and N0 is the mean number of input
photons.

6. Quantum advantage: The ratio of the Fisher information provided by the best
quantum strategy to the Fisher information provided by the best classical strat-
egy. For loss estimation, the quantum advantage is the ratio of the Fisher infor-
mation provided Fock and coherent states of the same mean photon number

QA =
FI′(η)|N0〉
FI′(η)|α〉

.

3.2 Fisher Information and the Cramér-Rao Bound

The Fisher information is a standard benchmark used to quantify and compare meth-
ods of parameter estimation. We begin by investigating a classical example, the
game of estimating the bias of a coin, and will then extend this scheme to include
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elements from quantum mechanics. For a more detailed look at Fisher information,
readers can see to references [32] and [31].

Suppose we have a two-sided coin where, unknown to us, the coin has an 80%
chance of flipping a heads and a 20% chance of tails. Through flipping the coin we
would like to estimate what the chance of getting a heads is (how biased the coin
is). If we flip the coin 10 times then the possible outcomes for the number of heads
flipped will follow a binomial distribution where the probability of flipping n heads
is given by

B(n|N, p) =
(

N
n

)
pn(1− p)N−n,

where N is the number of coin flips and p is the probability of a heads. The notation
B(n|N, p) states, that provided N and p, B(n|N, p) gives a probability distribution
for values of n. The distribution is shown in Figure 3.2 and has a mean value µ =

Np = 10 ∗ 0.8 = 8.
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FIGURE 3.2: The output probability distribution for 10 coin flips of a coin with a 80:20 chance
of landing on heads:tails.

From 10 flips with this coin, we would like a way of estimating what the bias of
the coin is. A simple choice is to take the number of heads flipped and divide by
the total number of flips: p̂ = number of heads/N. For example, if in 10 flips the
outcomes were 7 heads and 3 tails x = {HHTHTTHHHH} , then the estimate of
the probability of flipping a heads would be p̂ = 7/10 = 0.7, where we have used p̂
to denote an estimate of the parameter p. This is not the only choice of estimator one
can choose. In fact, any possible estimator can be constructed from the measurement
(e.g. p̂ = number of heads/number of tails) and so the question becomes how do
we know which estimator is the best?

The choice of which estimator to use is based upon two desirable properties that
estimators can have. In general, it is advantageous to choose an estimator such that
for infinite trials (flips of the coin) the estimator p̂ converges to the true value of
p. This means that as a sensor gathers more measurement data, the estimate of the
parameter converges to the true value. An estimator with this property is called
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an unbiased estimator. This property is typically associated with the accuracy of the
estimator. For the estimator p̂ = number of heads/N, we see that for infinite trials
the number of heads will converge to Np and so p̂ → p. For the alternate estimator
p̂ = number of heads/number of tails, the value of this for infinite trials does not
tend to the true value p̂ = Np

N(1−p) = p
1−p 6= p and so this is likely not an optimal

choice for an estimator in this case.
A further beneficial property for an estimator to have is for repeat estimates from

the same distribution to be close to one another. In the coin flipping example, this
means that for many sets of 10 flips, each of which produces an estimate p̂i, the
variance on the values p̂i should be minimised (min(Var( p̂i)), where Var(x) denotes
the variance of x). The minimisation of the variance implies that the estimator is
not too dependent on the measurement outcomes of any particular set of trials and
thus provides an accurate estimate when finite trials are available. This property is
related to the precision of the measurement and is the main focus of the rest of this
chapter.

3.2.1 Classical Fisher Information and the Cramér-Rao Bound

The Cramér-Rao bound provides a general formalism for bounding the optimal per-
formance in precision that can be expected from the estimate of a parameter θ. The
bound is subject to some regularity conditions [32], but these hold in all cases de-
scribed in this chapter and will not be discussed further‡. For an unknown scalar
parameter θ, which is to be estimated from measurements of the random variable
X, producing measurement outcomes with probability density (or mass) function
f (x|θ), the variance on any unbiased estimate of the parameter θ̂ is bounded by the
Cramér-Rao Bound

Var(θ̂) ≥ 1
FI(θ)

, (3.1)

where FI(θ) is the classical Fisher information [31]. The Fisher information can be
calculated directly from the function f (x|θ) which also defines the likelihood func-
tion for the distribution; f (x|θ) not only provides probabilities of observing values
of x given a value of θ, but also the probabilities for the value of θ if it is supplied
with a set of measurement outcomes x. Returning to the coin flip example, the like-
lihood function for the outcome of 7 heads and 3 tails is shown in Figure 3.3, which
we note is peaked at p = 0.7.

Using the likelihood function, the Fisher information can be defined as

FI(θ) = E f (x)

[(
∂

∂θ
log( f (x|θ))

)2
]

, (3.2)

‡Examples of when the regularity conditions fail: 1) If the probability distribution function f (x|θ)
does not tail off rapidly enough such that the integrals deriving the Fisher information relationships
converge slowly, and 2) If the range where the distribution is defined is a function of the parameter
θ itself (such as having a uniform flat distribution that is defined over the (0,θ) interval). For more
information see [32].
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FIGURE 3.3: The likelihood function for a binomial distribution where 10 coin flips produced
7 heads and 3 tails. For this set of outcome we find that the most likely value of p = 0.7.

where E denotes the expectation value§. The Fisher information and Cramér-Rao
bound give a minimum variance on any unbiased estimate of the parameter, but
do not actually provide the estimator itself. Constructing an estimator that sat-
urates the Cramér-Rao bound, and hence gives the estimator with minimal vari-
ance, needs to be performed for the particular parameter and sensor that is under
investigation. The Fisher information is additive, meaning that for ν repeated esti-
mates (ν measurements from the distribution) the total Fisher information is given
by FItotal(θ) = νFI(θ).

An intuition with the Fisher information is that it gives an indication of the
‘peakedness’ of the likelihood function (Figure 3.3) [32]. If the likelihood function is
broad, then the distribution is not providing as much information on the parameter θ

than for a narrower likelihood function. A narrow likelihood function demonstrates
that the measurement outcomes from the distribution are strongly dependent on the
parameter defining the distribution (θ).

Under the same regularity conditions covered at the start of Section 3.2.1, the
Fisher information can be re-written as

FI(θ) = −E f (x)

[
∂2

∂θ2 log( f (x|θ))
]

, (3.3)

which is the form used to compute the Fisher information in this thesis (Chapters 3
and 4).

For any sensor that is designed to estimate the parameter θ, the measurement it
performs should maximise the Fisher information and therefore the precision with
which the best estimator can estimate θ. The design of the sensor to maximise FI(θ)
becomes a choice of the best probability distribution f (x|θ) to sample from. Choices
in f (x|θ) are made by both choosing what input to have into the sensor (e.g. what

§E f (x)[g(x)] = ∑∞
x=0 f (x)g(x) for discrete distributions f (x). For continuous f (x) the sum is

replaced with an integral over x.
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state of light to have at the input) and by choosing what measurement to make at
the output (homodyne, single photon detection, ...). Once these experimental choices
have been made, the classical Fisher information can be used to determine how well
the sensor performs.

3.2.2 Quantum Fisher Information

We now take a brief look at how quantum mechanics can expand on the (classi-
cal) Cramér-Rao Bound and the (classical) Fisher information. Although the spe-
cific theory shown here is not used in this thesis, we make reference to published
work using the quantum Fisher information to show that the classical calculations
we perform saturate the quantum Fisher information bounds. This means that the
classical Fisher information calculations produce the same result as if the quantum
Fisher information analysis had been performed, and so these provide the quantum
estimation bounds for the parameters investigated. For simplification we restrict
expressions to those valid for pure states. More detailed introductions to quantum
estimation theory are provided in the following references [33, 34, 35].

The classical Fisher information describes the maximum precision with which
measurement from a distribution can estimate a parameter. For the calculation of
the Fisher information the input state, evolution of the state, and the measurement
performed at the end, all have to be defined to get the output measurement dis-
tribution and therefore the Fisher information. Quantum estimation theory relaxes
these requirements and maximises the classical Fisher information over all possible
measurements [36].

Specifically, given the output state |ψ′(θ)〉 = Û(θ) |ψ〉, where Û(θ) = eiĤ(θ) en-
compasses the evolution of the state due to the system and Ĥ is the Hamiltonian
operator defining the evolution¶, we seek to find the maximum Fisher information
that can be attained with any possible measurement Mx (yielding the measurement
results x) [33, 36]. Because we maximise over all possible measurements, the quan-
tum Fisher information will at least equal any classical Fisher information calculated
for the same process. In cases where an optimal measurement has not been chosen,
the quantum Fisher information is larger than the classical Fisher information which
leads to the quantum Cramér-Rao bound

Var(θ̂) ≥ 1
FIC(θ)

≥ 1
FIQ(θ)

,

where C and Q denote the classical and quantum Fisher information respectively.
For pure states, the quantum Fisher information is defined as

FIQ(θ) = 4
(〈

ψ
∣∣ Ĥ(θ)2 ∣∣ψ

〉
−
〈
ψ
∣∣ Ĥ(θ)

∣∣ψ
〉2
)

,

¶Note that for this variable the hat denotes an operator and not an estimator.
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where Ĥ(θ) is the Hamiltonian that evolves the input state and is a function of the
parameter θ [33]. It is also possible for the input state to be parametrised in a way
that allows the quantum Fisher information to be maximised over all, or a set of, in-
put states [37]. In this case the Fisher information provides the best possible strategy
for the channel as both input states and output measurements have been optimised.

3.3 Optical Quantum Sensing and Loss Estimation

The first example of quantum states of light improving the precision of a measure-
ment was provided by Caves, who showed that the sensitivity of an interferometer
could be improved by injecting squeezed vacuum into the unused input port [7].
This is an example of a quantum enhancement of phase estimation and is a result
that lead to a number of studies looking at other states that are useful for phase esti-
mation [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. There have also been a number of experimental demonstra-
tions of a quantum advantage for phase estimation, of particular note is the LIGO
collaboration that is applying squeezed states to gravitational wave detection [13,
38]. Recently, Slussarenko et al. [39] constructed an interferometer with two-photon
NOON states that was able to operate at a level of performance that even a per-
fect, lossless, classical interferometer would not be able to achieve (on a ‘per photon’
basis, see Section 3.1 for definition).

In addition to phase measurements, other investigations have looked at how op-
tical sensing strategies improved by application of quantum states of light [40, 41,
37]. Here, we focus on one particular example, loss or absorption estimation. Chap-
ter 4 extends this analysis to also look at absorbance (loss per unit length) estimation.

Measurement of the optical absorption of a medium has applications in gas sens-
ing [42], thermometry [43], and microscopy [44]. An abstract representation of an op-
tical sensor aimed at estimating the absorption (or transmission η) through a sample
is shown in Figure 3.4.

FIGURE 3.4: Abstract representation of an optical sensor for absorption. An input state |ψ〉
is passed through a sample with transmission η which evolves the state to |ψ′(η)〉. Measure-
ment of the state after the sample, with knowledge of what the initial state was, can be used
to estimate the transmission η. We assume that the transmission η is linear (independent of
the mean photon number of |ψ〉) such that N|ψ′(η)〉 = ηN|ψ〉. Note that in general the state
exiting from a loss channel will not be pure.

In this experiment, a state of light |ψ〉 is passed through a sample with transmis-
sion η. The interaction of the optical state with the loss medium changes the state
such that at the output we obtain |ψ′(η)〉. Measurement of |ψ′(η)〉, with knowledge
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of the input state |ψ〉, will allow for an estimate of the transmission η via some esti-
mator.

The classical limit for this experiment is found by considering how this sensor
performs when a coherent state is used at the input, as this state closely approxi-
mates the state of a laser [45]‖. Any input quantum state that provides an improve-
ment in estimation precision (Fisher information) over the coherent state can be said
to give a ‘quantum advantage’. Jakeman and Rarity were the first to explore how
the use of Fock states (single photons) improved the precision with which one could
estimate η [40]. The Fisher information for both Fock and coherent states vary as a
function of η and are derived in the following two sections. The quantum advantage
(ratio of quantum to classical Fisher information) is also plotted and demonstrates
that the advantage of using Fock states is largest for weakly absorbing samples. Fu-
jiwara [41] and later Adesso et al. [37] went on to show that Fock states maximise
the quantum Fisher information over all input states, meaning that this is the best
possible strategy one can implement.

The first experimental demonstration of this quantum advantage in transmission
measurements was performed by Tapster et al. using correlated beams generated by
a SPDC crystal [46]. Since this result, there have been a number of advancements in
the field including sub-shot noise imaging [47], measurement of ‘real-world’ sam-
ples (haemoglobin) [48], and a recent result from Moreau et al. [14] demonstrating a
sensor that can outperform (‘per photon’) an ideal classical sensor operating with a
perfect coherent states and 100% detection efficiency. Loss estimation has also been
investigated in the continuous-variable framework by looking at the application of
squeezed/Gaussian states [49, 50, 51]. In the framework described here for loss es-
timation, we see that squeezed amplitudes states can provide an advantage as for
certain displacements (α) and squeezing values (r) the state produced has σ < 1
(see Section 2.1.5 for details) and so provides better precision than a coherent state
(a quantum advantage).

We now look at deriving the advantage of applying Fock states to loss estimation
in comparison to a coherent state. We use a statistical representation of light as this
gives an intuitive explanation of why there is a quantum advantage, and also allows
some expansion to more generic quantum states. We note that this semi-classical ap-
proach is sufficient when one can ignore any phase or interference effects [18], which
is the case for single mode loss estimation where no phase is applied. At points in
the following section we compare the statistical approach with results derived in a
full quantum analysis to show that there is agreement between the two.

‖Wiseman notes that the state well describes a laser in terms of the number statistics of the light
produced. This is the important feature for loss estimation and so we will describe a laser as a coherent
state for the rest of this thesis.
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3.3.1 Fisher Information for Classical States of Light

Many absorption spectroscopy measurements are taken using a single-mode laser as
the light source. It can be shown [19] that a single-mode laser operated well above
threshold is well described as a coherent quantum state of light, which are governed
by Poisson statistics. As such, for a quantum state produced by an ideal laser the
probability of detecting N photons is governed by a Poisson distribution

P(N|N0) =
(N0)Ne−N0

N!
,

where N0 is the mean number of photons in the laser coherent state |α〉 with N0 =

|α|2. In this thesis, we will discuss absorbing samples that act linearly on the incom-
ing light i.e. we take the sample to act independently on each photon incident on it,
which is the case for most samples that are not close to optical saturation. Indepen-
dent absorption events can be thought of equivalently as a beamsplitter operating on
the optical mode. The effect of such an absorbing sample is described by a Bernoulli
trial acting on the incoming photons, where for the case of N0 incident photons,
the probability of N photons being transmitted through the sample is given by the
binomial distribution

B(N|N0, η) =

(
N0

N

)
ηN(1− η)N0−N ,

where η is the parameter we will be trying to estimate describing the probability of
transmission for a single photon incident on the sample.

The number of input incident photons within a coherent state is governed by
Poisson statistics. Therefore to discuss the distribution of the coherent state after the
sample, we need to calculate B(N|P(k|N0), η) i.e. what the output photon number
distribution is when a binomial process has a number of trials defined by a Poisso-
nian distribution with mean N0. This distribution is called a compound distribution
and Appendix B.5 shows the calculation required to calculate the output distribu-
tion. Following Appendix B.5, the output distribution is described by a shifted-mean
Poisson distribution where

B(k|P(N|N0), η) = P(k|N0η). (3.4)

The output from the absorbing sample when the input is a coherent state is a Poisson
distribution with photon number mean (and variance) N0η. This is consistent with
analysis that shows that the output from a beamsplitter (with transmission η) with
on a coherent state input |α〉 is the coherent state |α√η〉 [19].

We now look at calculating the Fisher information provided on the parameter η

when measuring the intensity of the light at the output of the sample, assuming we
know N0 to infinite precision. The Fisher information can be calculated by using the
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form presented in Equation 3.3:

FI|α〉(η) = −EP(N|N0η)

[
∂2

∂η2 log(P(N|N0η))

]
= −EP(N|N0η)

[
∂2

∂η2 log(
(N0η)Ne−N0η

N!
)

]

= −EP(N|N0η)

[
∂2

∂η2 (N log(N0η)− N0η − log(N!))
]

= −EP(N|N0η)

[
−N

η2

]
=

e−N0η

η2

N=∞

∑
N=0

N(N0η)N

N!

=
N0ηe−N0η

η2

N=∞

∑
N=0

(N0η)(N−1)

(N − 1)!

=
N0ηe−N0η

η2 eN0η

=
N0

η
. (3.5)

The Fisher information per average incident photon (FI′) for a coherent state is there-
fore

FI′|α〉(η) =
FI|α〉(η)

N0
=

1
η

.

3.3.2 Fisher Information for Quantum States of Light

When a Fock state |N0〉 is used as the probe, the output photon number distribution
is a Binomial distribution as the photon number of the input state is well defined.
The output photon number distribution is given by

B(N|N0, η) =

(
N0

N

)
(1− η)NηN0−N ,

which has a mean of N0(1− η) and a variance of N0η(1− η). The Fock state has a
well defined input photon number and so we note that N0 = N0. Again, this output
distribution is consistent with a full quantum analysis of Fock states incident on a
beamsplitter [52].

Following the same process used to derived Equation 3.5, the Fisher information
on η when a Fock state is used as the probe is found to be [48, 53]

FI|N0〉 =
N0

η(1− η)
,
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and the Fisher information per incident photon

FI′|N0〉 =
1

η(1− η)
.

The Fisher information per incident photon for both classical and quantum schemes
is shown in Figure 3.5. This plot also displays the quantum advantage – the ratio
between the quantum and classical Fisher information.
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FIGURE 3.5: Fisher information per incident photon and quantum advantage for loss esti-
mation. Classical and quantum curves relate to coherent and Fock states respectively.

3.3.3 Optimal Estimators to Saturate Cramér-Rao Bound

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the Fisher information provides the information that
is provided by the best estimator for the distribution being sampled. However, the
analysis does not actually provide the estimate that saturates the Cramér-Rao Bound
to give the Fisher information. Here we provide a simple estimator that saturates the
bounds provided by the Fisher information analysis.

By measuring the number of photons exiting the sample in a particular trial N
and having knowledge of the mean input number of photons N0, it is possible to
construct an estimate of the transmission η̂ using

η̂ =
N
N0

.

In this thesis, we assume N0 to be constant and known to infinite precision. As the
estimate η̂ depends linearly on the variable N, the error in η̂ is found to be

Var(η̂) =
(

∂η̂

∂N

)2

Var(N) =
Var(N)

N2
0

. (3.6)
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Equation 3.6 shows how the error in the estimate of η can be found with knowledge
of the output photon number variance from the sample and from knowledge of the
mean photon number input N0.

For a coherent input state (Poissonian distribution), the output photon number
distribution is a Poisson distribution with mean and variance N0η and thus

Var(η̂)|α〉 =
N0η

N2
0

=
η

N0
, (3.7)

and so the information of this estimator is given by

I(η)|α〉 =
1

Var(η̂)|α〉
=

N0

η
≡ FI(η)|α〉,

meaning that the information provided by the estimator η̂ = N
N0

saturates the Cramér-
Rao bound and therefore is an optimal unbiased estimator. Following the same pro-
cedure for the Fock state input case also provides an estimator information that satu-
rates the Cramér-Rao bound. Hence, this estimator is an optimal estimator (saturates
the quantum Fisher information) for loss estimation.

3.3.4 General States of Light

We have shown above that the application of a Fock state as the probe of the system
results in an increase in Fisher information over classical light governed by Poisson
statistics (it provides a ‘quantum advantage’). Here, we aim to show that the Fock
state is the optimal probe state, outperforming any other state of light, and agreeing
with results in references [37, 41]. This result also allows the Fisher information to
be computed for any input state with known mean and variance in photon number.

Let X(N0) define the (arbitrary) photon number distribution describing the input
state of light used to probe the sample. Passing this light through the sample applies
a Binomial distribution to the input state and results in the output compound distri-
bution (see Appendix A.1 for an example)

∞

∑
N0=0

X(N0)B(N|N0, η) =·· XB(N|η).

The expectation values and variance of the Binomial distribution

B(N|N0, η) =

(
N0

N

)
ηN(1− η)N0−N ,
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can be calculated to be:

EB[N] ··=
∞

∑
N=0

NB(N|N0, η) = N0η,

EB[N2] ··=
∞

∑
N=0

N2B(N|N0, η)

= N0η + N2
0 η2 − N0η2,

Var(N)B = EB[N2]−EB[N]2

= N0η − N0η2 = N0η(1− η),

where E denotes the expectation value as before. For the compound distribution
XB(N|η):

EXB[N] ··=
∞

∑
N=0

NXB(N|η)

=
∞

∑
N=0

N
∞

∑
N0=0

X(N0)B(N, N0|η)

=
∞

∑
N0=0

X(N0)EB[N]

=
∞

∑
N0=0

X(N0)N0η = ηEX[N0],

EXB[N2] ··=
∞

∑
N=0

N2
∞

∑
N0=0

X(N0)B(N, N0|η)

=
∞

∑
N0=0

X(N0)(N2
0 η2 + N0(η − η2))

= ηEX[N2
0 ] + η(1− η)EX[N0],

Var(N)XB = η2EX[N2
0 ] + η(1− η)EX[N0]− η2EX[N0]

2

= η2Var(N)X + η(1− η)EX[N0]. (3.8)

From Equation 3.8 one can deduce that for an input photon number distribution of
X(N0), the photon number variance of the light after the sample sample (where the
sample transmission coefficient is η) is given by

Var(N)XB = η2Var(N0) + (1− η)ηN0, (3.9)

where EX[N0] = N0 is the mean number of input photons and Var(N0) is the vari-
ance. Using Equation 3.6, one can see that the precision in the estimate of η is given
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by

Var(η) =
Var(N)XB

N2
0

=
η2Var(N0) + (1− η)ηN0

N2
0

=
1

N0

(
η2
(

Var(N0)

N0

)
+ (1− η)η

)
=

1
N0

(
η2σ + (1− η)η

)
, (3.10)

where σ = Var(N0)

N0
defines how ‘Poissonian’ the light is (the Fano factor, introduced

in Chapter 2). Note, that for the Poisson case Var(N)X = N0 (σ = 1), we arrive at
the same variance as discussed previously. Also, Equation 3.10 is minimised (and
therefore the Fisher information maximised) for the case where σ = 0, which is true
for Fock states. Therefore, the Fock state is an optimal probe state for a linear loss
channel [37, 41]. Figure 3.6 displays the relationship with the input photon number
σ value and the Fisher information.

Table 3.1 summarises results from Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.4.

Pump light Var(η̂) Fisher information per photon incident (FI′(η))
|α〉 η

N0

1
η

|N0〉 (1−η)η

N0

1
η(1−η)

|ψ〉 η2σ|ψ〉+η(1−η)

N0

1
η2σ|ψ〉+η(1−η)

TABLE 3.1: Table summarising the estimation capabilities of the three schemes discussed
in this section: a coherent state input |α〉 with |α|2 = N0, a Fock state input |N0〉, and an
arbitrary state input |ψ〉 with σ|ψ〉 =

Var(N0)

N0
(the Fano factor) where Var(N0) and N0 are the

input photon number variance and mean respectively.
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FIGURE 3.6: The Fisher information per incident photon (top) and quantum advantage (bot-
tom) as a function of η for states with varying Fano factors (σ = Var(N0)

N0
). We observe that

reducing the σ provides an increase in the Fisher information available with that input state.
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Chapter 4

Absorbance Estimation and the
Beer-Lambert Law

Declaration of contribution: The analysis of quantum sensing and the Beer-
Lambert law in Sections 4.1 to 4.4 was performed by myself. This work was developed
independently, but has since been found to have some overlap with previous work on
multi-pass phase estimation completed by fellow PhD student Patrick Birchall. The
analysis I perform in this section is analogous to a continuous version of the discrete
multipass strategy investigated by Birchall. The experimental results presented in
Section 4.6 are a combination of two data sets. One was taken by myself specifically
for this project. The second was captured by a fellow PhD student Javier Sabines-
Chesterking for another project. I adapted the data analysis on the latter data set to
provide further experimental results of the theory presented here. The work on dark
counts in Section 4.6.1 was completed by myself.

4.1 Introduction

There has been considerable work looking at the benefits of using quantum states
of light for estimation of a loss parameter η, where the average number of photons
passing through the loss channel goes as N = ηN0, where N0 is the average number
of input photons [41, 37, 47, 48, 14]. Here, we investigate how the advantage of
applying quantum states of light changes, if the parameter you are trying to estimate
is instead the absorbance coefficient (loss per unit length) used in the Beer-Lambert
law a where N = exp(−aL)N0 and L is the length of the absorbing medium being
investigated∗.

This type of parameter estimation is ubiquitous across a wide range of optical
investigative techniques including atomic vapour thermometry [54], femtosecond
pump-probe spectroscopy [55], high-throughput screening [56], and spectrophotom-
etry (determining biomolecule concentrations) [57]. The Beer-Lambert law also ap-
plies to some non-optical techniques such as neutron transmission tomography [58].

∗It is common in some disciplines to work in a different base (e.g. N = 10(−aL)N0) but this makes
no qualitative difference to the analysis provided here and the same process applies in both cases.
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As we have seen in Chapter 3, the comparison of quantum and classical strate-
gies is typically performed on a ‘per photon’ basis. This is because an increase in pre-
cision (Fisher information) can always be found by probing the sample with more
photons, and so it is only fair to compare strategies using the same average number
of photons. However, current quantum sources of light used for loss measurements
(e.g. single photon sources [53]) are significantly less bright compared with classical
laser sources. As such, in any application with no restriction on photon number the
same precision estimate of the loss can be found by using a brighter laser source,
which is typically much simpler to construct than a single photon source. It is there-
fore likely that early applications of quantum strategies will be in photon limited or
photon sparse applications. Examples include biological imaging, where exposure
of the biological sample to intense light can cause damage to the sample or change
the behaviour of the biology [59, 60], or gravitational wave detection where increas-
ing the intensity of light can cause an increase in a competing noise source (radiation
pressure noise) [13, 38].

In this chapter we analyse the estimation capabilities of an absorbance setup with
different experimental details and/or parameters. In Section 4.2 we take the simplest
case of an experimental implementation and look at the separation in estimation
power for quantum and classical light (the quantum advantage, see Section 3.1). Sec-
tions 4.3 and 4.4 expand on this case and respectively apply experimental loss and
arbitrary quantum states to this implementation to see how the estimation capabili-
ties are affected. Section 4.5 draws analogies of this setup and analyses a multi-pass
scheme. Section 4.6 shows experimental results of a multi-pass strategy and Sec-
tion 4.7 concludes this chapter.

4.2 Quantum Sensing of Absorbance

The experimental schematic we will be considering for the following analysis is
shown in Figure 4.1. The absorbance a ∈ (0, ∞) and length L ∈ (0, ∞) have domains
that provide a corresponding range of absorption values η = exp(−aL) ∈ (0, 1)
consistent with discussions in Chapter 3.

The metric used in the following analysis to compare different experiment schemes
is the Fisher information per average incident photon onto the sample, FI/(N0), where
FI is the total Fisher information provided by the probe state. Completing the anal-
ysis for Fisher information per absorbed photon FI/(N0(1− η)) does not change the
occurrence of the phenomena described in this chapter but can cause slight differ-
ences in the optimal numerical values of certain parameters. For the rest of this
chapter, the Fisher information per incident photon will be marked in equations as
FI′(x).

Although absorbance and absorption estimation differ in parametrisation, the
fundamental evolution of any input quantum state in both cases is still equivalent
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FIGURE 4.1: Sketch of a simple absorbance estimation experiment. A state with average
photon number of N0 passes through a sample of length L filled with some medium with
loss parameterised by a. The average number of photons at the output of the sample N =
exp(−aL)N0.

to a loss channel. As the physical process is the same in both cases, the Fisher in-
formations are proportional to one another (see Equation 4.1) [61, 62]. Because of
this we expect no change in the optimality of quantum or classical states of light in
both cases as maximising the value in one case finds the maximum for both. For
absorbance and absorption estimation, the best quantum strategy is to send Fock
(|N0〉) states of known photon number N0 into the sample, and make an intensity
measurement of the light at the output (to get an estimate for the mean number of
photons at the output N̂). In the rest of this chapter we will explicitly consider the
difference between these two input states as defining the difference for classical (|α〉
input) and quantum (|N0〉 input) strategies.

We take L, the length of absorbing material, to be known and defined to an in-
finite precision. With η = exp(−aL), then η is a continuous differentiable function
of a and therefore the relationship relating the Fisher information on each parameter
applies [61]

FI(a) =
(

∂η

∂a

)2

FI(η) = L2e−2aLFI(η). (4.1)

Table 3.1 shows that the Fisher information on η for classical and quantum strategies
goes as

FI(η)|α〉 =
N0

η
= N0eaL

FI(η)|N0〉 =
N0

η(1− η)
=

N0eaL

1− e−aL

which, when combined with Equation 4.1, provides the following values for the
Fisher information per incident photon on a

FI′(a)|α〉 = L2 exp(−aL), (4.2)

FI′(a)|N0〉 =
L2

(exp(aL)− 1)
. (4.3)
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Appendix B.1 shows how calculation from first principles of the Fisher information
arrives at the same result.

The Fisher information per incident photon and the quantum advantage† are
shown in Figure 4.2 as a function of a for fixed L = 1. The quantum advantage
shows behaviour that mirrors that in loss (η) estimation, where channels that have
less total absorption (η → 1, a→ 0) provide larger quantum advantages.
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FIGURE 4.2: Fisher information per incident photon FI′(a) and quantum advantage as a
function of a for coherent and Fock state inputs. All plots are for fixed L = 1. The quan-
tum advantage shows the same trend as expected with an estimate of η, whereby a more
weakly absorbing sample (a→ 0) shows an asymtotically increasing precision and quantum
advantage over the classical scheme.

Also of interest is to look at how the estimation of a varies with the length of
absorbing material L for a fixed value of a = 1 (Figure 4.3). As with Figure 4.2 the
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FIGURE 4.3: Fisher information per incident photon FI′(a) and quantum advantage as a
function of the length of absorbing material L. All plots are for fixed a = 1. The quan-
tum advantage hows the same trend as expected with an estimate of η, whereby a more
weakly absorbing sample (L → 0) shows an increasing quantum advantage over the classi-
cal scheme. Interestingly, there appears to be an optimal length to give the maximum Fisher
information in both the classical and quantum case, suggesting that minimising the loss may
not always be the best strategy.

†The quantum advantage QA = FI′(a)|N0〉/FI′(a)|α〉.
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quantum advantage shows that channels that have less total absorption (L → 0)
provide larger quantum advantages. However, a particularly interesting feature of
Figure 4.3 is that for the fixed value of a = 1 there is an optimal length Loptimal that
maximises the Fisher information in both classical and quantum cases. This length is
the point of maximal Fisher information for both curves and can be found by taking
the derivative of Equations 4.2 and 4.3 and solving for the maximum point. For the
Fisher information provided in Equation 4.2, the derivative is found to be

∂FI′(a)|α〉
∂L

= 2Le−aL − aL2e−aL

= (2− aL)Le−aL = 0

which for non-zero L and a, is only satisfied for aL = 2. Therefore the optimal value
for L, providing the maximum Fisher information is given by

LC
optimal =

2
a

.

Similar analysis for the quantum case (using Equation 4.2) finds that

LQ
optimal =

1.594
a

.

The optimal values for the interaction length are displayed in Figure 4.4.
As these values of L are inversely proportional to the absorbance a, the opti-

mal length corresponds to a constant total absorption for all values of a (ηoptimal =

exp(−aLoptimal) = constant). The total absorption amounts are found to be ηQ
optimal =

0.20 and ηC
optimal = 0.14 showing that for any fixed a, a length of absorbing material

should be chosen that provides around ≥80% total absorption.
This may seem counter intuitive when you consider that the quantum advantage

in estimating η gets asymptotically large for η → 0. As such you would first expect
to want L → 0 as well. However, some intuition can be gained by considering the
Fisher information as some measure of how much an output distribution changes
as the parameter of interest is varied. If there was a very weakly absorbing sample
(a� 1) then for a short length of material there would not be much difference in the
output amount of light if a was varied to some value a + ε where ε is small. This is
because in both cases most of the light would pass through the sample. In contrast, if
L was increased such that most of the light was absorbed by the sample, then small
changes in the absorbance will have a larger effect on the output photon number
distribution. The limiting case of this is if you make L too long then all of the light
is absorbed by the sample and small changes in a do not change the output. This is
demonstrated in Figure 4.5, where the output photon number distribution is plotted
for two samples a = 1.0, 1.1 for different lengths of material. We see that for a short
sample (L = 0.1594) the distributions show some difference from one another, but
this difference is increased when L is increased to the optimal value for a = 1 of
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FIGURE 4.4: Coherent (top) and Fock (bottom) contour plots of the Fisher information as
a function of the absorbance a and interaction length L. Colour legend shows the Fisher
information per incident photon. Also plotted is the respective optimal length value LQ/C

optimal
for the respective input states. As expected we see that these optimal length values follow
the line providing the maximum Fisher information for all values of a and L.
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L = 1.594. The output distributions then tend to the same output as L is further
increased to L = 15.94. The existence of an optimal value for the length L says that
there exists a length where the difference between the two output distributions is
maximised (which is, essentially, the Fisher information).
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FIGURE 4.5: Explanation of the optimal length in the Beer-Lambert estimation case. The out-
put photon number distribution is plotted for two samples a = 1.0, 1.1 for different lengths
of material. We see that for a short sample (L = 0.1594) the distributions show some dif-
ference from one another, but this difference is increased when L is increased to the optimal
value for a = 1 of L = 1.594. The output distributions then tend to the same output as L is
further increased to L = 15.94.

Another comparison of the quantum advantage for a particular a is to consider
the quantum and classical Fisher information at the optimal L value for each respec-
tive scheme. If we compute the quantum advantage as a function of a where at each
value of a the length of the material is set to Loptimal, we arrive at Figure 4.6. This
shows that in the case where there are no constraints on L, the advantage gained
by using quantum states of light is limited to a fixed quantum advantage of around
1.2 for any value of a. This shows that the effect of having the free parameter L can
provide surprising changes to the estimation capabilities of both schemes.
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FIGURE 4.6: When L is a free parameter for either quantum or classical strategy, the quantum
advantage becomes fixed for all values of a. Shown is the Fisher information per incident
photon FI′(a) and quantum advantage as a function of a with L set to the optimal value
LQ/C

optimal to maximise the Fisher information for both quantum and classical scenarios. Sur-
prisingly, this shows that there is a fixed quantum advantage for any value of a, set to∼ 1.20.

Quite an important feature of the optimal absorbance length values is that, in
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both classical and quantum cases, it is a function of the absorbance a. This is the pa-
rameter that is supposed to be estimated by implementation of the optimal length,
and so in some cases will not be known in advance. There do, however, exist a num-
ber of practical cases when one may be able to implement the optimal length. The
first is when the experiment is designed to measure a deviation in absorbance value,
rather than an absolute value. Here the value of a is known and the experimental-
ist wants to know when this deviates by some amount δa which signifies a change
in the experiment. Another case might be when a is known approximately and the
experiment is to achieve a more precise measurement of it’s value. Finally, in cases
when a is completely unknown beforehand but L can be easily varied, one could
use Bayesian inference to adaptively update the value of L as the estimate of a is
attained.

4.3 Absorbance Estimation with Loss

We now investigate how loss can affect absorbance estimation of this kind. In par-
ticular, we look at two particular types of losses (illustrated in Figure 4.7): 1) length
independent loss which, for example, could arise from facet loss into the sample
chamber, and 2) length dependent or co-propagating loss, which could arise from
another type of material in the chamber with the sample or from the chamber itself
having intrinsic loss‡. These are added into the model by considering the output
average photon number to be

N = exp(−aL) exp(−βL)γ2N0, (4.4)

where N0, a, L are as before (see Section 4.2), β is the co-propagating loss factor and
γ is the facet transmission, applied twice for the front and back facets (which we
assume to have the same loss). Like the interaction length L, both β and γ are as-
sumed to be known to infinite precision prior to the experiment. We define the total
transmission due to experimental (and not sample) loss processes to be

ηl = exp(−βL)γ2. (4.5)

An experimental sketch of this setup is shown in Figure 4.7.
Calculating the Fisher information from first principles (see Appendix B.2), we

find that the Fisher information in the classical case is found to be

FI′(a)|α〉 = L2 exp(−(a + β)L)γ2, (4.6)

‡For example, this could occur if the light is propagating in a slot waveguide structure that has
propagation loss even if the material of interest is not present.
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FIGURE 4.7: Sketch of lossy Beer-Lambert law absorbance experiment. The loss parameters
γ and β correspond to length independent and dependent loss respectively.

and for the quantum case

FI′(a)|N0〉 =
L2 exp(−(a + β)L)γ2

(1− exp(−(a + β)L)γ2)
. (4.7)

We derived these values in this way because using Equation 4.1 would requiring
knowing the Fisher information on η when an experimental loss ηl is applied. Since
we have not calculated this in this thesis, we are required to follow the derivation
shown in Appendix B.2.

For the same experimental values in both the quantum and classical case, the
quantum advantage QA can be simplified to

QA =
FI′(a)|N0〉
FI′(a)|α〉

=
1

1− γ2 exp(−L(a + β))
.

Following the same steps as Section 4.2 where we find the maximum Fisher in-
formation with L, the optimal lengths for quantum and classical schemes are found
respectively to be

LQ
optimal =

W(−0.271γ2) + 2
a + β

, (4.8)

where W is the principal value of the Lambert W-Function [63] (see Appendix B.3
for an example), and

LC
optimal =

2
a + β

. (4.9)

The first thing to note is that the optimal length in the classical case is indepen-
dent of γ and so does not change if the facet loss in increased. More surprisingly, the
quantum advantage when both schemes are allowed to operate at the optimal length
value is found to be independent of the value β. The absolute Fisher information for
each scheme is reduced as a co-propagating loss is introduced (non-zero β) but they
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are reduced by the same amount such that the ratio remains unchanged. This is not
the case for the value of γ, which has a more detrimental effect to the Fisher informa-
tion provided by the quantum scheme than in the classical case. Figure 4.8 displays
how the quantum advantage is changed as facet transmission is decreased.
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Quantum advantage at Loptimal

FIGURE 4.8: The quantum advantage as a function of γ with L set to the optimal value
Loptimal to maximise the Fisher information for each scheme. The tendency of the plot to
unity for transmission γ → 0 shows how facet loss reduces the effectiveness of quantum
states in absorbance estimation in this case.

4.4 Absorbance Estimation with Arbitrary States

In Section 3.3.4 we looked at estimation bounds in loss estimation when considering
general input states of light characterised by the Fano factor σ|ψ〉 = Var(N|ψ〉)/N|ψ〉
where Var(N|ψ〉) and N|ψ〉 are the input photon number variance and mean respec-
tively. Here, we apply this knowledge to a Beer-Lambert law absorbance estimation
experiment.

Section 3.3.4 shows that for loss estimation of η with an input state of |ψ〉, the
Fisher information is found to be

FI(η)|ψ〉 =
1

η2σ|ψ〉 + η(1− η)
.

Following the same analysis as Section 4.2, where the Fisher information in η is
related to the Fisher information of a using Equation 4.1, the Fisher information per
photon is found to be

FI′(a)|ψ〉 =
L2

σ|ψ〉 + exp(aL)− 1
.

We can see that for the specific cases of the coherent and Fock states (σ|ψ〉 = 1
and 0 respectively), the FI value returns to the same as predicted in Section 4.2. The
Fisher information for different σ and fixed a = 1 is shown in Figure 4.9.
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FIGURE 4.9: The Fisher information per incident photon FI′(a) as a function of L for different
input light noise values σ|ψ〉 = Var(N|ψ〉)/N|ψ〉. For all curves a = 1. The curves show that
noisy input light sources operate at increasing optimal lengths. Colour in figure available on
digital version.

Figure 4.9 shows how the optimal sensing length for an arbitrary input state is a
function of the statistics of the light σ|ψ〉. The dependence on σ|ψ〉 is found analyti-
cally to be

L|ψ〉optimal =
W
(

2(σ|ψ〉−1)
e2

)
+ 2

a
,

where again, W is the principal value of the Lambert W-Function. The optimal
length as a function of σ|ψ〉 for fixed a = 1 is shown in Figure 4.10.
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FIGURE 4.10: The optimal length values to maximise the Fisher information per incident
photon FI′(a) for different input light σ|ψ〉 = Var(N|ψ〉)/N|ψ〉 values. See Figure 4.9 for more
details. Loss parameter a was fixed to a value of a = 1.
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4.5 Similarities Between Absorbance Estimation and Multi-
pass Strategies

The general features of absorbance estimation also appear when one investigates
how multipass or multi-application strategies change the estimation capabilities for
quantum and classical light. For completeness, here we look at the problem of es-
timating a sample transmission η but where the experimentalist is either allowed
to apply this loss multiple times to the beam (through having many copies of the
sample), or is allowed to pass the light through the same sample multiple times (see
Figure 4.11). This type of estimation procedure has been previously studied by Bir-
chall et al. who investigated multipass strategies in lossy phase estimation [64] and
loss estimation [65].

FIGURE 4.11: Sketch of practical ways to implement a multi-application (top) or multipass
(bottom) strategy.

In this case the total transmission of the optical beam is given by

η = εi,

where i is the number of applications of the sample ε or beam passes. Using the
same Fisher information propagation analysis (Equation 4.1) as in Section 4.2, we
find that for a coherent state the Fisher information per incident photon is found to
be

FI′(ε)|α〉 =
i2

ε2−i ,

and for the Fock state

FI′(ε)|N0〉 =
i2

ε2−i(1− εi)
.
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The value of the Fisher information for fixed ε = 0.5 as a function of applications i
is shown in Figure 4.12.
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FIGURE 4.12: Fisher information per incident photon FI′(ε) as a function of the number of
passes i for ε = 0.5. Distribution shows that applying the loss three (two) times in the classi-
cal (quantum) case would provide the most precise estimate of ε. We note that practically i is
limited to discrete values but we have plotted a continuous line to display the simarlarities
of this result with the Beer-Lambert law analysis performed earlier (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.12 displays very similar behaviour as the Beer-Lambert law absorbance
case that was discussed in Section 4.2 (see Figure 4.3). In this case, applying the loss
sample more that once can increase the precision on the estimate of it’s value. This
is similar to increasing the length of the absorbing sample for the absorbance case.

As in Section 4.2, the optimal value of i can be found by finding the location of
the maxima of the Fisher information functions in Figure 4.12. This produces the

value iC
optimal = − 2

log ε and iQ
optimal = −W( 2

e2 )−2
log ε for the classical and quantum cases

respectively. The optimal values for the number of passes are shown in Figure 4.13.
This fixes the optimal total absorption η to be around 13.5% and 20.3% in the classical
and quantum cases respectively (for all values of ε).
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FIGURE 4.13: Optimal values of i (number of passes or implementations of the loss ε) for
maximising FI′(ε) for classical and quantum cases.
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We see from Figure 4.12 that the multipass strategy holds many similarities with
the Beer-Lambert law case (Figure 4.3), where increasing the interaction of the light
with the sample can increase the information provided on the loss, even when this
results in more total loss being applied to the beam. In this sense, the multipass
strategy can be thought of as a discrete version of the Beer-Lambert law (since the
number of applications of the sample are limited to integer values). Interestingly,
the total loss values at the optimal length Loptimal and interation ioptimal values are
not the same for the Beer-Lambert law case and the multipass strategy. I do not yet
have an explanation on where this discrepancy comes from but it is an interesting
fundamental question as to why ∼ 10− 20% total loss appears to provide the most
information in both cases.

4.6 Experimental Verification

We now present work in implementing an experiment to demonstrate some of the
ideas and concepts presented in this chapter. We simulate a multipass experiment§

by using data taken for an experiment to show an experimental quantum advantage
in loss (η) estimation, reworked to experimentally model a multipass experiment.
An original single-pass loss estimation work is presented by Sabines-Chesterking et
al. [53] and the experimental diagram is presented in Figure 4.14. In that work, the
performance of a heralded single photon Fock state is compared to an ideal coherent
state of the same intensity, operating with detectors of the same efficiency as those
in the real experiment. This was performed for a single-pass of the loss channel.

We use the phrase ‘simulate a multipass experiment’ because the loss channel
is actually implemented using a single lossy sample η. This was done due to lim-
itations on adapting the source before the completion of another project [53]. The
multipass experiment is then ‘implemented’ but modelling this as coming from i ap-
plications of a fictitious sample with loss ε = η1/i. We note that although this is not
a true representation of the experiment in full, it is not as simple as a transformation
of results in Fisher information from η to ε estimation. The data processing is per-
formed on the raw data using an entirely different estimator. Assuming that a multi-
pass strategy could be implemented without deviating significantly from η = εi (for
example, by having other loss mechanisms that are a function of i like significant
mirror loss), we expect no change in results if the experiment were implemented in
full. We also note that this simulated experiment revealed significant effects of dark
counts (Section 4.6.1) that were not initially considered in the theoretical analysis.

We now briefly introduce the experimental setup in principle. Specific details
of the experiment are presented in Appendix B.4. A down-conversion source spon-
taneously produces correlated photon pairs that are spatially separated into signal

§Choosing to a multipass experiment rather than the Beer-Lambert law was an arbitrary choice
and holds no significance.
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FIGURE 4.14: A simplified image of the experiment discussed in this section. Full exper-
imental details and diagram can be found in Appendix B.4. Image used with permission
from Sabines-Chesterking et al. [53].

(λS) and idler (λI) channels. The signal photon is detected by a single photon detec-
tor, which heralds the presence of it’s partner idler photon. The detection signal is
used to open an optical switch that allows the idler photon to pass through to the
absorbing sample. The use of the switch removes the possibility of a idler photon
passing through the sample but not being counted in the estimate of η because of
loss/detector efficiency in the signal arm. This would reduce the Fisher informa-
tion per incident photon on the sample. The inclusion of the switch can be thought
of as making the signal arm 100% efficient for cases where the switch is operating
perfectly (see Appendix B.4 for details).

Estimates of η are calculated by looking at the ratio of singles in the signal arm
to the coincidences from both arms η̂ = Nsignal/NCC. By taking many (200) repeat
measurements of Nsignal and NCC, many estimates of the transmission η̂ can be made.
The information provided by these estimates is then calculated by calculating the
inverse of the variance of these estimates for different values of η. For estimators that
are optimal, the information should be equal to the theoretical Fisher information
calculated for loss estimation. This relationship stems from the Cramèr-Rao Bound
(the definition of the Fisher information, first presented in Equation 3.1) which states
that for an optimal estimator of an arbitrary parameter θ

Var(θ̂) ≥ 1
FI(θ)

. (4.10)

Using the experiment presented in Figure 4.14, the Fisher information for differ-
ent values of η is displayed as points in Figure 4.15, along with theoretical predic-
tions for input Fock and coherent states that are introduced in Chapter 3 (Table 3.1).
The results show that correlated photons can indeed reach the bounds defined for
Fock states in loss estimation. Deviations from the Fock state for values of η close
to unity are due to losses in the switch arm (used as the herald or ‘signal’ channel
for the purple data points in Figure 4.15). The fact that the information provided by
the estimator appears to follow the fundamental Fisher information bound suggests
that this is an optimal unbiased estimator for loss estimation.

It is possible to see what these results might suggest for the theoretical predic-
tions made in Section 4.5. We can simulate an experiment of this kind by assuming
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FIGURE 4.15: Absorption (η) estimation experimental results. Solid lines display predicted
theoretical trends for a coherent state input, Fock state input, and lossy Fock state input.
Colours on data points indicate two different datasets that were captured by two different
experimentalists. For the green data points, the switch has been used as a variable loss chan-
nel by disconnecting it from the detection signal and changing the gain on the high-voltage
amplifier. This allows for a continuous variation of loss to be implemented electronically.
The purple data points is taken from data presented in [53]. For this data set, the roles of
the signal and idler arms have been swapped such that the signal arm is now used at the
loss channel. Because this channel does not contain the switch it has less intrinsic loss and
allows for experimental testing up to high transmission values. Colour in figure available
on digital version.

the experimental values of transmission η in Figure 4.15 come from i applications of
a fictitious¶ lossy sample with ε = 0.9. The number of ‘applications’ of this sample
can then be calculated from the values of η as i = log(η)/ log(ε). Estimates of ε are
then found using the estimator ε̂ = (η̂)

1
i and the Fisher information calculated from

the inverse of the variance of these estimates. The results of this transformation are
displayed in Figure 4.16.

Also displayed in Figure 4.16 are the experimental results if we consider just a
single channel from the down-conversion source (ignoring the signal arm). In this
case the estimator becomes the number of counts at the APD in the idler arm (NC),
subtracted by the average dark count rate (NDC), and then divided by the mean
number of input photons (N0)‖ η̂ = NC−NDC

N0
. The σ value for the idler arm can be

estimated by considering the photon number variance and mean when the switch

¶The choice of ε = 0.9 is arbitrary and does not change the overall trend, only the absolute values
of i. This choice of ε results in non-integer values of i and values that are smaller than unity which will
not occur in a real multipass experiment.
‖This is calculated by opening the switch fully to reduce the loss as much as possible. An estimate

of the idler arm loss is then attained by using the conventional η̂ = Nsignal/NCC and then the input
photons per sample are assumed to be the counts with the switch open divided by η̂.
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is fully opened (see Appendix B.5 for more details). This gave a predicted σ =

826 which is highly super-Poissonian. Note that this single channel estimation of η

is highly susceptible to dark counts when compared with the coincidence schemes
since this is the only estimator to explicitly consider the singles counts in the idler
channel (as opposed to the singles in the signal channel which are much higher and
the coincidences across the channels that are time-correlated and so more tolerant
to dark counts). Because of the large amount of applied loss in this channel, for
large loss values (large i) the dark counts begin to become the dominant source of
noise in the channel and therefore the estimate becomes very noisy and the Fisher
information is reduced (seen in Figure 4.16 for i > 20). This effect is explored in
more detail in Section 4.6.1.
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FIGURE 4.16: Experimental absorbance results from data first presented in Figure 4.15. Data
point colour labelling is the same as used in Figure 4.15. Black points show experimental
data considering just one arm of the down-conversion source. This source is highly super-
Poissonian and offers a chance to test the experimental results for arbirarily noisy states.
Deviation of the data points (black points) from the theretical prediction (solid orange line)
are expected to be due to dark counts in the APD (see Section 4.6.1). This particuarly af-
fects the single channel results as the single counts of the loss channel are included in this
estimator and, for high values of i > 20, the high loss in the channel results in dark counts
comparible with the signal light counts. Colour in figure available on digital version.

We see that Figure 4.16 does indeed show the predicted behaviour from the the-
ory. Increasing the applications of the loss channel (i) can improve the estimate of
the sample loss up to a limiting point, where further applications begin to degrade
the estimate.
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4.6.1 Effect of Dark Counts on Multipass Single-Arm Strategy

Results presented in Figure 4.16 demonstrate some deviation of experimental re-
sults of the single arm data from what is expected from theoretical predictions. It
is hypothesised that this is the result of dark counts from the detectors, which are
particularly detrimental for the single arm strategy as the counts from the lossy arm
are used in the estimate of the loss (this is not true for the coincidence estimator
η̂ = Nsignal/NCC where only the singles in the signal channel are considered). Here
we look in more detail at the effect of dark counts on the estimation capabilities
of a single-arm measurement in a multipass scheme in an effort to reconcile the
difference between the theoretical prediction and the experimental results seen in
Figure 4.16. For a single-arm measurement, estimates of η are calculated using

η̂ =
NC − NDC

N0
(4.11)

where NC is number of detector counts in a sample window, NDC is the average
number of dark counts over many sample windows, and N0 is the average number
of input photons. For the experiment demonstrated here the sample window was
fixed at 0.5 seconds. The number of counts on the detector is the sum of dark counts
in the sample window and the number of incident photons on the detector, Ni, NC =

NDC + Ni. As Ni and NDC are independent variables, the variance on NC is the sum
of the individual variances of Ni and NDC

Var(NC) = Var(Ni) + Var(NDC).

Using the standard error propagation formula

Var(η̂) =
(

∂η̂

∂NC

)2

Var(NC)

with Equation 4.11, we find

Var(η̂) =
Var(NC)

N2
0

=
Var(Ni) + Var(NDC)

N2
0

.

We note that NDC and N0 are average values and are assumed to be exactly defined,
and hence do not contribute to Var(η̂). We can relate the detected incident photon
number variance with the input (pre-sample) photon number variance using Equa-
tion 3.9

Var(Ni) = η2Var(N0) + (1− η)ηN0,
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which can then be used to provide the variance on η̂ for an arbitrary input states
defined by the Fano factor σ = Var(N0)/N0

Var(η̂) =
1

N0

(
Var(NDC)

N0
+ η2σ + (1− η)η

)
.

This provides an estimator information per incident photon of

I′(η) =
1

Var(NDC)
N0

+ η2σ + (1− η)η
, (4.12)

which simplifies to the Fisher information bounds for previous scenarios looked at
in this thesis where dark counts were not considered (Var(NDC) = 0 in Section 3.3.4,
and Var(NDC) = 0 and σ = 0 or 1 in Section 3.3). Note that the information is only
degraded by the variance (noise) added to the measurement by the dark counts,
and not by the mean value. The mean value for dark counts affects the estimator
in the sense that you have to include the value to get an accurate estimate of the
transmission, but if the dark counts were fixed at a constant value then no noise
would be added to the estimate and hence the information would remain constant.
We also note that the above analysis for the estimator information does not apply to
pair photon loss estimation experiments as the estimator presented in Equation 4.11
is different in this case. We expect this information bound to be optimal (and hence
equal to the Fisher information), but have no rigorous proof of this.

For a multipass strategy with η = εi, and by using the information propagation
analysis used previously (Equation 4.1), we find

I′(ε) =
(

∂η̂

∂ε

)2

I′(η)

= (iεi−1)2 I(η)

and therefore for arbitrary states with dark counts present

I′(ε) =
(iεi−1)2

Var(NDC)

N0
+ ε2iσ + (1− εi)εi

. (4.13)

Figure 4.17 shows how the information on ε is degraded by the introduction of dark
counts.

This allows one to correct the predicted amount of information available when
dark counts are present. For the sample window in this particular experiment (0.5 s),
the dark counts of the detector in the idler arm (Excelitas Technologies SPCM-800-14-
fc-29144) had a mean of NDC = 108 and a variance of Var(NDC) = 518, and the mean
input photon number was N0 = 20, 000. Figure 4.18 shows how this number of dark
counts changes the predicted Fisher information value. We see that this achieves a
theoretical prediction that is much closer to the experimentally achieved values. It
is predicted that the small discrepancy left between the theoretical prediction and
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FIGURE 4.17: The effect of dark counts on the estimation power of a coherent state (σ = 1)
in a multipass loss estimation experiment. The plots are generated using Equation 4.13 with
a sample transmission of ε = 0.9 and a mean input photon number N0 = 20, 000. The
information on ε is plotted for varying values of Var(NDC). We see that the introduction of
dark counts reduces the acquired information on the sample, affecting larger values of i the
most (where the amount of light reaching the detector is at a minimum).

experiment is due to error in the characterisation of the experimental parameters
such as dark counts and Fano factor.

4.7 Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter we have looked at how introduction of a free experimental param-
eter (either length of sample L or number of passes i) can dramatically change the
improvement in precision provided by applying quantum states to absorption or
absorbance (loss per unit length) estimation. This was shown in an ideal case in
Section 4.2, but has also been investigated in cases where external loss factors are
presented (Section 4.3) and for states with arbitrary input photon number statis-
tics (Section 4.4). In Section 4.5, we compare these results with those previously
derives by Birchall [65] in multipass strategies and show that the predicted phenom-
ena are very similar. We end the chapter with an experimental implementation of the
scheme in Section 4.6. In spite of the loss in the experiment being implemented by
a single lossy element, it is a strong indication that the results of this chapter are in-
deed what one should expect from experiments implementing these strategies. The
results of this section also lead to the requirement to include dark counts into the
theory to correctly predict the estimation capacity of the sensor. A summary of these
results is provided in Table 4.1.

It may be the conclusion to some readers that results presented in this chapter
remove the benefits of implementing quantum states of light in loss estimation ex-
periments. There are a number of reason why I disagree with this conclusion. The
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FIGURE 4.18: Experimental absorbance results (also shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. Black
points show experimental data considering just one arm of the down-conversion source.
Solid orange curve shows predicted Fisher information per incident photon for a source with
σ = 826 and corresponds to the solid orange curve in Figure 4.16. The dark green curve
shows predicted information when dark counts in the detector are accounted for (Equa-
tion 4.13). The new prediction shows much better agreement with the experimental data
suggesting that dark counts do have a significant impact when estimating using a single
channel. Further improvement to the predicted information would require better character-
isation of the source σ and N0 values. Colour in figure available on digital version.

first was initially discussed in Section 4.2, and that is that the optimal length L or it-
erations i of the sample in all cases is a function of the loss values themselves (either
a or ε). This means that it is a requirement to known (or have a pretty good guess)
on what the value of a is, in order to design the experiment to measure a. This is not
at all possible when a is completely unknown or where it varies by a large amount
over the extend of the experiment. As well as this restriction, we note that the op-
timal length is inversely proportional to the absorbance a (or absorption ε). This
means that for very weakly absorbing samples, the required interaction length L (or
passes i) becomes so large that it would be challenging to implement practically. In
this case, L would have to be set to be as large as practically possible and then im-
plementing quantum states of light at the input would be beneficial to the overall
sensing precision.

Finally we note that, as with any quantum loss sensor, the improvement pro-
vided by implementing quantum states of light only reduces noise induced by the
optical field into the measurement. There are a number of other sources of noise in
loss measurements that may dwarf any noise coming from the source of pump light.
These could be things such as dark count from detectors (see Section 4.6.1), stray
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light from other (unaccounted) sources, non-parallel incident radiation, and multi-
ple reflections [66]. As we have seen in Section 4.6.1, as these other noise sources are
accounted for, it is plausible that schemes that in ideal cases offer more information
on the sample loss no longer provide an advantage. There is also the question of
what happens when experimental parameters, like the length of material L or other
loss parameters (e.g. β and γ from Section 4.3) are not known to infinite precision
but are instead known up to some fix finite precision calculated prior to implement-
ing the sample itself. This is an interesting question and one that to the authors
knowledge has been widely unexplored.

Scenario Loptimal or ioptimal Fisher information per incident photon

Beer-Lambert
law

LQ
optimal = 1.594/a FI′(a)|N0〉 =

L2

(exp(aL)−1)

LC
optimal = 2/a FI′(a)|α〉 = L2 exp(−aL)

Beer-Lambert
law with loss

LQ
optimal =

W(−0.271γ2)+2
a+β FI′(a)|N0〉 =

L2 exp(−(a+β)L)γ2

(1−exp(−(a+β)L)γ2)

LC
optimal = 2/(a + β) FI′(a)|α〉 = L2 exp(−(a + β)L)γ2

Beer-Lambert
law for arbitrary
states

L|ψ〉optimal =
W
(

2(σ−1)
e2

)
+2

a FI′(a)|ψ〉 = L2

σ|ψ〉+exp(aL)−1

Multipass/ Mul-
tiapplication

iQ
optimal = −

W( 2
e2 )−2

log ε FI′(ε)|N0〉 =
i2

ε2−i(1−εi)

iC
optimal = −

2
log ε FI′(ε)|α〉 = i2

ε2−i

Loss estimation
with dark counts
and arbitrary
states

N/A I′(η)|ψ〉 = 1
Var(NDC)

N0
+η2σ+(1−η)η

Multipass with
dark counts and
arbitrary states

TBC I′(ε)|ψ〉 =
(iεi−1)2

Var(NDC)

N0
+ε2iσ+(1−εi)εi

TABLE 4.1: A table summarising the key results presented in this chapter. We note that the
bottom two rows in the Fisher information column display the estimator information for
these schemes, and not strict calculations of the Fisher information. We expect that these to
be equivilent but have no rigorous proof (see Section 4.6.1 for details).
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Chapter 5

Reduction of Classical Laser
Fluctuations

Declaration of contribution: The scheme presented in this Sections 5.1.1, 5.1
and 5.2 was originally introduced and explored by Nose et al. [17]. The adapted
analysis presented in Section 5.2 was complete by myself and Giacomo Ferranti. Gi-
acomo Ferranti also designed and constructed the detectors used in all experiments
presented in this chapter. The hollow-core fibre used in Section 5.4 was fabricated by
Kristina Rusimova. The experimental investigation in solid-core fibre (Section 5.3)
and hollow-core fibre (Section 5.4 ) was completed by myself. The theoretical analysis
and experimental implementation of a double noise suppression scheme was completed
by myself (Section 5.6).

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 showed how optimal design of an experiment can minimise the deteri-
orating effects of amplitude or intensity fluctuations. However, there exist cases
where direct reduction of the laser noise itself is required to improve upon an exper-
imental outcome [17]. In this chapter we focus on one method of reducing classical
laser fluctuations down to the limit imposed by quantum mechanics - the shot-noise
limit. Reducing noise further, to below the shot-noise limit, involves squeezing of
the optical field and is the focus of Chapter 6.

In this chapter we will be specifically looking at reducing intensity noise from
doped fibre lasers. These systems are popular due to their relatively low cost, com-
pact size and environmental stability when compared with free-space optical para-
metric oscillator (OPO) lasers. Unfortunately, these kinds of laser systems can be
subject to increased intensity noise, above that of the shot-noise limit, due to stimu-
lated spontaneous emission [67, 68]. The physical process causing the intensity noise
has been extensively studied, both in a classical [69, 70] and quantum regime [71].

There have been a number of techniques developed to reduce intensity noise
produced by laser systems. Some involve direct changes to the laser itself, such as
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intracavity spectral filtering [72] or optical feedback into the laser cavity [73, 74]. So-
lutions that are external to the laser source have also been developed; these include
balanced detection techniques [75], feedback or feedforward circuits coupled to an
optical modulator [76, 77], and external cavity filtering [78].

There are a number of technical challenges with these techniques. Many of the
active schemes include the requirement of low-noise and fast electronics (e.g. cavity
locking, for feedback or feedforward circuits), with the speed of the electronics lim-
iting the bandwidth that can be filtered and any electronic noise being transferred
back to the optical beam and increasing the noise of the system. The ability of some
of these schemes to reach the fundamental shot-noise limit can also be hindered
by other technical issues such as non-zero time response of any feedback mecha-
nism [79].

Here, we focus on a passive scheme to reduce intensity noise from pulsed laser
systems using an imbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). This scheme was
first applied to increase the quality of stimulated Raman microscopy images [17] but
has more recently been used as a precursor to an amplitude squeezing experiment
where the pump source was a noisy fibre laser [80]. In contrast to active systems, this
scheme requires no electronics and can reach arbitrarily close to the fundamental
shot-noise limit.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Sections 5.1.1 and 5.2 we
provide an informal and then rigorous analysis of the noise suppression scheme.
Section 5.3 shows an all-fibre implementation of this scheme and discusses limita-
tions of using solid-core fibre as the delay medium within the interferometer. This
motivates the rest of the work in this chapter where we tackle a number of practi-
cal challenges presented by the scheme that limit its applicability. The implemen-
tation introduced in Section 5.4 uses hollow-core fibre as the delay medium in the
interferometer which allows the scheme to reduce noise at low frequencies without
changing the properties of the laser pulses significantly. An extension to the scheme
described in Section 5.1.1 is introduced in Section 5.5, where multiple interferome-
ters are put in series to improve the bandwidth of frequencies in which the noise
suppression operates in. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes the chapter and introduces
possible future avenues of research in the area.

5.1.1 Informal Analysis of Single Noise Supression Scheme

We now informally introduce how the scheme of Nose et al. [17] works to reduce
laser noise. A more rigorous theoretical analysis is presented in Section 5.2. With
reference to Figure 5.1, suppose we have a pulse laser that has intensity noise at one
particular frequency. For cases when the noise is slower than the repetition rate of
the laser (a case that we will exclusive consider for the rest of the chapter), this noise
manifests itself as slow variations in the intensity of the pulses produced by the laser
over time. To reduce this noise we first split this beam at a balanced beamsplitter
and then delay one pulse train with respect to another by some amount of time τ.
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The pulse trains are then recombined on a second balanced beamsplitter, taking care
not to overlap the pulses from each of the arms but instead interlace them. By this we
mean that there is no temporal overlap between the pulses from each of the arms on
the second beamsplitter. Instead we choose a τ such that pulses from one arm sit
between pulses from the other arm (as shown at the output in Figure 5.1). This is
an unusual demand from an interferometer but is a fundamental requirement of the
scheme. Conveniently, this means that the interferometer does not have to be phase
stable on the order of the wavelength of the carrier frequency of the pulses, so the
interferometer becomes easier to construct. A variation of the scheme, whereby the
pulses are interfered on the second beamsplitter, is discussed in Section 5.6.

If we look at the output on the interferometer then we can see that with a correct
choice of τ, it is possible to align the maximum in the noise of one arm with the
minimum of the other. Taking an average across both pulse trains means that these
fluctuations end up destructively interfering, meaning that noise at this frequency is
suppressed to the shot-noise limit. This, in essence, is how the scheme reduces inten-
sity noise in the laser source. Section 5.2 discusses how this destructive interference
works when the laser source has noise at many frequencies, rather than a single one.

Laser

(50 MHz)

50/50 50/50

delay

FIGURE 5.1: A sketch of how an imbalanced interferometer can work to reduce noise at a
particular frequency. The destructive interference of the noise from light that has travelled
through each of the interferometer arms (yellow and purple lines) causes noise to be com-
pletely removed at one particular frequency (black solid line).

5.2 Theoretical Analysis of Single Noise Supression Scheme

We begin by analysing the scheme introduced in Section 5.1 and [17]. In particu-
lar, we look at how the noise properties of the incoming electric field are changed
by passing through an imbalanced interferometer. The analysis included here offers
a slight variation on the analysis in previous literature [17, 80], in which they con-
sidered the noise properties of the photocurrent at the output of the interferometer.
The theoretical framework introduced here allows for analysis of variations of the
scheme (see Sections 5.5 and 5.6) whilst keeping in agreement with previous work.

Consider the experimental diagram presented in Figure 5.2. The value of the
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50/50 50/50

FIGURE 5.2: An experimental schematic of an imbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
Here Ex denotes the electric field value in path x of the interferometer and τ1 denotes the
time delay between light travelling through path 2 and 3.

electric field exiting along path 4 of the interferometer

E4(t) =
1√
2
(E2(t) + E3(t)) ,

=
1√
2
(E2(t) + E2(t− τ1)) ,

=
1
2
(E1(t) + E1(t− τ1)) ,

where we have used the fact that there is a τ1 time delay of path 3 with respect to
path 2, and used E2(t) = 1√

2
E1(t) and E3(t) = 1√

2
E1(t). The intensity of the field at

the output is given by

I4(t) = |E4|2 =
1
4
(I1(t) + I1(t− τ1) + E1(t)E∗1(t− τ1) + E∗1(t)E1(t− τ1)),

=
1
4
(I1(t) + I1(t− τ1)), (5.1)

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate and the third equality stands because we
pick a τ1 such that the pulses from arms 2 and 3 do not meet at the second beamsplit-
ter, and thus we can ignore interference terms E1(t)E∗1(t− τ1) and E∗1(t)E1(t− τ1).
Note that for the case where there is no noise (I1(t) = I1(t− τ1)), the 1

4 factor nor-
malises the intensity at the output to account for the average power lost at the second
beamsplitter (I4(t) = 1

2 (I1(t))).
Performing a Fourier transform on the expression in Equation 5.1 allows for in-

spection of the frequency components of the noise at port 4:

F (I4(t)) = I4(ωN) =
1
4
(I1(ωN) + I1(ωN) exp(iωNτ1)),

=
I1(ωN)

4
(1 + exp(iωNτ1)),

where F denotes the Fourier transform and we have submitted for F (I1(t− τ1)) =

I1(ωN) exp(iωNτ1). Note that we have used ωN to denote that this is relating to the
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angular frequency of the noise that we are filtering and not the carrier frequency of
the pulsed light that is being used in the interferometer. For the rest of this chapter
we will omit the subscript for conciseness, but readers should be aware that all fre-
quencies in this chapter relate to the noise frequency and not the optical frequency.
The noise spectral density is defined as the squared-amplitude of I4(ω)∗

|I4(ω)|2 =
|I1(ω)|2

8
(1 + cos(ωτ1)). (5.2)

From this equation we find that setting τ1 = π/ω removes the spectral component
of the noise at ω. We also note that the cosine function means that there is a periodic
nature to the noise suppression across a range of frequencies.

Because the pulses at the second beamsplitter do not interfere, the noise spec-
tral density at the other output of the interferometer is the same as for the output
analysed. The noise of both ports is reduced simultaneously and can both be used
for any potential applications (see Appendix C for an experimental demonstration
of this). Using more experimentally relevant variables: to filter classical noise at a
frequency f , an interferometer should be constructed with a path length difference
of

L =
c

2n f
, (5.3)

where n is the refractive index of the two arms.
Figure 5.3 displays how the noise reduction varies across a band of frequency

components when the delay is designed to optimally filter at 2 MHz (L = 74.9 m
in free space). Notice that as well as filtering at the designed frequency f =2 MHz,
noise is also reduced at odd multiples of this frequency (3 f , 5 f , 7 f , ...). There is no
noise suppression for even multiples of the fundamental frequency (2 f , 4 f , 6 f , ...).
Over a single cycle of noise reduction (0 to 4 MHz in Figure 5.3) the average noise
reduction is a factor of two from the original value.

The cost of using this type of scheme to filter noise is predominantly to do with
the power of the light after the interferometer. If the experiment after the scheme can
only use one of the outputs then there is an inherent loss of half the average power
at the input, even if all optical components operate with not optical loss. On top of
this, the scheme also reduces the peak power of the pulses by a factor of four as at
each beamsplitter the pulses are split. This does result in an effective doubling of
the repetition rate of the pulse train at the output though, which is why the average
power goes down by a factor of two, but the peak power by a factor of four.

∗The expression in Equation 5.2 differs from the result presented in both [17] and [80]. This is
thought to be an error in the literature as later discussions in both papers are consistent with the result
presented here and contradict the (1 + cos(ωτ1/2)) factor presented in the papers.
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FIGURE 5.3: The relative noise power of a band of frequencies when passed through a delay
designed to filter optimally at 2 MHz.

5.3 Implementation in Solid-Core Fibre

We now look at adapting previously implementations of this scheme, that have all
worked with free-space delays [17, 80], by replacing the free-space delay with a
solid-core fibre delay. This allows for much longer delays to be implemented, mean-
ing that noise at lower frequencies can be removed. We also replace any free-space
optics of previous setups and use an all-fibre approached that removes the need for
any alignment. Figure 5.4 displays the general experimental scheme used in this sec-
tion. The laser used in all experiments in this chapter is a Pritel Femtosecond Fiber

PulsedDLaser VOA
50/50 50/50

PBS

Photodiode
SMF28DdelayD

PolarisationD
control

NoiseDsuppression

Detection

FIGURE 5.4: The general experimental setup used in implementing the single noise sup-
pression scheme in an all fibre rig. The VOA is a variable optical attenuator used to vary the
optical power into the range appropriate for the detector system. A polarisation controller
and polarisation beamsplitter (PBS) were used to ensure that the splitting ratio be precisly
50/50 in the detection scheme to ensure maximal extinction of classical laser noise in the
subtracted signal.

Laser (Pritel FFL); an Er-doped silica fibre laser that is passively mode-locked with a
fibre coupled output. The laser produces 2 ps pulses centred on a wavelength of 1550
nm at a repetition rate of 50 MHz. The digital variable optical attenuator (VOA) is
from the DA-100 series by Oz Optics. The fibre 50/50 beamsplitters are supplied by
Thorlabs (TW1550R5A2) and the in-line polarisation controllers are from the PC1100
series supplied by FiberPro. All connecting fibre used in the experiment is SMF28
fibre.
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The detectors were designed and built by fellow postgraduate student Giacomo
Ferranti. The photodiodes are the FGA01FC fibre-coupled InGaAs photodiodes sup-
plied from Thorlabs. The surrounding electronic circuit is designed to amplify the
signal from the photodiodes for the incident power we expect from the experiment
(approximately 200 µW). It also slows down the response of the detector system to
around 10 MHz in order not to saturate the circuit with the peak frequency response
at 50 MHz due to the repetition rate of the laser. Those interested in general balance
detection design are highly recommended to follow the paper presented by Masalov
et al. [81].

The polarisation control within the noise suppression interferometer is to allow
for matching of the polarisations in each arm of the interferometer. This is performed
by matching the extinction of both arms on a polarisation beamsplitter (PBS). The
polarisation control and PBS combination used in detection is to ensure perfect bal-
ancing of power onto the two photodiodes. This ensures best extinction of classical
laser noise in the subtraction measurement described in Section 2.4.

The signal from each photodiode are first filtered via DC (Mini-Circuits BLK-
89-S+) and low-pass (Mini-Circuits BLP-21.4+) electronic filters and are then sent to
individual channels on a Keysight InfiniiVision MSOX3104A (operated at 2.5 GSa/s)
oscilloscope. The low-pass filters remove high-frequency noise from the detectors
allowing for higher resolution of the optical noise at the frequencies of interest. The
DC block allows for comparisons of noise at different incident powers to be made
without concern for the offset change on the oscilloscope signal. All data captures
are taken with a time resolution of 20 µs and with maximum voltage resolution
possible whilst allowing the signal to stay in the oscilloscope capture window.

The signals are saved onto a PC and then digitally added or subtracted from one
another to allow a comparison of the laser noise to the shot-noise limit, as described
in Section 2.4. This comparison is performed in the frequency domain and so both
the addition and subtraction signals are Fourier transformed to achieve this. In order
to reduce the noise of the Fourier transform signal, many time signatures from the
photodiodes are captured and a mean value of the power spectral density is taken.
Unless otherwise stated, all of the follow data was taken using an average over 50
consecutive data captures.

A plot of the noise of the Pritel laser system is presented in Figure 5.5. Included
in the plot is both the sum and difference measurement of the laser that provides the
classical noise level and shot-noise limit respectively. Also plotted is the difference
of the two photocurrents when the laser is turned off. This gives a reference for the
electronic noise and shows that the detectors are responding to the incident light.
The separation between the electronic noise and the shot-noise demonstrates a 3.2 dB
average clearance of the detectors. The laser noise is not shot-noise limited anywhere
in the range displayed (0 - 10 MHz) and is a minimum of 1.4 dB noisier than the
power equivalent shot-noise limit. The aim of the present work is to reduce this
noise such that the laser becomes shot-noise limited at a particular frequency.
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FIGURE 5.5: Measured noise spectrum of Pritel laser system. The separation between the
electronic noise and the shot-noise demonstrates a 3.2 dB average clearance of the detectors.
The laser noise is not shot-noise limited anywhere in the range displayed (0 - 10 MHz) and
is a minimum of 1.4 dB noisier than the power equivalent shot-noise limit.

We now look at how the noise spectrum of our laser light varies with different
length of delays (τ1) present in the interferometer in Figure 5.4. The results are dis-
played in Figure 5.6. The first thing to note with the results in Figure 5.6 is that the
shortest length of fibre used (4.6 m) filters at a frequency of 26.8 MHz which is out-
side the bandwidth of our detector system. As such the noise spectrum shows no
change from the original laser spectrum. This is in agreement with our predicted
relationship for the frequency of noise suppression and demonstrates that the tech-
nique does not add noise at other frequencies. The relationship between the opti-
mally suppressed frequency and the length of fibre used for longer delays is also
consistent with the relationship derived in Section 5.2 where longer delays filter at
lower frequencies.

An important feature of the results presented in Figure 5.6 is that the suppression
of noise does not quite reduce all fluctuations to the shot-noise limit. The reason for
this is explained in Section 5.3.1.

One can push the frequency of noise suppression even lower by using longer
and longer delays in the arm of the interferometer. Figure 5.7 shows the suppression
effect of a 4.3 km delay. The lowest filtering frequency for a delay of this length is
around 25 kHz. The data demonstrates the periodic nature of the noise suppression
as predicted by Equation 5.2, and suggests that noise suppression to arbitrarily low
frequencies is, in principle, possible with arbitrarily long delays.
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FIGURE 5.6: The relative noise of the suppressed laser light compared with the shot-noise
limit at the same power. The different colours plotted indicated different lengths of delay
used in the interferometer. The [4.6, 14.7, 23.7] meter delays correspond to optimal reduction
of noise at [26.8, 7.6, 4.5] MHz. The VOA was adjusted to ensure that the same average power
was incident on the detectors for each experiment to allow for a fair comparison. The plotted
frequency range of 0 to 10 MHz was chosen because this corresponds with the bandwidth of
the detector system used. The four sharp noise peaks that occur between 4 and 7 MHz are
due to the data capture settings of the oscilloscope at the time of the experiment and do not
reflect real noise in the laser system.

5.3.1 Experimental Practicalities and Issues with Using Single Mode Fi-
bre Delays

As seen previously, there are cases when the noise suppression scheme does not
completely remove the classical laser noise to the shot-noise limit. Here we show
that the suspected cause of this is practical and predominantly derives from loss
within the interferometer. When using different lengths of fibre in each arm the loss
incurred by the light travelling in each arm is different. This means that the de-
constructive interference of the noise is not perfect and there remains some residual
classical noise. A similar effect occurs if the beamsplitters in the interferometer are
not perfectly balanced.

We can add the effect of loss and imbalanced beamsplitters into the theoretical
model of the experiment. Here we look at the case where either the second or first
beamsplitter in the interferometer has the splitting ratio R : T (T = 1− R), whilst
the other is held at 50:50. For this case the intensity at port 4 becomes

I4(t) =
1
2
(TI2(t) + RI3(t)) =

1
2
(TI2(t) + (1− T)I2(t− τ)).

Converting this to the frequency domain produces

I4(ω) =
1
2
(TI2(ω) + (1− T)I2(ω)eiωτ).
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FIGURE 5.7: Noise suppression for a 4.3 km delay in SMF28. Insert shows periodic nature of
noise suppression as predicted by Equation 5.2.
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and the noise spectral density becomes

|I4(ω)|2 =
|I2(ω)|2

4
(2T2 − 2(T − 1)T cos(ωτ)− 2T + 1). (5.4)

Figure 5.8 displays the effect of the splitting ratio on the noise suppression scheme.
This has the expected effect of increasing the noise at the optimal suppression fre-
quency to above the shot-noise limit for any T 6= 0.5. For the case of T = 1 or 0, we
find that there is no noise suppression.
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FIGURE 5.8: The effect of the transmission of one of the beamsplitters on the interferome-
ters ability to produce any recution in noise. Legend shows value of T used for each noise
suppression curves.

The effects of loss and imbalanced beamsplitters can be counteracted by adding
loss in one of the arms to match that of the other, or by using a variable beamsplitter
at the start of the interferometer that can be used to counteract any loss or beam-
splitter imbalance in the rest of the interferometer. Matching of loss is completed for
the rest of the experiments in this chapter to achieve the best noise suppression. A
downside of this solution is that loss in the lossiest arm (typically the delay arm) has
to be matched and is therefore doubled in the overall scheme.

Effects more detrimental to the practicalities of the scheme are the dispersive and
nonlinear effects in the fibre delay. Since we are using metres of solid-core fibre with
picosecond pulses, there is a significant amount of dispersion on the pulses that pass
through the delay. This means at the output of the interferometer the pulse train
will be a combination of pulses that have been dispersed and those that have not
resulting in different temporal profiles and peak powers. This will likely affect their
applicability to any nonlinear process afterwards and how well the noise reduction
is performed in the asymmetric interferometer. This is also true of nonlinear effects
in the delay, in that self-phase modulation will cause the pulses in each arm to have
different spectra from one another, which may also affect how useful the light is after
the noise suppression has occurred.

It would therefore be advantageous to be able to have a delay that did not change
the properties of the pulses that pass through it. The delay would ideally be in some
guided format (rather than free space) to also allow long delays to be practically con-
structed to filter at low frequencies. The following section is devoted to constructing
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the delay using hollow-core fibre, which satisfies both of the desired properties of
being a guided format for a long (> 10 m) delay with low dispersive effects.

5.4 Implementation in Hollow-Core Fibre

As stated in the previous section, we now look at implementing the noise suppres-
sion scheme with a delay made of hollow-core fibre. This particular type of fibre is
used to allow long delays to be built (relative to a free-space delay), whilst minimis-
ing dispersive or nonlinear effects that can occur in more conventional solid-core
fibre. We first begin this section by introducing hollow-core fibre properties and its
fabrication, and then move on to the implementation of the noise suppression.

Microstructured fibre is a sub-class of fibre guiding structures with a guiding
mechanism that is based on resonant interference effects rather than the refractive
index contrast used in more conventional fibre types [82]. This particular class of fi-
bres offer a range of new properties and characteristics from index contrast fibre and
have found applications in super continuum generation [83], optical sensing [84],
and compact and efficient gas cells [85]. In this chapter we focus on microstructured
fibre where the guiding region for the light within the fibre is in air; so called hollow-
core fibre (HCF). A collection of different HCF designs and structures is presented
in Figure 5.9.

FIGURE 5.9: Scanning electron microscope images of various hollow-core fibre designs. a)
Photonic band gap fibre (or photonic crystal fibre) [86], b) Kagome cladded anti-resonant
fibre [87], c) Anti-resonant fibre with a hexagram cladding [88], d) Hypocycloid core sur-
round Kagome fibre [89], e) Anti-resonant or negative curvature fibre [90], f) Anti-resonant
or negative curvature fibre [91], g) Anti-resonant nodeless tube-lattice fibre or free-boundary
fibre [92], h) Double antiresonant fibre [93]. Image originally presented in [94].

The HCF used in the following experimental chapters is fabricated by collabora-
tors at the University of Bath. The particular cross sectional structure of the fibre is
show in the inset of Figure 5.10 and is broadly referred to as free-boundary or anti-
resonant fibre. The simple cladding structure enables the fabrication of hundreds
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of metres of fibre with highly consistent properties, while offering a large core with
high damage threshold and low-loss guidance. The fibre is formed of six 33 µm res-
onators surrounding a 45 µm core. The fibre has an outer diameter (fibre O.D.) of
160 µm. The thickness of the resonators is estimated to be around 520 nm. This struc-
ture provides single-mode propagation at 1550 nm with an estimated 0.06 dB/m
attenuation, which is estimated via a cutback measurement on the fibre.

FIGURE 5.10: Experimental diagram of the noise suppression scheme using hollow-core fi-
bre. A variable optical attenuator (VOA) is used to attenuate the laser such that the incident
light on the photodiodes is within the working range of the detectors. Inset shows the edge
facet of the hollow-core fibre used. The balanced 50/50 beamsplitters were fibre beamsplit-
ters and the polarisation control on the interferometer was to match the polarisation of each
of the arms at the second beamsplitter. The detection procedure is described in Section 5.3.

As discussed in Section 5.3.1, it is advantageous to minimise loss within the in-
terferometer as this makes the entire noise suppression scheme more efficient. Cur-
rently, the most efficient method of coupling into HCFs of this type is to use free
space coupling with a bulk lens system. To couple light from SMF28 fibre (∼10 µm
core) to the HCF (∼50 µm core), a lens system that matched the required magnifi-
cation is used. The output of the SMF28 fibre from the fibre beamsplitter is coupled
into free space via a 3-axis stage system (Elliot Scientific [95]) with an aspheric lens
system ( f = 3.1 mm, Thorlabs C330TMD-C [96]). Coupling into the HCF requires
an identical system but with a f = 11.0 mm (Thorlabs C220TMD-C) lens. The re-
verse of this coupling system is used to go from HCF back into SMF28. Coupling
in the other arm is performed in a similar fashion but with a symmetric lens system
( f = 6.24 mm Thorlabs C110TMD-C). Waveplates in this arm allow for matching of
the polarisation of the pulses in each of the arms. Details of the noise detection can
be found in Section 5.3.

The noise suppression achieved using the setup of Figure 5.10 is shown in Fig-
ure 5.11. The data showing the noise without the noise suppression is achieved by
blocking one of the arms of the interferometer and then reducing the attenuation
of the VOA to keep the power reaching the detectors the same as when both arms
are unblocked. Matching of the loss in each arms is performed by defocussing the
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SMF28 to SMF28 arm to match the loss of the HCF arm. The total loss in the HCF
arm is just over 4.3 dB, of which approximately 1 dB comes from each conversion
from SMF28 to HCF and 2.3 dB from the propagation loss. The bend losses in this
fibre can be substantial if coiled too tightly. When wrapped around a conventional
fibre spool (diameter of ∼15 cm) the fibre does not guide light at 1550 nm. Because
of this the fibre was laid out and taped onto a cardboard sheet. This allowed large
bend diameters to be achieved but protected the fibre from damage. The fibre loop
was also raised to sit at the height of the ElliotCubes in order to reduce any loss
incurred from the fibre curving down towards the optical table. An image of this
system is shown in Figure 5.12.

FIGURE 5.11: Noise suppression of an interferometer with a hollow-core fibre delay of 34 m
which filters optimally at 4.4 MHz. Noise reduction to 0.2 dB from the shot-noise limit was
attributed to stimulated Raman effects in the solid-core fibre beamsplitters in the interfer-
ometer.

Figure 5.11 demonstrates that the HCF operates as an appropriate delay material
for this noise suppression scheme. The scheme achieves a reduction in the noise by
2.0 dB and is able to get within 0.2 dB of the shot-noise limit. Previous experimen-
tal implementations of a free-space version of the scheme applied to fibre squeezing
have suggested that stimulated Raman scattering in solid-core single mode fibre can
add noise to the optical field if it is placed after the noise suppressing interferome-
ter [80]. To investigate if the fibre beamsplitters were the cause of the 0.2 dB addi-
tional noise from the shot-noise limit, the scheme was adapted to include free-space
cube beamsplitters (Thorlabs PBS104) and no single mode fibre. The noise suppres-
sion achieved in this setup is shown in Figure 5.13. We can see that implementing
the interferometer in free space (except for the HCF delay) has improved the noise
suppression to reduce classical noise to exactly the shot-noise limit. This indicates
that the 0.2 dB difference seen before was likely due to stimulated Raman effects in
the solid-core fibre beamsplitters.

We would like to ensure that the pulses leaving the interferometer are as close
in properties to one another independent of whether they went through the HCF or
free-space arm. Two stated advantages of implementing the delay in HCF is that
the pulses should experience little or no nonlinear response from the fibre and lower
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FIGURE 5.12: Image of the hollow-core fibre in use. The bend losses within the fibre mean
that to minimise the transmission loss, the fibre was laid out horizontally on an A2 size of
cardboard to avoid any stress due to gravity on the fibre.

FIGURE 5.13: Noise suppression of an interferometer with a hollow-core fibre delay of 27 m
that filters at around 5.5 MHz. This scheme was implemented using free-space beamsplitters
to try and reduce noise in the optical field to exactly the shot-noise limit. Plotted over the
experimental results are theoretical predictions of the noise reduction based on the original
laser noise spectrum and the theoretical analysis presented in Section 5.2.
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dispersion than SMF28. The first can be measured using an autocorrelator and com-
paring the pulse before and after travelling along the fibre. The second feature can
be tested by measuring the spectrum of the laser pulse after traversing the HCF to
see if it has undergone any self-phase modulation spectral broadening. This can be
done by using a spectrometer and comparing the pulse before and after the HCF.

For the Pritel laser used in all the experiments in this chapter, there was no mea-
surable difference between the pulses before and after the HCF delay in both spec-
trum and pulse duration. This implies that for picosecond pulses the fibre is well
approximated to have a small dispersive response and very low nonlinear strength.
In order to test this further, the HCF was investigated using a Toptica FemtoFErb
1560 laser. This laser emits pulses 58 fs in length which are of order 70 nm wide in
spectrum. The wide spectrum of the pulses will make any dispersive effects in the
fibre easier to measure and the short pulses allow for very high peak powers (tens
of kW) to try and measure a nonlinear response from the fibre.

For the 58 fs pulses we were able to resolve the effects of dispersion caused by the
HCF. These effects are demonstrated in Figure 5.14 and were measured using a Fem-
tochrome FR103-PD autocorrelator [97]. When compared with conventional SMF28
fibre, the dispersion in 35 m of hollow-core fibre is comparable with the dispersion
in 3 m of SMF28. As such we can predict that the dispersion in the HCF is around
an order of magnitude less than that expected from refractive index contrast fibres
(∼ 1.8 ps/nm/km). Interestingly, even when using the Toptica pulses with very
high peak powers, the fibre displays no self-phase modulation spectral broadening
and so can be approximated to have zero nonlinear response when using pulses up
to peak powers of a few tens of kilowatts.
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FIGURE 5.14: A comparison of the broadening of the laser pulse due to dispersion in 35 m
of hollow-core fibre and 3 m of SMF28 fibre. The comparable dispersion in the two lengths
of fibre means that the hollow-core can be estimated to have approximately an order of
magnitude less dispersion that the solid-core fibre (∼ 1.8 ps/nm/km).
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5.5 Noise Reduction at Multiple Frequencies

One critique of the scheme described so far in this chapter is that it “suffers from
a limited noise cancellation bandwidth” or, in other words, only filters at the single
frequency defined by the length of the delay in the interferometer [98]. In this section
we challenge this statement by introducing a way to increase the bandwidth of fre-
quencies filtered by concatenating many noise suppressing interferometers together.
This method allows for arbitrary noise reduction bandwidths and can reach arbitrar-
ily close to reducing noise at all frequencies to the shot-noise limit. As we will find,
this comes at the cost of reduced peak power at the output but in cases where power
of the laser is in excess or where achieving shot-noise over a wide frequency band is
desired, this scheme can be applied. In this section we first introduce a theoretical
analysis of the scheme and then follow with an experiment implementation using
two lengths of hollow-core fibre delay.

5.5.1 Theory

The theoretical analysis here is the same as that applied in Section 5.2 but now ap-
plied to the interferometer displayed in Figure 5.15. By following the same process

50/50 50/50 50/50 50/50

FIGURE 5.15: Experimental schematic of a concatenation of two noise filtering interferome-
ters. A more efficient version of this design is shown in Figure 5.20.

as before, including ignoring any interference terms at the beamsplitters, the inten-
sity of the field at the output can be written as

I7(t) =
1

16
(I1(t) + I1(t− τ1) + I1(t− τ2) + I1(t− τ1 − τ2)).

When converted to the frequency domain this intensity becomes

I7(ω) =
I1(ω)

16
(1 + exp(iωτ1) + exp(iωτ2) + exp(iω(τ1 + τ2)))

=
I1(ω)

16
(1 + exp(iωτ1))(1 + exp(iωτ2)).

The spectral noise density at the output becomes

|I7(ω)|2 =
|I1(ω)|2

64
(1 + cos(ωτ1))(1 + cos(ωτ2)),
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which, perhaps unsurprisingly, shows that the combination of these two delays
means that the light at the output is simultaneously filtered at the two frequencies
that each delay would filter individually. For the rest of this section we will consider
looking at the experimental setup when the second delay is some factor k longer
than the delay in the first interferometer. In this situation the spectral noise density
becomes

|I7(ω)|2 =
|I1(ω)|2

64
(1 + cos(ωτ1))(1 + cos(ωkτ1)). (5.5)

The form of this filtering function in frequency space is shown in Figure 5.16 for
varying values of k.

FIGURE 5.16: a) Mesh plot of the noise reduction across a range of frequencies for two delays
in series. The relative second delay denotes the value of k for the second delay. b,c,d) The
noise power across different frequencies for two delays designed to filter with values of
k = {1.59, 3, 1} respectively.

Average Noise Reduction

As stated in Section 5.2, the average noise reduction across all frequencies for the sin-
gle delay case is 1

2 , since integrating (1 + cos(x)) over a period of the function gives
the value of a half. We will now investigate here what the average noise reduction
is for the double delay scheme and whether it is constant for all values of k.

We first begin by looking at the subset of cases where k is an integer value. This
simplifies the analysis since the function (1 + cos(x))(1 + cos(kx)) for k ∈ Z always
has a period between 0 and 2π that we can integrate over to get the average noise
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reduction over a period. The average noise reduction 〈NRS〉0−2π is equal to

〈NRS〉0−2π =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

1
4
(1 + cos(x))(1 + cos(kx))dx

=
1

8π

[(
k

k2 − 1
+

1
k

)
sin(2πk) + 2π

]
.

This function is plotted in Figure 5.17 for continuous values of k.
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FIGURE 5.17: The average noise reduction as a function of k. Note that the integration range
is only strictly valid for k ∈ Z. Red points highlight integer values of k and demonstrate that
for all values k 6= 1 the average noise suppression is 0.25 from the original. For k = 1 the
average noise suppression is 0.375.

For all integer values of k the average noise reduction takes the value of 0.25 apart
from the unique value at k = 1 (interferometers with delays of the same length)
where the average noise reduction is reduced to 0.375 of the original value. The
oscillations in the plot for non-integer values of k are a result of the integral range not
covering an entire period of the functions in frequency space. Numerical analysis,
where the integral range is tuned to always cover an entire period of the function
for any rational value of k, indicates that the average noise reduction across a period
is always 0.25 apart from the unique value at k = 1. Note that values of k that are
irrational produce aperiodic functions.

Practically, it is likely that the user is only interested in a fixed frequency range
that is unlikely to coincide with a period of the function (defined by, for example,
the speed of the detectors they are using). In this case, the values of non-integer k
demonstrate the average noise reduction one can expect in this case. Interestingly,
we note that there are values of k such that the average noise reduction is smaller
than the period-defined value of 0.25 (such as the point k = 1.7266 in the figure
above where the average noise reduction is 0.19). This means that if the user only
cares about the noise in a particular frequency band, then a smart choice of k may
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allow them to, on average, reduce noise by more than 25% from the original value
using only two interferometers.

5.5.2 Experiment and Results

The experimental setup for implementing the double noise suppression scheme is
presented in Figure 5.18. The pulsed laser is first attenuated using a variable optical
attenuator to produce an optical power that can be measured by the detector system.
A half-wave plate (HWP) and polarising beamsplitter (PBS) combination allow for
tuning of the input power into each of the arms of the first interferometer. This
allows for matching of power at the output due to the losses in each arm. A quarter-
wave plate (QWP) and HWP combination at the output of the first fibre delay allows
for matching of the polarisations in each arm. This interferometer is then repeated
with a fibre of a different length. The noise detection is performed by a HWP and
PBS combination allowing for perfect 50/50 balancing of the detectors. The signal is
processed in the same fashion as described in Section 5.3.

+/-

Noise detection

Photodiodes

Pulsed laser

Variable optical 
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PBS

60m hollow 
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First noise suppression

2 24 BS PBS

23m hollow 
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FIGURE 5.18: Experiemntal diagram for the double interferometer scheme used to show
suppression of amplitude noise over a large bandwidth.

The combination of HWP and PBS at the start of each interferometer in the setup
of Figure 5.18 allows for each noise suppression interferometer to be switched ‘on’ or
‘off’. By rotating the polarisation at the input such that all of the light is sent through
one arm of the interferometer, the noise suppression effect of that interferometer can
be removed. Figure 5.19 displays the relative noise suppression across a range of
frequencies for three settings of the concatenated interferometer. This figure shows
that the double suppression scheme does indeed work as expected.

The relative noise suppression in Figure 5.19 is the ratio of the noise spectral
power of the laser with and without noise suppression. Each point represents the
average value of the relative noise suppression in a 350 kHz bandwidth about the
point. The increased noise for the double delay scheme from the single 23 m delay at
around 4.5 MHz is due to increased difficulty of matching power from both arms of
each interferometer at the detectors. Both arms of the first interferometer also have
to be equally coupled into the second fibre which presents additional challenges.
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FIGURE 5.19: Relative noise response of the double interferometer in Figure 5.18. We see
that by turning one of the interferometers ‘off’ (blue or orange points) we get the noise sup-
pression expected for a single interferometer. When both are active we achieve the noise
suppression from both of the interferometers simulatenously, as predicted by Equation 5.5.

5.6 Discussion and Conclusion

Here we have investigated a scheme to reduce amplitude fluctuations in pulsed laser
systems using an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The first implementa-
tion of the scheme was performed by Nose et al. [17] but this chapter specifically
looks at variations and improvements to previous implementations of the scheme.

We first develop an all-fibre integrated version of the scheme using single mode
SMF28 fibre (Section 5.3) and show how this can reduce laser fluctuations at arbi-
trary low frequencies. This interferometer is very simple to implement because of
the all-guided nature of the optics involved and because of the schemes inherent tol-
erance to phase instability due to the pulses being incoherently mixed at the second
beamsplitter, rather than optically interfered (Section 5.2).

However, there are a number of downsides to implementation in solid-core fi-
bre relating to the evolution of the pulses that propagate down the long fibre delay
(self-phase modulation, dispersion, and loss. See Section 5.3.1 for details). This moti-
vated the work of Section 5.4 that investigated implementation of the scheme using
hollow-core free boundary fibre. This section successfully implements noise sup-
pression of all classical noise down to the shot-noise limit and shows significantly
reduced effects on the pulses propagating along the delayed arm of the interferom-
eter. This opens up the technique to be used more widely for noise suppression
at low frequencies in cases where pulse properties after the noise suppression are
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important.
In Section 5.5 we tackle another limiting feature of the scheme regarding the

bandwidth that the classical noise is reduced at. This has been explicitly mentioned
in the literature as limiting the applicability of the scheme to experiments requiring
noise suppression [98]. We show, both theoretically and experimentally, that imple-
menting many noise suppressing interferometers in series can reduce noise for arbi-
trary frequencies and for arbitrary bandwidths. The average noise reduction across
all frequencies goes as 1

2n where n is the number of interferometers in the series. It
is hoped that this feature, along with the possibility of implementing the scheme at
low-frequencies, will open up this scheme to be used more widely for experiments
requiring noise suppression.

One downside of the scheme presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.5 is the loss of power
induced by applying the scheme. For a single delay interferometer where one noise-
suppressed output is used in a further experiment, there is a drop in peak and aver-
age power by a factor of four and two respectively when compared with the input
laser light. The drop in peak power by a factor of four is due to the pulses being
split at the beamsplitters making up the interferometer and the average power drop
is due to half the light exiting the other output port of the interferometer. We note
again that the pulses are incoherently mixed at the second beamsplitter (they do not
overlap in time), which makes this loss in unavoidable in the scheme. We also note
that the repetition rate is increased by a factor of two at the output of the interferom-
eter.

The loss is further propagated when doubling up the interferometers (Section 5.5)
as each interferometer introduces the same amount of loss again. For n interferom-
eters in series (see Figure 5.15 for reference), the average and peak power reduce by
a factor of 1

2n and 1
4n respectively. This loss can be quite considerable if implemen-

tation of many interferometers is required. There is an alternative way to construct
the series of interferometers that reduces the overall loss of the system. Rather than
stack the interferometers in a simple series (Figure 5.15), one can use both output
ports of each interferometer (Figure 5.20) as both of these experience noise suppres-
sion. Building the interferometers in this way not only reduces the required number
of components, but reduces the average and peak power reduction to be 1

2 and 1
2n+1

respectively, significantly improving the loss scaling with n.
We note that this scheme only reduces amplitude noise of the laser source and

does not reduce any phase noise present in the beam. Because there is no phase
stabilisation of the interferometer, the scheme is likely to increase phase noise of the
pulse train and cause randomisation of any particular pulses phase with respect to
another pulse. As such, this particular implementation would not be appropriate
for any phase-dependent application. Phase stabilising the interferometer will re-
duce the phase noise imparted by the scheme but will mean the scheme is no longer
completely passive, one of the key advantages of this particular method.

There are a number of extensions to the scheme that could further improve it’s
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FIGURE 5.20: Alternate experimental schematic of a concatenation of two noise filtering in-
terferometers which is allowed as noise is suppressed at both output ports of any noise sup-
pressing interferometer. This design is more efficient than the one presented in Figure 5.15 as
it only looses average power at the final beamsplitter and only involves three beamsplitters
in total.

applicability. Theoretical work is needed to see how the scheme performs when the
pulses do interfere at the second beamsplitter of the interferometer. This may allow
the scheme to operate without any inherent loss of power to the optical field. It is
likely that this theoretical analysis will also include the output if a continuous-wave
laser is input into the interferometer. This opens up the scheme to be used more
widely for all laser systems. A further extension to the scheme could also look at
experimental implementation of more than two interferometers.
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Chapter 6

Towards Integrated Kerr Squeezing

Declaration of contribution: This chapter contains both introductory material and
original work. Sections 6.1 to 6.5 are introductory material. Sections 6.6 to 6.9
contain original work. I was specifically responsible for the material comparison
simulations performed in Section 6.6. The design of the silicon devices used in Sec-
tion 6.7 was completed by myself, but the fabrication was performed by the commercial
foundries IMEC [99] and IME [100]. The experimental results of Section 6.7 were
all taken by myself, as well as the experimental and simulation work discussed in Ap-
pendix D.2. The silicon nitride devices were fabricated by Robert Cernansky from the
University of Southampton with input from simulations I performed. Alex McMil-
lan was responsible for edge polishing of the device and assisted with construction of
the edge coupled experiment. I lead and took the measurements for the experimental
silicon nitride work. Gary Sinclair provided the model in Section 6.6.1.

6.1 Introduction

This chapter looks at the potential of producing an integrated source of squeezed
light using the Kerr effect. We conduct theoretical, numerical, and experimental
studies to investigate and then demonstrate the capacity of this platform for the task
of squeezing. Squeezed light is a fundamental resource state in many continuous-
variable quantum information applications [16] and generation of an integrated source
of squeezed light would take advantage of some of the huge benefits that integrated
optical circuits offer, such as increased complexity and scalability. So far there has
only been a single demonstration of single-mode∗ squeezing in an integrated de-
vice, provided by Lenzini et al. [102] who used a χ(2) process in lithium niobate to
produce a -1.38 dB squeezed vacuum state. Here, we focus on χ(3) platforms that
we believe can offer squeezed light production over a range of wavelengths (as the
process does not involve phase matching) in materials that are well developed for
the other key resources required for continuous-variable quantum information such
as linear optical circuits and single photon or homodyne detection. The particular
materials we investigate in this chapter are silicon and silicon nitride.

∗Two mode squeezing has been demonstrated in silicon nitride [101].
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In this chapter we experimentally demonstrate that both silicon and silicon ni-
tride show the necessary nonlinear response to be suitable candidates for an inte-
grated squeezed light source. We discuss simulations to provide estimated values
for the amount of squeezing produced within these devices and outline a pathway
towards measuring squeezing in both platforms. Unfortunately, we have yet been
unable to produce squeezing in these devices due to a number of issues outlined in
this chapter.

In preparation for the final experimental discussion in this thesis (Section 6.6) we
now introduce a method for producing squeezed states using the χ(3) interaction
present in Kerr materials. We refer to this process as Kerr squeezing and Sections 6.6
onwards look at performing this type of squeezing in an integrated optical device.
In this chapter we will first have a quick recap on squeezed states (readers should
resort to Chapter 2 for a more in depth discussion). We then introduce self-phase
modulation, the mechanism for Kerr squeezing, using both classical (Section 6.2)
and quantum (Section 6.3) formalisms. We follow with a summary of methods and
previous examples of producing and measuring this state experimentally. with an
introduction to integrated optical devices in general, with a particular focus on ex-
periments of a quantum nature (Section 6.5). Section 6.6 follows by comparing the
properties of silicon and silicon nitride as platforms for squeezing and shows re-
sults from simulations of nonlinear pulse propagation in these materials. Section 6.7
then introduces all of the experimental work that has been performed with silicon
devices, including a classical measurement that indicates that the platform has suf-
ficient nonlinear response to produce squeezing (Section 6.7.1). Section 6.8 then in-
troduces the experimental work in silicon nitride with Section 6.9 concluding the
chapter by summarising future work in both silicon and silicon nitride platforms.
We note that Appendix D contains a substantial amount of experimental and theo-
retical work that helped progress the experimental work of Section 6.7 in the silicon
integrated device. The work in Appendix D includes waveguide loss measurements
of some initial structures that were shown to have much higher losses than originally
anticipated (Section D.1), practical aspects of thermal cross talk and Fabry-Pérot cav-
ities in integrated silicon photonics (Section D.2), an investigation on grating coupler
bandwidth properties with the SPM induced spectral broadening expected for the
squeezing devices (Section D.3), and finally beamsplitter reliability considerations
of integrated Sagnac interferometers (Section D.4).

Readers interested in further reading on this subject are highly recommended to
access references [28, 103, 104].

As stated in Chapter 2, the quadratic dependence of the squeezing operator Ŝ(ζ)
on the ladder operators â and â† means that this operator is only applied using a non-
linear optical effect. Arguably the most popular or well known of these techniques
is the use of the nonlinear χ(2) material (e.g. KTP or BiBO crystals), phased-matched
to allow spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) to occur. This nonlinear
effect allows scattering of one high energy photon to produce two photons at lower
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energies (exactly half the energy of the pump photon if operating in the degener-
ate case). To see why this process produces squeezed light (squeezed vacuum in
this case), we consider the squeezing operator Ŝ(ζ) = exp

( 1
2 ζ∗ â2 − 1

2 ζ â†2) where
ζ = reiφ (first introduced in Chapter 2). The action of the squeezing operator (for
real ζ) can be thought of as unitary evolution driven by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
ih̄z
2
(â2 − â†2),

for time t = r/z (such that Ŝ(r) = e−
i
h̄ Ĥt) [28]. The Hamiltonian of a general nonlin-

ear process
Ĥ = h̄

(
χ(n)∗(ε)â2 + χ(n)(ε)â†2

)
, (6.1)

where

χ(2)(ε) = εχ(2) (degenerate parametric amplifier (SPDC)),

χ(3)(ε) = ε2χ(3) (four-wave mixing, self-phase modulation), (6.2)

where the amplitude of the pump field ε is treated classically and χ(n) is the non-
linear susceptibility of the optical medium [104]. By comparison of the two Hamil-
tonians, we see that for degenerate SPDC where the produced pair photons occupy
the same optical mode, the produced state is a single mode squeezed vacuum. A
two mode squeezed vacuum state is produced when the nonlinear process is non-
degenerate.

The amount of squeezing produced in SPDC using a crystal (in a semi-classical
description [28]) is given by

r = |2εχ(2)t| = |2εχ(2) L
nc
|,

where t is the interaction time of the field in the nonlinear medium, which is equiv-
alent to L/nc where L is the length of the crystal, n is the refractive index and c is
the speed of light. Lvovsky calculates in [28] (by using realistic experimental values
obtained for a single pass of a CW laser through a 5 mm length of PPKTP crystal)
that this method cannot supply considerable squeezing in its current arrangement.
To improve the amount of squeezing one can either increase the pump amplitude ε

(for example by using a pulsed laser) or increase the interaction time t. This can be
implemented by placing the nonlinear crystal in a Fabry-Pérot cavity to create what
is commonly referred to as an optical parametric oscillator. Example experiments im-
plementing χ(2)-based squeezing are summarised in Table 6.1.

By submitting Equation 6.2 into Equation 6.1, we see that it is possible to produce
squeezing using a χ(3) interaction. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 introduce this method in
more detail. Previous squeezing experiments using χ(3) materials are also shown in
Table 6.1.
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6.2 Classical Pulse Propagation in a Kerr Material

We now introduce the main effect of interest in this thesis for producing squeezing
using χ(3) materials - self-phase modulation (the Kerr effect).

The strength of the Kerr effect in a medium can be defined by the nonlinear
refractive index n2:

n = n0 + n2 I, (6.3)

where n is the total refractive index of the material, n0 is the linear refractive index,
and I is the light intensity. By this definition, n2 takes the form

n2 =
3

4n2
0ε0c

χ(3), (6.4)

where ε0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, c is the speed of light, and χ(3) is the
third-order susceptibility†. In general, χ(3) is more generally a fourth-rank tensor
that describes many processes and directional dependences [105]. Here, we have as-
sumed only one component of this tensor contributes to the refractive index change,
which can occur when the electric field is linearly polarised. The nonlinear phase
shift induced onto an optical beam by the change in refractive index is given by

φNL = k0LI =
ω0n2LP

cA
= γLP, (6.5)

where k0 and ω0 are the wave vector and angular frequency respectively, P is the
power of the beam, A is the cross-sectional area (I = P/A), L is the length of ma-
terial, and γ is a nonlinear parameter‡ defined as γ = ω0n2

cA . For optical pulses, P
is the instantaneous power of the pulse which, for non-square pulses, varies across
the entire pulse. This leads to a phase shift that varies across the pulse which leads
to spectral broadening (see Figure 6.1) [105]. The maximum phase shift φmax can be
calculated by considering the peak power of the pulse Ppeak.

For cases where propagation loss is introduced into the material, Pout = e−αLPin,
where α is the loss per unit length, the nonlinear response is adjusted to account for
the reduction of power across the material interaction length. The effective length is
given by

Leff =
1− e−αL

α
, (6.6)

and it states the equivalent lossless length Leff of nonlinear medium that produces a
nonlinear response equivalent to a lossy material of length L. The nonlinear phase

†There can be variations in the definition of n2. The most common alternative is to define the
total refractive index with respect to the square of the electric field |E|2, n = n0 + n̄2|E|2, where I =
2n0ε0c|E|2 and n2 = n̄2/n0ε0c.
‡This parameter is often used to define how nonlinear a material is, particularly in optical fibres as

it incorporates both the material nonlinearity and the guiding area. These are the two parameters that
can be controlled in fibre production.
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FIGURE 6.1: The effect of self-phase modulation (SPM) on the spectrum of an optical pulse.
The initially Gaussian spectrum broadens as the interaction length is increased and the char-
acteristic double (and triple) spectral peaks develop. The change in spectrum is due to the
time dependent phase shift that is applied via SPM due to the Gaussian temporal profile
of the original pulse. Note that over the interaction, the temporal profile of the pulse is
unaffected (unless dispersion is present).

shift φNL can be adjusted accordingly using the effective length in place of the real
length of the material.

6.3 Quantum Pulse Propagation in a Kerr Material

The Kerr interaction causes a intensity (photon number) dependent phase shift. Self-
phase modulation (SPM) acting on a single mode is given by the Hamiltonian

Ĥκ = h̄κ(â†)2 â2 = h̄κn̂(n̂ + 1),

where κ =
ω2

0n2

2cε0n2
0 Aτ

, A is the mode area, τ is the pulse duration, and the second equal-

ity can be found using the commutation relations [â, n̂] = â and [â, â†] = â [106].
Further equations will now set h̄ = 1 for clarity. The evolution of laser light under
this interaction is given by the unitary Uκ acting on the coherent state |α0〉

|K〉 = Uκ |α0〉 = eiHκ |α0〉 = e−
|α|2

2

∞

∑
n=0

αn
0√
n!

eiκn(n+1) |n〉 ,

which we will denote as a “Kerr state”. It is possible to simply represent this state
evolution graphically by using the Q−function distribution which takes the form

Q(α, α∗, κ) = | 〈α|K〉 |2 = e(−|α|
2−|α0|2)

∣∣∣∣∣ ∞

∑
n=0

(α∗α0)n
√

n!
eiκn(n+1)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(6.7)

which is plotted in Figure 6.2§. One can see from Figure 6.2 that the minor axis
of this new state has a width that is less that the diameter of the original coherent

§It is also possible to define the Wigner function for this state [107].
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state. This corresponds to a reduction in the particular quadrature variance, which
is by definition a squeezed state. Note that the Kerr interaction is photon-number
conserving, and so the photon number distribution is unchanged by this squeezing
action when self-phase modulation is applied with no loss.

0 4 8-4-8

0

4

8

-4

-8

Squeezing

FIGURE 6.2: Contour plot of the Q-function evolution of a coherent state undergoing
self-phase modulation. The intensity dependent phase shift caused by self-phase modu-
lation causes the coherent state to evolve into a non-Gaussian squeezed state. The ini-
tial state is a coherent state |α〉 with α = 5 and the evolution is plotted for values of
κ = {0.015, 0.030, 0.055} in Equation 6.7, producing states |K1〉, |K2〉, and |K3〉 respectively.

6.4 Nonlinear Interferometers

In principle the Kerr state itself is very hard to detect due to it being a bright state
(and so hard to homodyne due to the requirement of a substantially brighter lo-
cal oscillator) and having a radial profile that is identical to the coherent state (and
so self-homodyning measurement produces the same output for both coherent and
Kerr state). Transformation of this state to something that is experimentally mea-
surable (e.g. squeezed vacuum) is possible by interference of the Kerr state with an
identical partner (Figure 6.3). This technique was first studied in 1990 by Shirasaki
and Haus [108], who showed that interference of two Kerr states on a beamsplitter
produced a state that has similar properties to the squeezed vacuum. The produced
state can then be measured using homodyne detection [106].

An alternative scheme that produces another experimentally detectable state was
introduced by Schmitt et al. in 1998 [109]. In this scheme, an unbalanced nonlinear
interferometer is used, where the 50/50 beamsplitters in Figure 6.3 are replaced with
90/10 beamsplitters. Instead of a displacement back to the origin, this interferometer
displaces the Kerr state to a position in phase space where the squeezed quadrature
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aligns with the radial direction in quadrature space, which is the quadrature mea-
sured via self-homodyne detection (see Section 2.4.3 for details). This produces a
bright squeezed state that can be measured without the need for a local oscillator. It
is this implementation that is investigated in Sections 6.6 onwards and will be the
focus of the rest of this chapter.

50:50

FIGURE 6.3: A schematic of the principle of squeezed vacuum production via the Kerr inter-
action. A coherent state |α〉 is input into a balanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Each arm
of the interferometer contains a Kerr material, which evolves the coherent state under the
unitary Uκ to produce two Kerr states |K〉 (orange shape in Figure 6.2). These two states are
then interfered on the final beamsplitter, generating an approximate squeezed state |∼ ξ〉
and a brighter Kerr state |K′〉.

There have been a number of experimental implementations of the Kerr state in
an asymmetric interferometer (see Table 6.1). Many experiments have used a Sagnac
type interferometer (Figure 6.4), with early demonstrations using single-mode fibre
as the Kerr medium [109, 110, 111, 112]. Variations of this implementation include
using photonic crystal fibre as the nonlinear medium [113] and using a polarisation
Sagnac interferometer [111]. All implementations have used self-homodyne detec-
tion to verify that they have produced a squeezed state.

The bandwidth of squeezing generated in these experiments depends on a num-
ber of experimental parameters such as laser mode (continuous or pulsed), wave-
length, dispersion, as well as noise properties of the nonlinear medium [144]. In
principle, the squeezing bandwidth generated can be of the same order as the car-
rier frequency of the optical pulse (several THz) but practically this is limited by
dispersion [144] and thermal noise properties of the fibre [145], in particular guided
acoustic wave Brilluoin scattering (GAWBS) [116]. This effect is caused by photons
in the fibre being scattered by acoustic modes within the core, generating noise at the
output of the fibre [146] between 20 MHz to 1 GHz [116]. There do exist techniques
to get around this effect, some of which have been previously implemented [147,
131].

In this section we have introduced a method for producing and measuring squeez-
ing generated by self-phase modulation in χ(3) materials. We have discussed how
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Group Year Squeezing (dB) λ (nm) Nonlinear Source

O
PO

χ
(2
)

C
ry

st
al

Kimble [118] 1992 5.0 855 KNbO3 Pulsed pump
Mlynek [119] 1997 6.0 1064 MgO:LiNbO3
Mlynek [119] 1997 5.2 1064 MgO:LiNbO3
Shiller [120] 1998 6.2 1064 MgO:LiNbO3
Gao [121] 1999 7.0 1064 MgO:LiNbO3
Furusawa [122] 2006 7.2 860 PPKTP, CW
Furusawa [123] 2007 9.0 860 KTiOPO4
Schnabel [124] 2008 10.0 1064 LiNbO3 Linear-cavity
Schnabel [125] 2010 12.3 1064 PPKTP CW
Schnabel [126] 2011 12.7 1550 PPKTP

Pu
ls

ed
χ
(2
) Kumar [127] 1994 5.8 1064 KTiOPO4 (pulsed)

Kuwamoto [128] 2003 3.2 1064 PPKTP
Grangier [129] 2004 1.87 846 MgO:LiNbO3
Hirano [130] 2008 4.1 1535 MgO:LiNbO3

K
er

r
V

ac
uu

m

Haus [114] 1991 5 1300 50m PM-fibre
Shirasaki [115] 1991 1.7 1550 † 10m PM-fibre
Shirasaki [131] 1993 3 1320 50m PM-fibre
Doerr [132] 1993 1.9 1480 -
Haus [116] 1994 5.1 1314 90m PM-fibre
Nishizawa [133] 1994 2 1060 50m PM-fibre
Ippen [117] 2001 6.1 - † 80m PM-fibre
Kannari [134] 2009 1.3 810 1.5 PM-fibre
Kannari [135] 2011 2.1 (4.8) 810 40cm PM-fibre

K
er

r
Br

ig
ht

Leuchs [109] 1998 3.9 (6) 1510 † 6.4m PM-fibre
Kumar [110] 1999 0.6 (1.4) 1550 † 100m PM-fibre
Fiorentino [111] 2001 4.4 (6.3) 1538 † 3m PM-fibre
Fiorentino [113] 2002 2.7 (4) 1550 † 0.7m PCF
Andersen [112] 2004 1.8 1530 † 10m PM-fibre
Kannari [80] 2013 2.6 1550 3m PM-fibre
Kannari [136] 2015 3.1 808 40cm PM-fibre
Marquardt [137] 2016 0.9 1560 3.8cm PM-fibre
Leuchs [138] 2016 3 1558 3.8cm PM-fibre

K
er

r
Fi

lt
er Mukai [139] 1996 2.3 (3.7) 1465 † 1.5km PM-fibre

Leuchs [140] 1997 3.2 (4.5) 1510 † 10m PM-fibre
Machida [141] 1998 - 1543 † 1.5km PM-fibre
Kannari [142] 2005 4.6 (10.3) 800 10m PM-fibre

TABLE 6.1: A compilation of squeezing experiments. Experiments working with solitons are
indicated with †. Experiments that have back-calculated the produced amount of squeezed
from measurements of loss after generation have the inferred amount of squeezing indicated
in brakets in the squeezing column. Similar tables are also produced in [143, 103].
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FIGURE 6.4: The most common bulk experimental setup for production of the squeezed
vacuum Kerr state. This experiment is a non-polarising Sagnac version of the interferometer
displayed in Figure 6.3, but now the two states produced (|K′〉 and |∼ ξ〉) are used in a
homodyne measurement to verify that the state has been produced. This type of setup has
been used in [114, 115, 116, 109, 117, 113].

this particular interaction produces squeezing and introduced Sagnac interferom-
eter configurations that are commonly implemented to allow measurement of the
squeezed state. This pulsed squeezing approach offers a method of producing squeez-
ing without the requirement of a locked cavity (which is required for an OPO), mean-
ing that no active feedback circuits are required. This also means that the bandwidth
of squeezing is not limited by the bandwidth of the surrounding cavity, which is true
of OPOs. The Sagnac can be configured to produce a bright squeezed amplitude
state which we note will have a Fano-factor σ < 1 and so is useful for quantum sens-
ing of loss (Chapter 3). The Sagnac can also be configured to produce squeezed vac-
uum, which is useful in many other continuous-variable quantum technologies [16].
It is therefore desirable to produce a configurable source of squeezed light using
these techniques, which is the focus of the following chapter.

6.5 Introduction to Integrated Optical Devices

The benefits of integration of optical elements comes down to a number of factors.
The first is that the devices are small and so complex optical experiments, that would
have usually taken up significant space on an optics bench, can now be miniaturised
into a small integrated chip. The fabrication process of these chips typically allows
many identical copies of the experiment to be manufactured with high reproducibil-
ity. The monolithic structure of the optical devices makes the experiments naturally
phase stable, which can have a huge advantage as the complexity of experiments
increases. Integrated devices also typically include a number of active components,
allowing experimental configurations to be changed in software with relative ease
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and making experiments reprogrammable. The high confinement of the light within
the waveguide (particularly with materials such as silicon, see Section 6.6) means
that relatively large nonlinear responses can be achieved compared with optical fi-
bre.

There are also a number of practical difficulties that appear in integrated pho-
tonics. The monolithic structure of the devices means that cross talk from compo-
nents is quite common, particularly when thermal optic phase shifters are imple-
mented [148]. This usually happens via heat, from one thermal phase-shifting heater,
passing through the substrate and affecting the refractive index in a path that it is
not designed to be changed. The monolithic structure also means that the nonlinear
response from the material cannot be ‘turned off’, which can be challenging when
you want to generate a nonlinear response in a particular part of the experiment,
or when you want an optical pulse to propagate along the device unperturbed (by
self-phase modulation for example). Integrated devices are subject to typically high
propagation losses compared with optical fibre due to the fabrication tolerances of
the small waveguide structures. This varies for different material and waveguide
geometries but can be troublesome when designing delays or tailoring nonlinear
response from the material.However, in general much of the loss is mitigated as
the high nonlinear response and refractive index contrast of the devices means that
waveguide lengths are typically very small. When commercial foundries are used
to make the devices, these can typically take 6 - 12 months to be made. The nature of
the fabrication also means that errors in the design phase of chip production cannot
fixed post-fabrication and can result in experiments being unsuitable for the task.
This can cause delays in integrated optical experiments.

The general cross-sectional structure of an integrated device is shown in Fig-
ure 6.5. The waveguide guides light using the step-index contrast between the
waveguiding material and the surrounding cladding, allowing light to be guided
along the waveguide structure (into the page in Figure 6.5). Depending on the avail-
ability of fabrication, desired properties of the waveguide, or application, many light
guiding geometries can be made. In this thesis, we only work with a strip style of
waveguide due predominantly to the modal and nonlinear properties of this waveg-
uide at the wavelengths of interest [149]. A number of platforms and materials have
be proposed as possible candidates for integration in both classical and quantum
optics. These include waveguide materials such as silica (SiO2) [150, 151], silicon
(Si) [152, 153], lithium niobate (LiNbO3) [154, 155], gallium arsenide (GaAs) [156],
silicon nitride (Si3N4) [101, 157], as well as a number of other materials [158]¶.

There are a number of components available for performing experiments in an
integrated platform (Figure 6.6). The two methods of coupling light onto the chip
used in this chapter are grating couplers and edge coupling. The first uses a diffrac-
tion grating that is specifically designed to take light at a particular angle and wave-
length, and constructively interfere the light to propagate along the waveguide mode

¶These references are not exhaustive.
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FIGURE 6.5: Three common integrated waveguide geometries. Note that the layers are not
to scale. Adapted from a figure presented in [149].

(see Section 6.7 for more details). These components typically achieve between 3 dB -
5 dB coupling efficiency (per coupler), but have been reported to go below 1 dB [159].
Edge coupling is performed by taking the waveguide to the edge of the chip and
matching the incoming mode to the waveguide mode through a free-space lens or
specialised fibre (tapered or lensed). Polishing of the chip edge is often performed
in order to get a flat coupling surface. This form of coupling can also reach levels
with sub 1 dB loss [160]. Other integrated components used in this thesis include
beamsplitters and phase shifters. These are discussed in more detail in Appendix D
but readers looking for more information on the subject should consult [149] and
references therein. It is noted that the current state of the art quantum experiments
working with components displayed in Figure 6.6 have now reached considerable
complexity [161, 162].

FIGURE 6.6: An overview of integrated optical components. a) Edge coupled waveguide b)
Grating coupled waveguide c) Waveguide spiral, typically used for photon pair generation
or optical delay d) Ring resonator with thermal phase shifter, typically used for photon pair
generation or filtering e) A bank of ring resonators used as a high extinction filter f) Im-
balanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer g) Thermo-optic phase shifter h) Integrated beam-
splitter (typically multimode interference device MMI or directional coupler DC) i) Out cou-
pling via grating couplers j) Integrated detection (photodiode or superconducting nanowire
single-photon detector). First presented by Joshua Silverstone [153, 149].
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6.6 Silicon and Silicon-Nitride Material Comparison for Kerr
Squeezing

There are a number of potential materials that could be used in an attempt to pro-
duce Kerr squeezing. Here we focus on comparing two particular materials: silicon
and silicon nitride waveguide. Both of these platforms are well developed for inte-
grated optics applications and are well suited for χ(3) interactions due to their rela-
tively high nonlinear refractive index n2 (at least an order of magnitude larger than
silica) and high confinement due to the waveguide geometries (∼1 µm2). Both plat-
forms have also been experimentally demonstrated to have properties appropriate
production of quantum optical states [101, 153]. Homodyne detection has already
been demonstrated in the silicon platform [163] which is beneficial when consider-
ing the possibility of generation and measurement of quantum states on the same
device. However, silicon offers particular challenges at 1550 nm due to the small
bandgap of the material allowing for two-photon absorption (TPA) processes. This
particular interaction causes a power dependent loss that increases as the incident
power is increased and is tricky to navigate as squeezing requires high powers to
achieve the desired nonlinearity. TPA also liberates free electrons that can then cause
further losses through free-carrier absorption (FCA) and also change local refractive
index properties of the material causing free-carrier dispersion (FCD). Silicon nitride
does not have any nonlinear absorption at 1550 nm process but integrated detection
in the platform is less developed (i.e. no reported demonstration of integrated ho-
modyne detection in the literature). In this section we compare these two materials
in detail to see how they perform as platforms for Kerr squeezing. We first begin
with a discussion on modelling of pulse propagation with two-photon absorption
(TPA) present (Section 6.6.1) and then discuss how this analysis is applied to model
the squeezing generation performance of the two material platforms (Section 6.6.2).
The results of the simulations are summarised in Section 6.6.3.

The modelling performed in the following section uses parameters quoted by
the silicon foundries that we have access to (IMEC [99] and IME [100]) and by our
collaborators at the University of Southampton, who were fabricating the silicon
nitride devices examined in Section 6.8. The laser parameters used for the modelling
were based on the available pulsed 1550nm laser that we had at the time, which was
a Pritel pulsed femtosecond fiber laser (FFL). This laser produces 2 ps pulses at 50
MHz repetition rate at 1550 nm with an average power output of around 20 mW
(∼190 W peak power). It was discovered through the project that this laser was
not shot-noise limited and would therefore be difficult to generate squeezing with.
Because of this, a second laser (OneFive Origami 15) that is shot noise limited was
purchased for this project. Section 6.8 contains some experimental work with this
new laser but the simulations have yet to be updated with the new parameters that
this laser provides.
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6.6.1 Nonlinear Loss Modelling

An optical pulse propagating in a nonlinear medium can be modelled using the non-
linear Schrödinger equation (NLSE)‖, which simulates the evolution of a pulse un-
dergoing self-phase modulation (SPM), linear absorption, and two-photon absorp-
tion (TPA) [164]. For any instantaneous point in time, t, the output pulse power from
a length of material L is

Pout(t) =
Pin(t)e−αL

1 + α2Le f f Pin(t)
,

where α and α2 describe the linear and nonlinear propagation losses respectively (α2

is often denoted as βTPA and is known as the TPA coefficient) and Le f f is the effective
nonlinear length of the material (see Equation 6.6). For a passively mode-locked
laser, we expect the pulse shape to be well approximated by a sech2 pulse [165] such
that

Pin(t) = P0 sech2(t/τp), (6.8)

where P0 is the peak power of the pulse and τp describes the pulse duration (FWHM≈
1.76τp). When taking measurements of the power through the device, we measure
the time-averaged power

〈Pout〉 = Γ〈Ppulse
out (t)〉 = Γ

∫ ∞

−∞

Pin(t)e−αL

1 + α2Le f f Pin(t)
dt, (6.9)

where Γ is the repetition rate of the laser. 〈Ppulse
out (t)〉 describes the average power of a

single pulse, and the integration allows for calculation of the power across the entire
pulse, described in time t. We note that the ∞ limits on the integral mean that we
are treating each pulse to act independently from any other pulse in the pulse train
and to be identical. Substituting Equation 6.8 into Equation 6.9, and also making a
change of variables λ2 = α2Le f f P0 and τ′ = t/τp, Equation 6.9 is reduced to

〈Pout〉 = ΓP0e−αLτp

∫ ∞

−∞

sech2(τ′)

1 + λ2 sech2(τ′)
dτ′

= ΓP0e−αLτp
2 arcsinh(λ)

λ
√

1 + λ2
.

The average input power of the laser can similarly be computed to be

〈Pin〉 = ΓP0

∫ ∞

−∞
sech2(t/τp)dt

= 2P0τpΓ

‖The name of this equation relates to the form of equation describing the evolution of the pulse,
which takes a similar form to the quantum Schrödinger equation describing the evolution of a wave-
function. There are no quantum mechanical variables in this equation.
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and as such
〈Pout〉 = 〈Pin〉e−αL arcsinh(λ)

λ
√

1 + λ2
.

This equation provides a way to calculate the total loss experienced by a pulsed
undergoing both linear and TPA loss mechanisms.

In this analysis we have ignored free-carrier absorption (FCA) that occurs due to
the electrons liberated through TPA. This effect was not included to allow analytical
expressions for the output power to be calculated (which is not possible with FCA).
Including FCA in the analysis will increase the amount of nonlinear absorption oc-
curring within the pulse, which we can see from the larger values of r estimated
from real devices (Appendix D.1). We note that pulse-to-pulse FCA, where the free-
carriers from a preceding pulse absorb light from the pulse generated immediately
after it, does not occur as the repetition rate of the laser (50 MHz→ 10 ns between
each pulse) means that the time between each pulse is much larger than the lifetime
of the free carriers (1 ns) [164]. Any free-carriers generated by a pulse re-combine
before the second pulse reaches that part of the waveguide.

6.6.2 Material Model for Squeezing

Modelling the amount of squeezing produced via self-phase modulation in a lossless
environment is described by Kitagawa and Yamamoto [166]. However, there will be
a number of loss mechanism in the chip that need to be accounted for completeness
and because they vary between silicon and silicon nitride. These include: input
coupling loss, linear and nonlinear propagation loss, and outcoupling loss/detection
efficiency (these can modelled as the same effect [28]). Input coupling loss has the
effect of reducing the power entering the device, which can be compensated for by
increasing the incident laser power. As the pump is assumed to be a coherent state,
input coupling loss does not change the state of the light pumping the experiment.
Output coupling loss and detection efficiency will degrade the squeezing produced
by the device following the relationship

Var(q̂)out = ηCVar(q̂)in + (1− ηC)/2, (6.10)

where ηC is the product of the coupling transmission and detector efficiency, and
Var(q̂)in/out is the input/output quadrature variance (squeezing level) [28]. The ef-
fect of this loss on a 7 dB squeezed state is shown in Figure 6.7. The relationship be-
tween quadrature variance and squeezing level (in dB) is discussed in Section 2.1.5.

Linear loss occurring within the waveguide itself is more difficult to account
for because the loss is occurring in conjunction with the squeezing effect of self-
phase modulation. This has been modelled in a quantum mechanical way by Sto-
bińska et al. [107] and Kunz et al. [167], but these models only account for linear loss
mechanisms. Other models have been developed that include group velocity disper-
sion [168, 169] or two-photon absorption [170, 171] but to the author’s knowledge,
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FIGURE 6.7: The reduction of squeezing that occurs with increasing linear loss. Relationship
plotted for a squeezd state with an initial squeezing of 7 dB.

there is no general model that includes two or more of these effects simultaneously.
A number of attempts were made to numerically model the expected amount of

squeezing produced within the devices. We initially began by modelling a coherent
state as a Gaussian distribution of classical points in phase space and then modelling
how this distribution evolves within the waveguide (by classically simulating each
individual point using the nonlinear Schrödinger equation). This does indeed show
that self-phase modulation produces squeezing in phase space, but problems arise
when loss is added into the simulation. Because we model classical points, loss
tends to 100%, all points evolve towards the origin in quadrature space instead of a
Gaussian distribution centred around the origin (as expected for the vacuum state).
The classical evolution does not have any requirement for minimum uncertainty
(Equation 2.1) which is required of all quantum states of light. When loss is added
into the evolution we are often left with unphysical quantum states (see Figure 2.4)
and so it is particularly difficult to get a realistic squeezing value from this particular
simulation method.

Producing a full quantum model of the pulse evolution would likely involve a
numerical technique such as the split-step method used in [168], as an analytical so-
lution of the classical evolution is not currently known [172]. The split-step method
breaks up the continuous evolution of the pulse into small time steps where the clas-
sical and quantum evolution can be computed in series∗∗. By alternatively evolving
the pulse properties in the classical and quantum regimes, a numerical estimate of
the final state can be produce (for sufficiently small time steps). It is plausible that a
split-step method could be produced that accounted for all processes involved in the
evolution of pulses in integrated devices, however we expect this to be a significant

∗∗The ‘quantum evolution’ relates to the evolution of the ladder/quadrature operators, which can
be used to compute the amount of squeezing produced.
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amount of work and a publishable result in itself. As the focus of this project is to
experimentally produce squeezing, a more readily available method of simulation
was sought.

Because of these issues, it was decided that an appropriate way to model the ex-
periment would be by comparison to previous experimental implementations of the
squeezing scheme in fibre. By using the experimental values in these experiments
and the attained squeezing, a comparison could be made with the integrated devices
using classical modelling of the pulse propagation. From the experimental details
presented in [131, 116, 109, 111, 113]††, one can compute that these experiments pro-
duce a median-average maximum nonlinear phase shift (the nonlinear phase shift
of the peak power) of 3.4 radians, which on average produces a squeezing value of
4.9 dB. For our modelling we will conservatively reduce this to an estimated 4.0 dB
squeezing produced. By modelling the propagation of a pulse in a waveguide using
the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (see Section 6.6.1), it is possible to calculate the
length of waveguide and the input power required to achieve this effective nonlin-
earity. We assume zero dispersion in the waveguide as the length of material that the
pulse is expected to propagate through is very small (< 10cm). This pulse propaga-
tion modelling also produces the total loss that the pulse will undergo through the
device which is then applied using Equation 6.10 to a 4 dB squeezed state. This pro-
duces output squeezing that we have used to compute an estimate on the squeezing
we expect to measure. The process flow chart for this modelling process is shown in
Figure 6.8.

AssumeC 3.4C radianC peakC phaseC shiftC
generatesC4CdBCofCsqueezing.

WithC givenC materialC 'C laserC parameters,C
calculateC lengthC ofC waveguideC toC achieveC
3.4CradianCpeakCphaseCshift.

CalculateC lossC occuringC toC aC pulseC
undergoingC thisC phaseC shiftC (linear,C non-
linearCandCcouplingCloss).

ApplyC lossC toC squeezedC stateC inC aC linearC
fashionCasCifCallCtheClossChadCoccuredCatCtheC
endCofCtheCsqueezedCstateCgeneration.

UseC theseC toC calculateC measuredC
squeezingC(linear,Cnon-linearCandCcouplingC
loss)C andC potentialC 'inferred'C squeezingC
(linearCandCnon-linearClossConly).

FIGURE 6.8: Flowchart of simulation method for Kerr squeezing with coupling, linear, and
nonlinear loss present.

††This particular set of experimental papers was chosen as the published results provided sufficient
experimental detail that could be applied to the simulation. The results also covered a wide range
of possible experimental scenarios, including both squeezed vacuum (50/50 beamsplitter) and bright
squeezed light (90/10 beamsplitter) generation, experiments working in both soliton and non-soliton
regime, and Kerr materials including step-index and photonic crystal fibre.
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There are a few important comments to make on modelling the squeezing scheme
this way:

1. The author notes that a full quantum propagation model would likely be more
reliable for the experimental simulation of the experiment. However, the lack
of an available model including the two dominant mechanisms in the de-
vice (linear loss and two-photon absorption) resulted in the production of this
method of simulation. A long term goal is to develop a quantum propagation
model suitable for the material platforms of interest.

2. We note that the experiments in [131, 116, 109, 111, 113] were chosen as the
published results provided sufficient experimental detail that could be applied
to the simulation. The results also covered a wide range of possible experi-
mental scenarios, including both squeezed vacuum (50/50 beamsplitter) and
bright squeezed light (90/10 beamsplitter) generation, experiments working
in both soliton and non-soliton regime, and Kerr materials include step-index
and photonic crystal fibre.

3. Both linear and nonlinear loss mechanisms occur at the same time as the Kerr
effect in the waveguide but we have modelled it as occurring all at the end,
after the Kerr interaction has taken place. This is more detrimental to the final
squeezing value than if the loss had been applied with the evolution of squeez-
ing of the state [173] and so provides a pessimistic view of the final squeezing
value.

4. We have assumed two-photon absorption (TPA) to act in the same way as lin-
ear loss (i.e. the effect of both kinds of losses is applied to the state using Equa-
tion 6.10). However, this is not a true representation of how TPA affects any
state of light, as can be seen in [170, 171] where TPA is found to enhance the
squeezing produced when applied at the same time the Kerr effect. Nonlinear
loss in general acts non-trivially on the state and can in fact produce squeezing
when applied in isolation [174].

5. The nonlinear phase shift is only defined for an instantaneous part of the pulse
and so we have used the maximum phase shift across the entire pulse as this
value. The maximum phase shift occurs at the peak power of the pulse.

6. No TPA occurs in silicon nitride at 1550 nm and so a full quantum propagation
model could have been used to simulate this experiment. However, in order to
make the two materials easily comparable, it was decided that both silicon and
silicon nitride devices be modelled using the technique described in Figure 6.8.

We now look at applying this model to values for silicon and silicon nitride inte-
grated devices.
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6.6.3 Modelling Results

The results in Table 6.2 display the length of waveguide required to achieve the
nonlinear response needed for squeezing. Also displayed in Table 6.2 is the expected
measured squeezing value.

Input Material Parameters

Property Silicon (Si) Silicon Nitride 1
(SiN)

Silicon Nitride 2
(SiN)

Effective Nonlinearity γ ((Wm)−1) 220 [153, 149, 175,
176, 177]

5 [178] 5 [178]

Coupler loss (dB) Grating: 5 [179] Edge: 4 [180] Edge: 4 [180]

Linear waveguide loss (dB/cm) 3 [179] 0.8 [180] 0.8 [180]

Relative two-photon absorption co-
efficient (r = α2λ

4πn2
)

0.01 [164] 0 0

Input Laser Parameters

Wavelength (nm) 1550 1550 1550

Input peak power (W) 4† 5† 75†

Results

Desired phase shift (radians) 3.4 3.4 3.4

Required waveguide length 7.0 mm Not achievable
(see Figure 6.9)

1.0 cm

Assumed squeezing produced (dB) 4 - 4

Propagation loss (linear, nonlinear)
(dB)

5.06 - 0.83

Total loss (linear, nonlinear, cou-
pling) (dB)

10.06 - 4.83

Measured Squeezing (off-chip) (dB) 0.27 - 0.96

Inferred Squeezing (on-chip) (dB) 0.91 - 2.99

TABLE 6.2: Simulated measured and inferred squeezing for both silicon and silicon nitride
devices. † The input power values correspond to input peak powers (for silicon) that are
safely known not to damage the grating couplers. Previous experience within the group
has found that values of input power large than this result in irreversible loss of coupling
from the grating couplers. 4 W peak power has been found experimentally to be a reliably
safe power to work at for grating couplers. Silicon nitride 1 corresponds to a silicon nitride
device with a power bounded by the same limit as we have for silicon, but with more power
being coupled in to the device based on the reduced coupling loss. Silicon nitride 2 is power
limited by the maximum power output of the Pritel FFL laser system (with coupling loss
applied).

There are a number of interesting features of the simulation results presented in
Table 6.2. The first is that if the same input power restrictions for silicon are ap-
plied to the silicon nitride device, then the propagation loss is sufficient to make
the required nonlinearity unattainable (see Figure 6.9). This is because the phase
shift acquired by the pulse achieves diminishing returns as the waveguide length is
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increased due to propagation loss. If higher input powers are allowed (Table 6.2, ‘Sil-
icon Nitride 2’ column) then the desired nonlinearity can be achieved. It is expected
that the power capacity of the silicon nitride devices will be higher than silicon due
to the increase in mode size in the device and because edge coupling is used. We
note that the origin of the damage mechanism for the silicon devices is unknown
but has been seen across a range of devices from different fabrication foundries‡‡.

We can see that the on-chip squeezing in the silicon device is comparable with
the off-chip squeezing achievable with silicon nitride. Provided that it is possible to
have access to integrated silicon homodyne detection [163], it was decided that both
platforms should be pursued in parallel. The measured off-chip squeezing from the
silicon device is likely to be very difficult to measure, as such a low squeezing value
is around the noise level often provided in practical homodyne measurement [110].
We note that detection efficiency has not been included in the measured squeezing
values.
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Length (m)
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Propagating power (W)

FIGURE 6.9: The maximum nonlinear phase shift and output power for a 5 W peak power
pulse travelling through silicon nitride. Note that the maximum phase shift plateaus at just
below 1 radian.

6.7 Silicon Device

We now look at some experimental work in an integrated silicon device. The sim-
plest form of the integrated squeezing experiment is to replace the fibre from previ-
ous implementations with a straight piece of waveguide (see Figure 6.4 for example).
This means that the interferometer is built using bulk optics, but it allows quick
updates and adaptations of the experiment to be made as the chip forms a small

‡‡This statement comes from previous experimental experience of researchers at the Quantum En-
gineering Technology Labs at the University of Bristol. Some investigation into the mechanisms or
properties that cause damage to coupling devices has been performed but have generally been found
to be inconclusive. The power limitations applied in columns 1 and 2 of Table 6.2 are viewed to be in
the safe operating range of the grating couplers on most devices.
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fraction of the overall experiment. This is a particularly useful feature for silicon
where the turn around times for devices from commercial foundries can take many
months. Once squeezing has been demonstrated with the majority free-space setup
then work towards integrating more components can be performed (see Section 6.9
for details). The first iteration of experiment is shown in Figure 6.10.

Pulsed(Laser VOA

50/50

90/10

Polarisation(
control

Silicon(
waveguide

AmplifierOscilloscope(with(
low(pass(filter(
b>20MHzF

Digital(subtraction/
addition(and(Fourier(
transform

Photodiode

FIGURE 6.10: Experimental schematic for performing squeezing in an integrated device us-
ing a bulk Sagnac interferometer. VOA: Variable optical attenuator. Yellow paths denote
propagation single mode fibre (SMF28) and beamsplitters were implemented using fibre
beamsplitters. Details on the detection scheme are provided in Section 5.3.

The laser used in this section is a Pritel femtosecond fibre laser (FFL) that pro-
duces 2 ps pulses at a repetition rate of 50 MHz centred at 1550 nm. The laser has an
average power output of around 20 mW which corresponds to approximated 190 W
peak power output. This fibre coupled laser is plugged in to a variable optical at-
tenuator (VOA) which allows digital control of the laser power, which itself has a
fixed power output. The pulsed laser light is then split on a 90/10 beamsplitter and
coupled onto the silicon device in a Sagnac configuration. Polarisation controllers
in each of the arms are used to maximise the coupling onto the chip, as the waveg-
uide and grating couplers support a particular polarisation mode. All components
and propagation is completed in single mode fibre which is minimised in length to
reduce dispersion.

Light exiting the dark port of the Sagnac interferometer will (when working cor-
rectly) be a bright squeezed state as described in Section 6.4. The squeezed state is
squeeze in amplitude and can therefore be measured using balanced self-homodyne
detection. This technique is first described in Section 2.4 and is experimentally im-
plemented in Section 5.3. In short, the addition of the signals from the photodiodes
provides the noise of the input light and the subtraction provides the shot-noise
level for the input power present. The ratio of the addition to the subtraction sig-
nal provides a measurement of the amount of squeezing present. This detection
is usually analysed in the frequency domain as common noise sources (such as 1/f
electronic noise) can mask the squeezing measurement across many frequency bands
(and in the time domain). This technique is a common detection technique for bright
squeezed light detection [109, 110, 111, 113, 138].
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Some example images from the integrated silicon chip and surrounding setup are
shown in Figure 6.11. The chip is coupled into via grating couplers that are designed
to take light at an 8 degree angle and focus it into the waveguide mode. To do this
the integrated device is mounted on a 3-axis rotation mount and the coupling fibres
on a 3-axis linear Thorlabs Nanomax stage. The fibres are mounted in a v-groove
array (VGA, OzOptics) that has an array of single mode fibres glued with a pitch
(separation between the centre of each adjacent optical fibre) that matches the design
on the grating couplers on the device (127 µm pitch). The linear stage that the VGA
is mounted on allows for maximisation of the overlap of the modes of the fibre with
the grating couplers, and the rotation stage of the chip provides a mechanism for
achieving the 8 degree angle required for optimal coupling.

The first observation of self-phase modulation in a silicon device can be per-
formed by monitoring the output pulse spectrum and looking for broadening typ-
ically expected with self-phase modulation (see Section 6.2 for more details). The
measurement of the spectrum was performed for a 6 mm section of silicon waveg-
uide with the input power being monitored by a 99/1 beamsplitter and powermeter.
The output spectrum was measured using an Anritsu MS9740A optical spectrum
analyser and the results shown in Figure 6.12. We see that the pulse undergoes an
evolution as expected with the occurrence of self-phase modulation, demonstrating
the characteristic double peak in spectrum.

By comparing the double peak spectrum with the evolution expected from the
theory (Section 6.1), we see that there is significant self-phase modulation occurring
in the device. Visual inspection estimates the nonlinear phase shift to be around
1.5π for the most broad spectrum in Figure 6.12. This is well within the expected
∼ π phase shift required for squeezing. To confirm this more accurately, and to
see if the interferometer is of sufficient quality to achieve the optical interference
required to produced the desired state, we look at confirming the classical response
of the Sagnac interferometer using the ’steps’ power signature, which is described
in the following section.

6.7.1 Nonlinear ‘Steps’ Power Relationship and Modelling Classical Re-
sponse of a Nonlinear Sagnac Interferometer

Section 6.4 outlined the type of interferometer required to produce a bright Kerr-
squeezed state. The state generation requires a Sagnac interferometer with a 90/10
beamsplitter and nonlinear medium in the interferometer. Here we look at what the
classical response from this interferometer is in terms of the input and output power
relationships. This analysis has been shown previously to provide a highly nonlinear
relationship [109] which can be used as a signature that the nonlinearity within the
Sagnac interferometer is large enough to produce squeezing. The nonlinear response
or ‘steps’ from the device is a necessary condition to produce squeezing but is not
sufficient to state it’s existence of squeezing due to the tolerance of the step features
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FIGURE 6.11: A collection of images of a typical grating-coupled integrated optics setup. a)
and b) show the side and front facet of the v-groove array (VGA) and the silicon device. Note
that when coupled the VGA is sat much closer to the chip. c) Shows an image of a silicon
chip through an imaging microscope. Purple lines highlight the silicon waveguides and the
green tiling across the chip is a filler added in the fabrication stage that provides a more
even write density. This is done to increase the quality of fabrication. d) Displays the VGA
holder (silver) and the associated control and detection electronics (green) that are required
for active experiments. To connect the macro electronics to the on-chip wiring we use wire
bonds, which are displayed in e). f) Shows the entire coupling rig. The chip is mounted on
a 3-axis linear stage and the VGA holder on a 6-axis linear and rotation stage. All degrees of
freedom are to maximise coupling onto the device.
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FIGURE 6.12: Experimental spectral broadening in an integrated silicon device. Normalised
pulse spectrum at different average powers through 6 mm of silicon waveguide. Spectral
response shows evolution that has characteristics with that expected from self-phase modu-
lation (e.g. the double-peak separation, see Section 6.2 for more details).

to loss. For any amount of applied loss after the interferometer, the nonlinear steps
features will still be present.

Classical analysis of the power output from a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI)
with beamsplitters with transmission T and input power Pin is given by

P1 = Pin
(
(1− T)2 + T2 − 2(1− T)T cos (φ)

)
P2 = 2T(1− T)Pin(1 + cos (φ)), (6.11)

where φ is the relative phase difference of the two arms. If the transmission T is
set to 0.9 and a nonlinear phase shift is applied to one of the arms φ = 2Pin (as is
the case for self-phase modulation), then we see that the input and output power
relationship produces step-like features (Figure 6.13). The proportionality constant
of 2 was chosen such that Figure 6.13 showed a number of steps in the range 0 <

Pin < 10 (arb. units). Reducing this factor will increase the power at which the
steps occur at. Conversely, the steps will appear at lower powers when the constant
factor is increased. For a Sagnac interferometer, output 1 corresponds to the unused
‘dark’ input of the interferometer and output 2 shows the power that propagates
back along the input path towards the pump laser system.

The nonlinear response of this interferometer is an indication that the light is un-
dergoing an appropriate amount of self-phase modulation and that the pulses are
interfering in the correct manner after propagating through the arms of the Sagnac
interferometer. This has been verified by Schmitt et al. [109] who show that the flat
step region highlighted in Figure 6.13 is where squeezing occurs in the optical field.
Anti-squeezing occurs at the maximal slop of the power output (‘anti-step’). We
note that experimentally effects such as dispersion, stimulated Raman scattering,
and spectral broadening due to self-phase modulation, all degrade the interference
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FIGURE 6.13: Classical nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer response for T = 0.9 and
φ = 2Pin in Equation 6.11.

of the pulses with increasing power. This is not included in the illustrative Fig-
ure 6.13, but it would manifest itself as a reduction in the oscillatory behaviour of
the output power with increasing input power. This is experimentally demonstrated
in [109].

We now seek to reproduce this response from the silicon Sagnac configuration
which was performed using the experimental setup shown in Figure 6.14. To the
author’s knowledge, this has not yet been explored with silicon photonics.

Pulsed Laser VOA
50/50

90/10

Polarisation 
control

Silicon 
waveguide

PM1

PM2

PM3

FIGURE 6.14: Experimental setup to measure the output of the nonlinear Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. VOA: Variable optical attenuator, PM: power meter. Yellow paths denote
propagation single mode fibre (SMF28) and beamsplitters were implemented using fibre
beamsplitters from OzOptics. A fixed attenuation of 25 dB was applied infront of PM3 to
avoid saturation of the power meter (not drawn).

The detector at output PM3 in Figure 6.14 had a 25 dB fixed attenuator in front
of the power meter head to avoid saturation of the photodiode and any nonlinear
response it may have. Incident powers on PM1 and PM2 were sufficiently low (from
coupling losses through the silicon waveguide) to avoid these two effects.

The result of decreasing the attenuation (increasing power) in the experiment
shown in Figure 6.14 is displayed in Figure 6.15. We see that there is a highly non-
linear response of the interferometer. We note that if the polarisation in one arm
is set to minimise of the coupling (such that the two pulses returning to the beam-
splitter are orthogonally polarised) the nonlinear response returns to that expected
with just TPA present (see Appendix D). This suggests that the apparent step like
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feature in these results is indeed formed because of the nonlinear response from the
waveguide within the Sagnac interferometer and interference of the pulses.
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FIGURE 6.15: Experimental data showing nonlinear input/putput power relationship for
the silicon nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer. As predicted by Equation 6.11, the non-
linear response of the waveguide to the optical pulse causes a nonlinear transfer function
through the device to appear. The plateau on the right plot is, in principle, where amplitude
squeezing of the field is being generated [109]. PM1 and PM2 labels correspond to the power
meter labelling in Figure 6.14.

We note that we expect some deviation of Figure 6.15 from that shown in Fig-
ure 6.13 because of the nonlinear loss mechanisms in silicon (two-photon and free-
carrier absorption). These effects in general cause a saturation of the output power
as the nonlinear loss begins to counter act any increase in the input power (see Fig-
ure D.5). We see that the steps that form in Figure 6.15 are followed by a general
tail-off in output optical power, typical of nonlinear loss mechanisms. Deviation
from Figure 6.13 is also expected as dispersion, stimulated Raman scattering, and
spectral broadening due to self-phase modulation, all degrade the interference of
the pulses with increasing power [109].

The silicon device has shown the necessary nonlinear response required for squeez-
ing, both through the spectral broadening of the pulse and with the appearance of
‘steps’ from the Sagnac loop. Simulations presented in Section 6.6 suggest that mea-
surement of squeezing will only be possible if performed with integrated homodyne
detectors, in order to remove the coupling loss experienced by the grating couplers.
We have designed a device that includes the appropriate integrated Kerr squeezed
light source and integrated homodyne detectors, but this has been delayed in deliv-
ery to after the completion of my PhD period and so no details are provided here.

6.8 Silicon Nitride Device

We now look at efforts towards producing squeezed light in silicon nitride waveg-
uides. Silicon nitride is a promising material for squeezing due to the maturity of
integrated photonics in the platform, particularly for nonlinear optical devices [101].
We also note that silicon nitride is able to guide light over a much larger bandwidth
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than silicon, and therefore has the potential to produce squeezing at wavelengths
that silicon would be unable to [178].

During the process of working with the silicon devices (Section 6.7) it was dis-
covered that the Pritel FFL laser that was already available for this project was not
shot-noise limited (Figure 5.5). This lead to the work presented in Chapter 5 that
was focussed towards a scheme for reducing the classical noise in the laser to the
shot-noise limit. It was the intention to use this scheme prior to the squeezing exper-
iment in this chapter, which would allow a measurement of squeezing to be made.
The results in Chapter 5 are novel in their own right, but unfortunately the losses in-
curred in the scheme in were too high to be implemented with the integrated devices
and so a new shot-noise limited laser system was purchased. This new laser system
is a OneFive Origami femtosecond laser. It produces 300 fs pulses at a repetition
rate of 100 MHz centred around 1560 nm. The laser has a free-space output with a
fixed output average power of 100 mW. In this section, we present initial work with
a silicon nitride device working with this laser system.

Because the silicon nitride devices are edge coupled, the experimental rig sur-
rounding the device is different from that discussed in Section 6.7. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 6.16 and involves free-space lens coupling in to the de-
vice. This experimental setup is, like the silicon work of Section 6.7, designed to
have a free-space Sagnac loop with the integrated device operating as the nonlinear
medium in the loop. Prior to entering the Sagnac interferometer, the beam requires
some preparation in order to provide a collimated beam of the correct waist to be
optimally focussed into the waveguide mode and to allow some power control of
the incoming light (through a 1/2 waveplate, polarising beamsplitter combination).

Beam preparation State generation
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FIGURE 6.16: The experimental design of a Sagnac interferometer for the edge-coupled de-
vices in silicon nitride.

Much like with the silicon device in Section 6.7, a test of the suitability of silicon
nitride waveguides for Kerr squeezing is to see if self-phase modulation induced
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spectral broadening can be seen from pulses propagating through the device. Us-
ing a 5.9 cm long waveguide fabricated by postgraduate student Robert Cernansky
working under the supervision of Dr. Alberto Politi (University of Southampton),
the spectral response of the waveguide was measured and is shown in Figure 6.17.
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FIGURE 6.17: Experimental results (top) and theoretical comparison (bottom) of self-phase
modulation induced spectral broadening in silicon nitride waveguide. The theoretical sim-
ulations of pulse evolution are described in Section 6.2 and are also displayed in Figure 6.1.
Visual comparison of the evolution of the spectrum suggests that the pulse is undergoing
approximately a ∼ 0.3π maximum phase shift through the device.

The results of Figure 6.17 (top) show that there is a small amount of power depen-
dent broadening occurring in the device. By visual inspection of the experimental
broadening measured (top) and that predicted theoretically (bottom, see Section 6.2
for details), we can estimate that the pulse is undergoing ∼ 0.3π phase shift in the
device. The low nonlinear response is predominantly thought to be due to the losses
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incurred in either coupling or propagation in the waveguide. The insertion loss in
this device at the time of measurement was -18 dB which is significantly higher than
what is expected by our collaborators at the University of Southampton§§. This is
thought to be due to poor mode matching of the light to the waveguide mode due
to an incorrect beam waist being formed by the beam expander. The loss could also
be due to defects in the device itself formed in fabrication. With an increase of 10 dB
coupling into the device, which is expected from results from our collaborators at
the University of Southampton have achieved, we anticipate that the chip will have
sufficient nonlinear response to achieve squeezing in the device.

6.9 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter we have outlined initial nonlinear optics investigation into platforms
for producing an integrated source of squeezed light. We have identified from the
literature key initial measurements and which have been carried in two material
platforms: silicon and silicon nitride. These two integrated material platforms were
chosen due to the availability of high quality devices and the desirable properties
that both these materials have (strong χ(3) nonlinear response and relatively low
propagation loss). The experimental results of this chapter show that both platforms
have shown sufficient nonlinear response to produce squeezing in a laboratory en-
vironment, although a number of improvements to the experiments are required
before squeezing is expected to be measured.

For the silicon nitride device the current improvements in the experiment are
focussed on increasing optical coupling into and out of the waveguide. Initial ex-
perimental results suggest that this improvement in coupling will allow the ‘steps’
nonlinear response from the Sagnac interferometer to be achieved. Once this has
been attained, a measurement of squeezing can be attempted. Potential problems
could arise with introduction of any extra noise into the system from other sources
(such as unstable coupling into the device) or from having appropriate detectors that
can measure squeezing at the powers exiting the Sagnac interferometer.

The silicon device has shown the appropriate nonlinear response required for
squeezing, both through the spectral broadening of the pulse and with the appear-
ance of ‘steps’ from the Sagnac loop. These results need to be repeated with the new
shot-noise limited OneFive Origami laser, but the authors see no reason as to why
this will not be possible. Simulations of the device suggest that squeezing may only
be visible with on-chip homodyne detection. To this effect, we are awaiting devices
that involve an all integrated Sagnac with integrated homodyne detection.

Another potentially fruitful avenue to explore would be to create a quantum
pulse propagation model that can include some or all of the features appropriate

§§For other devices made by the same process in the same fabrication facilities, throughput coupling
losses of -8 dB have been achieved experimentally. All aspects of the waveguide are the same but the
laser properties are different (mode diameter, pulsed/continuous-wave).
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for these devices (linear absorption, two-photon absorption, free-carrier absorption,
group velocity dispersion, free-carrier dispersion). This may allow for better-informed
design of the integrated devices to be made and could open up the possibility of us-
ing the two-photon absorption in silicon to enhance the squeezing achieved in the
device, rather than work against it [170, 171].

What we have discussed in this section is the first steps towards a source of inte-
grated squeezed light. The particular experiments discussed involve a large majority
of bulk optics and only use the integrated device as a source of nonlinear material.
However, once squeezing is demonstrated in this simple situation the aim is to inte-
grate more of the experiment onto the integrated device (Figure 6.18). Once this has
been achieved, this opens exciting possibilities of having many squeezing circuits on
a single integrated chip, which can all feed in to a linear optical circuit. With squeez-
ing experiments it is of paramount importance to reduce losses as much as possible,
and integration of all components moves towards this goal as it circumnavigates
coupling losses off-chip.

As we have seen in Chapter 3, squeezed states are also applicable to both phase
and loss estimation for quantum sensors. Producing an integrated quantum source
of squeezed light will be a step towards the creation of an integrated quantum sen-
sor. Example applications of integrated sensors include microfluidic channel phase
or loss measurements to measure protein concentration [181] and integrated optical
gyroscopes [182, 183]. However, as with all quantum sensing techniques the quan-
tum advantage of these sensors will be degraded by losses in the system [184], and
so a key challenge will be allowing interaction of the integrated light with an exter-
nal sample without introducing significant losses.

It is anticipated that this circuitry, coupled with integrated homodyne detection,
will allow highly complex continuous-variable optics experiments to be explored in
a fashion that would be very difficult to achieve without the reconfigurability and
scalability of integrated optics. This is a very exciting prospect for the continuous-
variable quantum optics community, the integrated silicon photonics platform, and
for the quantum technology research field as a whole.
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FIGURE 6.18: Evolution of future chip designs for integrated squeezing. a) Shows the least
integrated demonstration where the device is used as source of nonlinear optical material.
b) An integrated Sagnac loop where the beamsplitter is implemented with a static integrated
beamsplitter component (MMI or DC). c) An all integrated Sagnac but with a variable beam-
splitter implemented with a MZI. This would allow for both squeezed vacuum and bright
squeezed states to be made in the same device. d) An all integrated Sagnac as in c) but
now with an integrated homodyne detector available for measurement of the state. The ho-
modyne detector is implemented using a MZI (to allow tuning to 50/50 exactly) and two
integrated photodiodes. We note that a device implementing both c) and d) designs is in the
process of being fabricated.
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Conclusion

In this thesis we have looked at the problem of reducing noise in both classical and
quantum optics experiments. We have shown that this can be done by both opti-
mising the parameters of the experiment in question (Chapter 4), or by introduc-
ing additional apparatus that removes classical (Chapter 5) or quantum (Chapter 6)
noise from the optical field. As we have discussed, gaining an understanding and
increased control over this noise has advantages in optical sensing (Chapter 3) as
well as in communication and information processing problems (Chapter 6).

In Chapter 4 we investigated the application of quantum states of light to a Beer-
Lambert law absorbance (loss per unit length) estimation experiment. We demon-
strated theoretical and experimental results that show absorbance estimation to be
quite different from absorption estimation (which has been investigated previously
in the literature). Specifically, we have shown that the length (L) of material that
light is passed through to estimate the absorbance (a) can be optimised to provide
improvements to the achieved Fisher information. In cases where this optimisation
is implementable, the improvement that the optimal quantum state (Fock state) pro-
vides of the classical strategy (coherent state), known as the quantum advantage,
is shown to be fixed at a constant ∼ 1.20 for all values of a. We considered exper-
imental factors that typically affect loss measurements using quantum states: loss
(Section 4.3) and the application of quantum states with arbitrary photon number
statistics (Section 4.4). In general we found that these effects do not remove the fea-
ture of being able to optimise the length of the medium L, but do cause a change
in the optimal values. We have demonstrated an experimental implementation of
a quantum Beer-Lambert absorbance experiment using a spontaneous parametric
down-conversion source. The experiment showed very good agreement with the
theoretical predictions given in the chapter. We also demonstrated how considering
only a single arm of a down conversion source can provide experimental predictions
for a highly super-Poissonian source (σ > 800) and verified how this affects the es-
timation capabilities of the source. We found that dark counts cause a substantial
reduction in the estimation capabilities (which is not see when coincidences are con-
sidered from the source), which we confirmed by comparison of the theory with the
experiment. In general we have shown that for loss experiments, where the applied
loss is a function of a free parameter (in this case the length L, or in the multipass
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case the number of applications i), the quantum advantage can be minimised to pro-
vide only a modest improvement in precision. The increased precision that quantum
states provide can be given by much simpler adaptations to the experiment whilst
retaining a classical input, such as increasing the length of the absorbing medium
L. However, we note that there may be some cases where this is impractical (when
the optimal L is very large) or where other noise factors, such as dark counts, means
that applying quantum states of light will provide a practical way of increasing the
sensor precision.

Chapter 5 looked at reduction of classical amplitude fluctuations from pulsed
laser systems. We began by analysing the noise suppression capabilities of a asym-
metric Mach-Zender interferometer (MZI) scheme first introduced in [17]. Previ-
ous experimental work in this area has looked at free-space implementations of this
scheme [17]. However, free-space implementations do not become practical when
long delays are required (for suppression at low frequencies) and are also limited in
the noise suppression bandwidth when a single MZI is used. Here we tackle these
two practical challenges. We first demonstrated that an all-guided setup in solid-core
step index fibre allowed very large asymmetries to be implemented (up to lengths of
4.3 km), which provided noise suppression at very low frequencies (<25 kHz). We
followed this by experimentally demonstrating the noise suppression scheme work-
ing with hollow-core free-boundary fibre used as the delay medium. This type of
fibre had no measurable nonlinear response to pulse propagation and also demon-
strated an order of magnitude less dispersion than conventional fibre. We showed
that the scheme with hollow-core fibre removed all classical noise from the field,
hitting the shot-noise limit. We ended Chapter 5 by theoretically analysing two
asymmetric MZIs in series, to show that these are able to reduce noise in a large
bandwidth. A double-MZI scheme is experimentally verified to reduce noise in a
large bandwidth using two lengths (23 m, 60m) of hollow-core fibre.

The final results chapter of this thesis discussed the generation of squeezed light
in an integrated optical device (Chapter 6). In particular, this chapter focussed on
using the χ(3) nonlinearity in silicon and silicon nitride to generate squeezing via
the Kerr effect (self-phase modulation). This chapter presented simulations and ex-
perimental work, indicating promising signs that these platforms have the neces-
sary nonlinear response to generate squeezing. We show that loss parameters of the
devices are instrumental in determining if they will be able to support squeezing.
Using integrated homodyne detectors is an efficient way of avoiding the proportion
of loss that comes from coupling, which we have shown to be a significant por-
tion of the total loss applied to the state. The experimental work in Chapter 6 is
mainly focussed towards demonstrating that the two material platforms can pro-
vide sufficient nonlinearity to (in principle) produce squeezing. This was completed
by measuring the self-phase modulation induced spectral broadening of a pulse as
a function of incident power. We demonstrate significant broadening in a silicon de-
vice and the appearance of the nonlinear ‘steps’ feature in a Sagnac interferometer.
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This demonstrates that silicon has the necessary nonlinearity to produce squeezing,
but is not sufficient to say it is present (due to loss). Silicon nitride has shown initial
signs that it is capable of producing the nonlinear response required for squeezing,
but poor coupling into the device made this difficult to verify. The poor coupling is
not a fundamental problem with the device but is a results of poor mode matching
experimentally.

The outlook for squeezing experiments in silicon and silicon nitride is quite
promising. We are confident that both platforms will be able to produce the required
nonlinearity for squeezing. Silicon nitride is thought to be more likely to produce
squeezing as it only involves linear loss mechanisms. The interplay of linear loss
mechanisms and squeezing is quite well understood, and so we have no reason to
expect that this would degrade the squeezing any more than that predicted in the
simulations. The nonlinear loss mechanisms in silicon (two-photon and free-carrier
absorption) are more troublesome, and it is yet unknown quite how these mecha-
nisms will affect the squeezing. Despite this, we find it compelling that future work
be devoted to pursue both materials, as silicon devices offer a number of advantages
such as demonstrated integrated homodyne detectors, a more advanced fabrication
process, and higher density components (smaller bend radius and large nonlinear-
ity).
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Appendix A

Quantum Sensing of Optical Loss

A.1 Example of a Compound Distribution Calculation

Here we prove the statement B(k; P(n; λ), p) = P(k; λp) i.e. that a Binomial distri-
bution with a Poissonian input, for the number of trials is just a Poisson distribution
with a shifted mean. The output of B(k; P(n; N0), p) can be thought of as the sum of
multiple Binomial distributions, where the weight of each is given by a correspond-
ing Poisson distribution:

B(k; P(n; λ), p) = ∑
θ≥k

B(k; θ, p)P(θ; λ). (A.1)

Putting in the definitions of the respective distributions, we arrive at:

B(k; P(n; λ), p) = ∑
θ≥k

θ!
λ!(θ − k)!

pk(1− p)θ−k λθe−λ

θ!

=
e−λ pk

k! ∑
θ≥k

(1− p)θ−kλθ

(θ − k)!
. (A.2)

By using the change of variable ϑ = θ − k, we can re-write Equation A.2 as:

B(k; P(n; λ), p) =
e−λ pk

k!

∞

∑
ϑ=0

(1− p)ϑλϑ+k

ϑ!

=
e−λ pkλk

k!

∞

∑
ϑ=0

(λ(1− p))ϑ

ϑ!

=
e−λ pkλk

k!
eλ(1−p)

=
(pλ)k

k!
e−λp, (A.3)

which is the equation of a Poisson distribution with mean λp and hence B(k; P(n; λ), p) =
P(k; λp).
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Appendix B

Absorbance Estimation and the
Beer-Lambert Law

B.1 Check of Parametrisation Relationship of Fisher Infor-
mation

In Section 4.2 we proposed that the Fisher information of a variable which is a func-
tion of another variable can be computed using,

FI(a) =
(

∂η

∂a

)2

FI(η) = L2e−2aLFI(η). (B.1)

For η = exp(−aL), we found in Section 4.2, that the Fisher information on the ab-
sorbance a goes as:

FI′(a)|α〉 = L2 exp(−aL), (B.2)

FI′(a)|N0〉 =
L2

(exp(aL)− 1)
, (B.3)

for coherent |α〉 and Fock states |N0〉 respectively. Here we show that this is indeed
the case and can be calculated using the fundamental definition of the Fisher infor-
mation first presented in Equation 3.3:

FI(θ) = −E f (x)

[
∂2

∂θ2 log( f (x|θ))
]

. (B.4)

We first perform this calculation for the classical coherent state. The output state
after interacting with the sample of absorption η = exp(−aL) is a coherent state with
mean photon number N = N0exp(−aL). The output photon number distribution is
a Poisson distribution defined as

P|α〉(N|N0, a) =
(N0e−aL)Ne−(N0e−aL)

N!
. (B.5)
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The natural log of this function is given by

log
(

P|α〉(N|N0, a)
)
= N log(N0e−aL)− N0e−aL − log(n!)

= N log(N0)− NaL− N0e−aL − log(N!),

and we find

∂

∂a
log
(

P|α〉(N|N0, a)
)
= −NL + LN0e−aL

∂2

∂a2 log
(

P|α〉(N|N0, a)
)
= −L2N0e−aL.

The Fisher information is then found using Equation B.4

FI|α〉(a) = −
∞

∑
N=0

(
−L2N0e−aL

)
P|α〉(N|N0, a)

=
(

L2N0e−aL
) ∞

∑
N=0

P|α〉(N|N0, a)

= L2N0e−aL

which produces a Fisher information per incident photon

FI′(a)|α〉 = L2 exp(−aL), (B.6)

in agreement with Equation B.2, calculated using the parametrisation approach from
Equation 4.1.

A similar analysis can be calculated for the Fock input state case. In this case the
output photon number statistics follow a binomial distribution

P|N0〉(N|N0, a) =
(

N0

N

)
(e−aL)N(1− e−aL)N0−N . (B.7)

with mean N = N0e−aL. Progressing through the same steps as for the coherent state
case, we find

log
(

P|N0〉(N|N0, a)
)
= log

(
N0

N

)
− aLN + (N0 − N) log

(
1− e−aL

)
,

∂

∂a
log
(

P|N0〉(N|N0, a)
)
= −LN +

L(N0 − N)

eaL − 1
,

∂2

∂a2 log
(

P|N0〉(N|N0, a)
)
= −L2(N0 − N)eaL

(eaL − 1)2 .
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The Fisher information is then found to be

FI|N0〉(a) = −
∞

∑
N=0

(
−L2(N0 − N)eaL

(eaL − 1)2

)
P|N0〉(N|N0, a)

=

(
L2eaL

(eaL − 1)2

)
∞

∑
N=0

(N0 − N)P|N0〉(N|N0, a)

=

(
L2eaL

(eaL − 1)2

)
(N0 − N0e−aL)

=

(
L2N0

(eaL − 1) (1− e−aL)

)
(1− e−aL)

=
L2N0

eaL − 1
,

which simplifies to a Fisher information per incident photon that is consistent with
the parametrisation analysis

FI′(a)|N0〉 =
L2

(exp(aL)− 1)
. (B.8)

B.2 Derivation of Fisher Information for Beer-Lambert Law
with Loss

Here we derive the results presented in Section 4.3 that demonstrate the Fisher infor-
mation on the absorbance a in the presence of two different loss mechanisms. These
are added into the model by considering the output average photon number to be

N = exp(−aL) exp(−βL)γ2N0, (B.9)

where N0, a, L are as before (see Section 4.2), β is the co-propagating loss factor and
γ is the facet transmission, applied twice for the front and back facets (which we
assume to have the same loss). We define the total transmission due to experimental
(and not sample) loss processes to be

ηl(β, L, γ) = exp(−βL)γ2. (B.10)

We now follow the same steps as Section B.1 to derive the Fisher information.
We first perform this calculation for the classical coherent state. The output state
after interacting with the sample of transmission η = exp(−aL) and with experi-
mental transmission ηl(β, L, γ) = exp(−βL)γ2 is a coherent state with mean photon
number N = N0exp(−aL)ηl . The output photon number distribution is a Poisson
distribution defined as

P|α〉(N|N0, a, ηl) =
(N0ηle−aL)Ne−(N0ηle−aL)

N!
. (B.11)
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The natural log of this function is given by

log
(

P|α〉(N|N0, a, ηl)
)
= N log(N0ηle−aL)− N0ηle−aL − log(n!)

= N log(N0ηl)− NaL− N0ηle−aL − log(N!),

and we find

∂

∂a
log
(

P|α〉(N|N0, a)
)
= −NL + LN0ηle−aL

∂2

∂a2 log
(

P|α〉(N|N0, a)
)
= −L2ηl N0e−aL.

The Fisher information is then found using Equation B.4

FI|α〉(a) = −
∞

∑
N=0

(
−L2ηl N0e−aL

)
P|α〉(N|N0, a)

=
(

L2ηl N0e−aL
) ∞

∑
N=0

P|α〉(N|N0, a)

= L2 exp(−βL)γ2N0e−aL,

which produces a Fisher information per incident photon

FI′(a)|α〉 = L2 exp(−aL) exp(−βL)γ2, (B.12)

in agreement with Equation 4.6 stated in the main text.
A similar analysis can be calculated for the Fock input state case. In this case the

output photon number statistics follow a binomial distribution

P|N0〉(N|N0, a, ηl) =

(
N0

N

)
(ηle−aL)N(1− ηle−aL)N0−N , (B.13)

with mean N = N0ηle−aL. Progressing through the same steps as for the coherent
state case, we find

log
(

P|N0〉(N|N0, a, ηl)
)
= log

(
N0

N

)
− (a + β)LN + (N0 − N) log

(
1− ηle−aL

)
,

∂

∂a
log
(

P|N0〉(N|N0, a, ηl)
)
= −LN +

Lηl(N0 − N)

eaL − ηl
,

∂2

∂a2 log
(

P|N0〉(N|N0, a, ηl)
)
= −L2ηl(N0 − N)eaL

(eaL − ηl)
2 .
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The Fisher information is then found to be

FI|N0〉(a) = −
∞

∑
N=0

(
−L2ηl(N0 − N)eaL

(eaL − ηl)
2

)
P|N0〉(N|N0, a, ηl)

=

(
L2ηleaL

(eaL − ηl)
2

)
∞

∑
N=0

(N0 − N)P|N0〉(N|N0, a, ηl)

=

(
L2ηleaL

(eaL − ηl)
2

)
(N0 − N0ηle−aL)

=

(
L2ηl N0

(eaL − ηl) (1− ηle−aL)

)
(1− ηle−aL)

=
L2ηl N0

eaL − ηl

=
L2e−(a+β)γ2N0

1− e−(a+β)γ2
,

which simplifies to a Fisher information per incident photon that is consistent with
that stated in the main text (Equation 4.7)

FI′(a)|N0〉 =
L2 exp(−(a + β)L)γ2

(1− exp(−(a + β)L)γ2)
. (B.14)

B.3 Lambert W-Function

Some results presented in Section 4.3 make use of the Lambert W-Function. For
readers unfamiliar with this function, Figure B.1 displays the function over the range
-0.5 to 0.5.
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FIGURE B.1: A plot of the principal value of the Lambert W-Function plotted over the range
-0.5 to 0.5.
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B.4 Experimental Details for Section 4.6

In Section 4.6 we introduce an experimental verification of the multipass scheme
for loss estimation. Here we present specific experimental details from the work.
These are left to the Appendix because I had no involvement in building the source,
which was predominantly constructed by Sabines-Chesterking for the work pre-
sented in [53]. Most of the information in this appendix section can be found in
either [53] or the thesis of Sabines-Chesterking [185]. A detailed experimental dia-
gram is presented in Figure B.2.

FIGURE B.2: Experimental setup used in the multipass experiment. A) Shows the principle
of the experiment. A down-conversion pair photon source generates correlated pairs of
photons. Measurement of one of the pair is used to herald the presence of the other. For
cases when a heralding (‘signal’, λS) photon is measured, a switch is opened to allow the
other photon (idler, λI) to pass to the sample. The switch increases the effective efficiency
of the heralding arm as it removes the chance of exposing of the sample to a photon when
the herald photon has been lost due to experimental losses. In this case the photon passed
through the sample would not count towards the estimate of η and would therefore reduce
the Fisher information per incident photon on the sample. B) Displays the structure of the
experiment in practise. Image used with permission from Sabines-Chesterking et al. [53].

In this experiment, a collinear type II spontaneous parametric down conversion
(SPDC) source (periodically-poled potassium titanyl phosphate/PPKTP crystal) is
pumped by a 3 mW 404 nm continuous-wave (CW) laser and spontaneously pro-
duces correlated photon pairs at 810 nm that have orthogonal polarisations. The
spectral output of the crystal is controlled by varying the temperature using an oven.
The pair of photons are spatially separated at a PBS into the ‘signal’ and ‘idler’ chan-
nels. The signal photon is detected by an avalanche photodiode (APD) and is used
to open an optical switch that allows the idler photon to pass through the sample.
Long pass (LPF) and bass pass filters (BPF) are used to filter out the pump light.
The use of the switch removes the possibility of a idler photon passing through the
sample but not being counted in the estimate of η because of loss in the signal arm.
This would reduce the Fisher information per incident photon on the sample. The
inclusion of the switch can be thought of as making the signal arm 100% efficient
when operating ideally. Practically, there is some leakage of the switch (> 15 dB
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extinction) that causes deviation from unit efficiency (to around 90%). The cause of
the leakage is limited by the quality of polarisation optics used in the experiment.

The optical switch is implemented using a Pockels cell modulator composed of
two lithium niobate crystals. When inactive, these crystals rotate the polarisation of
the photon by 90 degrees but cause no rotation when activated. When used in con-
junction with a polarising beamsplitter (PBS), this causes switching of the incoming
photon to either pass to the sample or be dumped. At the wavelength of interest, the
halfway voltage of the device is 200 V and so the crystal is driven by a high voltage
(HV) driver. The switching rise time is limited by the slew rate of the HV amplifier
to 500 ns. To make the switch independent to the photon input polarisation, it is
configured in a Sagnac configuration (see [185] for details). This is required because
the photon passing through the switch passes through a long piece (100m) of sin-
gle mode fibre before meeting the switch. This allows time for the switching signal
to be generated. Single mode fibre is used over polarisation maintaining fibre due
to lower expected transmission losses. A beam displacer (BD) and half-wave plate
(HWP) are used prior to the sample to correct for the arbitrary polarisation of the
photons after the switch.

The transmission of the idler photon’s path with the switch present (but without
a sample) was 38%, which includes detection efficiency. The experiment produced
around 14 k coincidences/s.

B.5 Calculating Sigma Value of Source from a Post-Sample
Measurement

Here we show how to calculate the Fano factor of a light source (Section 2.1.2) from
measurement of the noise properties of the light after a channel of transmission η.
This is useful when trying to estimate the properties of the source when taking mea-
surements with inherent loss. This technique is used in Section 4.6.

Equation 3.9 relates the photon number variance after a loss channel to properties
of the light before the channel:

∆2N = η2∆2N0 + (1− η)ηN0. (B.15)

By dividing by the mean photon number after the channel, N, we can relate the
input sigma value σ0 to the output one

σ =
∆2N

N
=

∆2N
ηN0

, (B.16)

=
η2∆2N0

ηN0
+

(1− η)ηN0

ηN0
, (B.17)

= ησ0 + (1− η), (B.18)
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and therefore
σ0 =

σ + η − 1
η

. (B.19)
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Appendix C

Reduction of Classical Laser
Fluctuations

C.1 Noise Suppression at Both Outputs

In Section 5.2 a method for reducing amplitude noise using an asymmetric interfer-
ometer was introduced. As the scheme involves incoherent mixing of the pulses at
the second beamsplitter, the noise suppression occurs at both of the interferometer
outputs. Here we experimentally demonstrate this using the experiment shown in
Figure C.1.

PulsedDLaser VOA
50/50 50/50

PBS

Photodiode
SMF28DdelayD

PolarisationD
control

NoiseDsuppression

Detection

FIGURE C.1: The general experimental setup used in implementing the single noise sup-
pression scheme. The VOA is a variable optical attenuator used to vary the optical power
into the range appropriate for the detector system. A polarisation controller and polarisation
beamsplitter (PBS) were used to ensure that the splitting ratio be precisly 50/50 in the de-
tection scheme to ensure maximal extinction of classical laser noise in the subtracted signal.
The noise was measured at both outputs of the inteferometer by changing which output fed
into the detector system.

By comparing the noise suppression of both of the outputs for a 4.3 km delay,
we see that the suppression occurs at both of the outputs for the same frequencies
(Figure C.2).
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FIGURE C.2: Experimental data displaying how noise suppression of the scheme presented
in Section 5.2 occurs at both outputs of the interferometer. The bottom figure is a zoomed in
plot of the top figure and displays how the suppression occurs at the same frequencies for
both outputs. .
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Appendix D

Tales from an Integrated Silicon
Photonics Device

Although there are many advantages to using integrated optical devices, experi-
mentally there are a number of subtleties that arise from their use. Here we outline
some of the problems encountered with some integrated devices fabricated for the
project on an integrated source of squeezing in silicon outlined in Section 6.7. This
is to demonstrate some of the challenges we have had with achieving squeezing
on an integrated device and to give an insight on some aspects of integrated optics
that may be unfamiliar to those who have not worked in this platform. In partic-
ular we look at measurement and calibration of linear and nonlinear loss in spiral
waveguides (Section D.1), thermal phase shifter cross talk and Fabry-Pérot effects
(Section D.2), and effects if self-phase modulation induced broadening and grating
coupler bandwidth (Section D.3). We end this appendix with a section that looks
at some relability aspects of an integrated Sagnac interferometer, specifically with
how the Sagnac inteferometer is affected by imbalances in beamsplitter reflectivity
(Section D.17).

D.1 Loss in Spiral Waveguides

As we have seen in Section 6.2, increasing the interaction length an optical pulse
has with a material will increase the amount of self-phase modulation (SPM) the
pulse undergoes. In Section 6.6.3, it was shown that simulations of the typical silicon
waveguide parameters suggested that an interaction length of around 7 mm will
provide enough of a non-linear response to squeeze the optical pulse. The most
space-efficient way to implement a long piece of waveguide like this on a chip is
to use a spiral piece of waveguide (see Figure D.1 for example). Similar structures
are used commonly to produce single photons in integrated silicon devices using
four-wave mixing [162].

One of the most important parameters in a squeezing experiment is loss, as it
degrades the amount of squeezing the device is able to produce [28]. The degrading
effect of loss makes it vital to characterise how much loss one should expect through
the particular chip design. There are three main loss mechanisms that are important
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to consider: loss occurring through coupling from fibre to the chip (grating coupler
loss), the linear waveguide loss, and the non-linear waveguide loss. The non-linear
loss mechanism of particular interest is two-photon absorption which occurs when
two photons from the pulse laser are absorbed by the silicon waveguide to produce
a free electron by excitation across the material bandgap. This free electron can then
also absorb further photons - a process known as free carrier absorption - but we
will ignore this in our analysis to allow an analytical form of the pulse evolution to
be found (see Section 6.6.1).

By using a device with the structures shown in Figure D.1, it is possible to cal-
culate material parameters for the devices fabricated (linear loss, coupling loss, non-
linear loss, etc.).

FIGURE D.1: Structures used to measure the waveguide losses in the device. Note that the
spirals have a shared input/output which offers benefits in guarenteeing the coupling is
the same through that port but we also suffer from imbalences and losses in the multimode
interference (MMI) structures.

By using the model described in Section 6.6.1, we now look at making an estimate
the linear loss within the silicon waveguide as well as the non-linearity and grating
coupler loss. Note we fit for the parameter α, as in e−αL, and for the non-linear r
parameter which gives the relative strength of the non-linearity to the amount of
two-photon absorption (TPA). Given that we only measure the power transmission,
we could equally fit for the nonlinear parameter n2, and keep r constant. To actually
distinguish real values of n2 and r we would need to make a measurement of both
the power transmission and some other non-linear process (SPM spectral broaden-
ing or phase shift induced). For this work we will assume n2 to be as described
in [164] and be 6× 10−18m2/W. Other laser parameters and waveguide parameters
used in this fit are in Table D.1. The experiment setup can be seen in Figure D.2.
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Parameter Value
Wavelength 1550 nm

Repetition rate 50 MHz
Pulse duration 2 ps

n2 6× 10−18 m2/W
Waveguide lengths {7.25, 9.33, 11.63, 13.18} mm

TABLE D.1: Outline of the simulation parameters used to characterise the spiral waveguide
loss.

FIGURE D.2: Experimental sketch of the setup used in the waveguide spiral loss measure-
ments. The power coupling into the chip was monitored using a 99:1 transmissive beamsplit-
ter. A variable optical attenuator (VOA) was used to change the amount of power incident
on the device.

There are two linear methods of measuring the grating coupler loss of the chip.
The first is to measure the total loss through a structure consisting of a minimal
amount of waveguide using continuous wave light. The particularly short length of
the waveguide applies negligible linear loss and the use of continuous wave light
removes any non-linear absorption effects. This means that any loss that occurs by
coupling into this device can be associated with the grating coupler loss. Although
values can vary from grating to grating, when this method is performed across many
gratings an average value can be found. For this particular chip fabrication run, the
grating loss was found to be on average 4.75± 0.31 dB/coupler.

A second technique to measure the grating coupler loss which also leads to cal-
culation of the linear waveguide loss is to measure the input and output power
relationships for waveguides of varying length. By plotting the total loss of each
structure as you increase the length, the gradient of the linear fit reveals how loss
increases with length (waveguide loss). The intercept at L = 0 will give an indica-
tion on the coupling losses. This was done for the structures presented in Figure D.1
and produced the fit shown in Figure D.3. The fit of this plot suggests that these spi-
ral structures have much higher linear loss than expected (∼10 dB/cm) with good
grating coupler loss (3.5 dB/coupler). Note that these structures are not ideal due to
their shared single output which can cause asymmetric losses when the multimode
interference (MMI) beamsplitters are not balanced. For all measurements and anal-
ysis performed here, the MMI structures were assumed to be perfectly balanced and
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lossless.
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FIGURE D.3: The total loss (coupling and linear waveguide loss) for the structures in Fig-
ure D.1. A linear fit of these data points allows one to calculate the average grating loss
(y-intercept) and linear loss (gradient) of these structures.

The results gathered for linear loss are significantly worse than the expected
value for waveguides of this type (3 dB/cm typically) and have been independently
confirmed within the group from other structures from the same device. There are
usually two dominant mechanisms for loss in silicon devices: errors in the design
lead to breakages or discontinuities in the mask design and therefore individual
points of mode mismatch in the waveguide. This can lead to single, highly attenuat-
ing points. Alternative, sharp bends can cause large overlap of the waveguide mode
with the walls of the waveguide. Surface roughness of the walls of the structure can
cause significant scattering and loss. This causes a gradual scattering loss from the
waveguide but in severe cases can be a single point loss if the bend is enough to eject
the mode from the waveguide completely.

To investigate which of these loss mechanisms is causing the high linear loss in
these waveguides, an infra-red (IR) camera was used to capture the scattered light
with a continuous-wave (CW) pump propagating in a spiral∗. Figure D.4 shows the
IR camera capture along with an image of the blueprint (GDS) of the structure cap-
tured. The image shows no significant points of scattering from the spiral and in
general shows a fairly homogeneous light capture across the spiral. This suggests
that the spiral bend may be too sharp and causing the mode to overlap significantly

∗We did not use the spirals in Figure D.1 for this measurement as the v-groove array (VGA) used to
optically couple into the device would completely cover the spiral when coupling is achieved. Another
spiral on the same device was used to take the measurement. The spiral had been generated using
the same piece of design code that the other spirals on the device has been generated with and so is
expected to operate in the same manner.
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with the waveguide side walls. Increasing the bend radius or moving to an alter-
native design (square spiral) will reduce the linear loss in these structures (this has
since been confirmed within the group to be true).

Covered by VGASilicon chip

Wiring

Spiral GDS

FIGURE D.4: Infra-red camera image of a spiral with light passing through the waveguide.
Bright spiral implies that a large amount of scattering is occuring but homogeneity across
spiral region implies that it is not due to a specific defect in the spiral. Inset shows GDS
image of spiral design for reference.

We now look at estimating the non-linear effects in the silicon structures. Because
of the two-photon absorption mechanism in silicon, the absorption of light in the
waveguide varies as a function of input power. This can be seen in Figure D.5 where
the output power from the waveguide is plotted against the input power.

Figure D.5 demonstrates that there is significant deviation of the power out from
the linear response. By modelling the propagation of a pulse in a non-linear medium
using the non-linear Schrodinger equation (Section 6.6.1), it is possible to fit the non-
linear loss curves for a measurement of the two-photon absorption, linear loss, and
coupling loss, for each of the spirals in Figure D.1. This was done by considering
each spiral individually and produced the fit results shown in the table below. These
fits assume 5 dB loss per coupler and a 2 ps sech2 pulse.

Table D.2 demonstrates that the non-linear modelling also predicts that the spi-
rals have higher linear loss than expected (even though we have considered the
grating coupler losses to be larger than measured linearly). Also predicted is that
the TPA coefficient is larger than expected, which is anticipated to originate from
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FIGURE D.5: Nonlinear loss fitting in a silicon waveguide (fitting linear loss parameter α
and the non-linear parameter r). Data taken for the 7.25 mm spiral and assumes 5 dB loss at
each grating coupler. Red dashed line is linear loss only, red dots are the experimental data
points and solid red line is the fitting model including nonlinear loss.

Spiral length (mm) TPA coefficient (r) α (dB/cm)
7.25 0.205 4.95
9.33 0.200 8.99

11.63 0.176 9.82
13.18 0.267 6.99

TABLE D.2: Nonlinear fitting results from experimental data taken on waveguide spirals.

free-carrier loss within the tail end of the pulse, causing an increase in the nonlinear
loss experienced by the pulse. This effect is not accounted for in the model.

As a result of these increased loss value, the devices on this chip run were not
suitable for experiments and we redesigned the waveguide in future design itera-
tions.

D.2 Thermal Cross-Talk and Fabry-Pérot Effects

The phase shifters commonly implemented in silicon devices (particularly those
used for quantum information/optics where reducing loss is highly sought after)
use the thermo-optic properties of the material [149]. Local application of heat, via
a resistive metal track sitting over the waveguide, induces a change in refractive
index and therefore a phase shift to any light passing through that waveguide rela-
tive to an unheated waveguide. One of the main practical issues with these thermal
phase shifters is the thermal cross talk that can occur for waveguides sat near to the
heater [161, 148]. In silicon nitride, the dominant cause of this cross talk is found to
be absorption and transport of heat in the substrate [148].
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Here, we look at the effects of thermal cross talk with the Sagnac interferometer
design shown in Figure D.6. This structure was fabricated and in principle allows for
an all integrated Sagnac to be used for squeezing, with an arbitrary splitting ratio of
the beam splitter being implemented using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI)
comprising of two 50/50 directional couplers and a thermal phase shifter. In this
section we look at the interplay of the thermal cross talk with Fabry-Pérot fringes
due to reflections from the grating couplers.

FIGURE D.6: All integrated Sagnac device. Note beam splitters are implemented using di-
rectional couplers and the spiral length is 2mm.

To calibrate the thermal phase shifter we monitor the interference fringe at the in-
terferometer output whilst scanning the applied voltage to the phase shifter (which
scans the applied phase shift). Since we have a Sagnac interferometer, one of the
outputs of the device is also the input and so we use a beamsplitter to capture some
of this output (see Figure D.7). Initially, a calibration using the pulsed laser we ex-
pected to use for the squeezing was performed (Pritel pulsed FFL). The laser pro-
duces 2 ps pulses at 50 MHz at 1550 nm. The pulses are approximately 2 nm wide
in spectrum. This laser required the use of a variable optical attenuator (VOA) to
work within the power capacity of the power meters. A polarisation controller is
also used to provide maximal coupling onto the chip, since the grating couplers op-
timally support a single polarisation mode.

The output interference fringe using the Pritel pulsed FFL laser can be seen in
Figure D.8. Here we see that, as expected, changing the amount of power dissi-
pated by the heater causes an interference fringe to be produced. Unexpectedly, the
produced fringe has low visibility (∼25%) which is consistent with the directional
couplers being approximately 95:5 splitting ratio (assuming they are equal splitting
to one another). This is far below the expected fabrication/design tolerance for these
structures and so further investigation was required. For this, the pulsed laser was
swapped out for a tunable continuous wave laser and the fringe was scanned again.
This time the fridge was scanned with different wait periods between each setting
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FIGURE D.7: Experimental setup to calibrate the thermo-optic phase shifter for the Mach-
Zehnder interferometer/Sagnac combination. PM2 and PM3 are two Thorlab power meters
moitoring the output power. The VOA is a variable optical attenuator and is used to control
the power entering the device. The output power of the laser is monitored using the empty
port of the 50/50 fibre beamsplitter.

FIGURE D.8: Output power from the Mach-Zehnder interferometer/Sagnac configuration
using pulsed laser. X-axis displays heater power applied using the thermal phase shifter.

of the applied heater power† (Figure D.9).
There are a number of interesting features for the fringes achieved using continuous-

wave (CW) light. The first is that all of the fringes appear to have a much more
complex structure than the expected sinusoidal relationship expected from a con-
ventional MZI. The change in the fringe as different wait periods are applied (Fig-
ure D.9) suggests that there is some thermal cross talk because of the time scales
involved (thermal effects usually occur over a few seconds timescale).

Figure D.10 is a fine wavelength scan of the device (at a fixed heater setting)
that reveals a highly wavelength sensitive interference effect. As we do not expect
an MZI to have this kind of interference fringe with pump wavelength (see Fig-
ure D.10), it appears that there is another source of interference which we predict
comes from a Fabry-Pérot cavity being formed between the input and output grat-
ing couplers. The fridge separation (free spectral range, FSR) can give an estimate of
the cavity length

∆λFSR =
λ2

0
ngL

, (D.1)

which for the fringes in silicon at λ = 1548, ng = 4.2 and ∆λFSR = 0.15nm cor-
responds to the length L = 3.8mm. This length is almost exactly the length of the

†This was also performed with a pulsed laser but the pulsed fringe remained fixed for any change
in wait period.
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FIGURE D.9: Output power from the Mach-Zehnder interferometer/Sagnac configuration
using a continuous-wave laser. Displayed is the interference fridge plotted when the time
between each heater power setting was varied from 0 to 60 seconds.

distance from input-output grating couplers and therefore we expect that a cavity is
being generated by reflections from the grating couplers. Note also that the fringe
moves with an applied voltage (after a 2 minute wait for equilibrium) but the FSR
does not change.

We now look at modelling the interaction of a Fabry-Pérot cavity and MZI to
model what we expect the cause of the unexpected interference fringe is (with pa-
rameters in reference to Figure D.11). Classical propagation of the fields through the
MZI/Sagnac device show that we expect the two output from the MZI to go as

I1 = Iin(R2 + T2 − 2RT cos(φ)), (D.2)

and
I2 = 2RTIin(1 + cos(φ)),

where R and T denote the reflection and transmission of the beamsplitters (which
are assumed to be the same), φ is the relative phase shift between the two paths, and
Iin is the input light intensity. For a thermal phase shift the optical path difference
∆d = d1n1 − d2n2 = l∆n which converts to a phase shift of ∆φMZI =

2π∆d
λ = 2πl∆n

λ .
For a phase shift of 2π at 1550 nm, with a heater of length 180 µm, the required
change in refractive index is ∆n = 0.00861. For silicon (n = 4.2) this corresponds to
a 0.2% change in the refractive index.
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FIGURE D.10: Fine wavelength scan of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer/Sagnac structure
at different values of applied voltage. Friges shown are caused by a Fabry-Pérot cavity being
generated by reflections from the input and output grating couplers.

For a Fabry-Pérot cavity, the round trip phase shift experienced by the beam is

∆φFP = 2(n(L− l) + (n + ∆n)l)
2π

λ
=

4π

λ
(nL + ∆nl). (D.3)

The transmission function of a FP cavity/etalon is given by

Te =
1

1 + F sin2(∆φFP/2)
, (D.4)

where F = (4R/(1− R)2). Note that max transmission (Te = 1) when ∆φFP = 2π

(constructive interference), which corresponds to 2nl = λ.

FIGURE D.11: Sketch of the experimental paramters used in modelling the interaction of a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a Fabry-Pérot cavity.
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By applying experimental parameters from the device in Figure D.6 to Equa-
tions D.2, D.3 and D.4 we are able to see how the two effects respond to changes
in the pump wavelength (caused by the heater element). Figure D.12 displays the
difference in output from the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and Fabry-Pérot
cavity. We see that because the Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity has a much longer length of
waveguide contained within it than the MZI, its output is much more susceptible
to the pump wavelength. The FP fringes are closely spaced which is demonstrated
in the experimental results of Figure D.10. The pulsed laser output (around 2 nm
in bandwidth) would also cover many FP fringes and so would average over the
output from the FP cavity. This means it would show no real cavity interference
structure in the output (verified by Figure D.6). As such, it is highly likely that we
are experiencing fringes from both the MZI structure and a FP cavity simultane-
ously in this device. We expect the thermal effect to be caused by the heater locally
changing properties of waveguide that it is not designed to (through thermal cross
talk).
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FIGURE D.12: Fringes produced by Mach-Zehnder interferometer and Fabry-Pérot cavity
with the experimental parameters from the IME03 silicon chip. Note differences in scale of
x-axis.

The expected cross talk effect that is taking place in the device is that the heat
from the thermo-optic phase shifter is spreading to parts of the waveguide outside
the MZI. This would change the FP output but not affect the MZI (and hence only be
seen in the CW measurement). This can be seen by Equations D.2, D.3 and D.4 and
their dependence on the refractive index. The cross talk is also not surprising given
the proximity of the heater to the spiral waveguide (Figure D.6). This is something
that will have to be considered for future design runs.

To confirm that the thermal cross talk is indeed causing the device to scan a FP
fringe as the MZI phase shift is applied, the difference in the output was measured
for no wait time (after setting a particular phase shift) and after equilibrium was
achieved (60 second wait period). The applied phase shift to the MZI should hap-
pen very quickly (< 1 s) and so this measurement looks at the interference fringe
when the MZI fringe has been subtracted out. This measurement is displayed in
Figure D.13 and indeed shows that we scan a fine FP fringe as we increase the ap-
plied heater voltage.
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FIGURE D.13: Inteference fringes from the integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer/Sagnac
configuration when the Mach-Zehnder response has been subtracted out. This is done by
subtracting the power measure in the instant after applying the heater voltage from the
measured power output after 60 s of applied heater setting. We see that applying more heater
power (V2) causes a fringe to be scanned, due to leakage of the heater into surrounding
waveguide structures. Power meter labels correspond to the labels used in Figure D.7.

D.3 Grating Bandwidth and Self-Phase Modulation Broad-
ening

As we have seen in Section 6.2, self-phase modulation can cause the pulse to broaden
considerably in spectrum. This could potentially be an issue when coupling out of an
integrated device because of the wavelength dependence of the grating couplers. If a
pulse has broadened to the point where it is wider (in spectrum) than the bandwidth
of the grating couplers, then the pulse will undergo a larger than expected coupling
loss that will also be power dependent. To ensure that this does not degrade the
expected measured squeezing value, we briefly look at this problem.

By taking wavelength scans with a continuous wave laser, the coupling efficiency
across a range of wavelengths can be found. Figure D.14 demonstrates this with
silicon chip fabricated in the IME [100] foundry.

In order to simulate how the broadened pulsed spectrum overlaps with the grat-
ing bandwidth, a fit of the grating bandwidth is required. A polynomial fit will
be sufficient as we are only interested in the general shape of the bandwidth. The
polynomial model should tend to zero coupling (infinite loss) for ∆λ = ±∞, which
means that it needs to only include symmetric terms (even powers) in the polyno-
mial fit and the dominant term coefficient should be < 0. With these requirements
and fitting a fourth order polynomial, we arrive at the function (see Figure D.15)

E = −0.001863(∆λ)2 − 4.67 (D.5)

where E denotes the extra loss experienced by a beam ∆λ nm away from the optimal
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FIGURE D.14: Experimental data of the grating bandwidth of a silicon IME device.

coupling wavelength. We note that the fourth order function had a zero coefficient
for the fit.

FIGURE D.15: Polynomial fit of experimental data of the grating bandwidth. Performed
using the MATLAB fitting optimisation toolbox that works to minimize the sum of squared
errors.

The broadening of a Gaussian pulse via SPM is discussed in Section 6.2. Using
this knowledge, we can estimate the total loss experienced by a broadened pulse by
applying the loss fit from Figure D.15 to the spectrum of the pulse. Integration across
the entire pulse spectrum provides the total power lost to the pulse. Figure D.16
shows the total loss experienced by a pulse as a function of peak phase shift. We
note that at around 4 radians, the approximate phase shift expected for squeezing,
the extra loss incurred is less that 1 dB. We therefore do not consider this effect to be
a barrier for squeezing measurements off-chip but will have to reconsider the effects
if we find that a higher nonlinear response is required.
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FIGURE D.16: Approximate coupling loss for a Kerr broadened pulse coupled out of a grat-
ing couple with a loss that is dependent on wavelength. At around 4 radians (what is es-
timated to be required for squeezing) the extra loss incurring is less than 1dB and so this
should not be a significant effect on the measurement.

D.4 Reliability Aspects of Sagnac Inteferometer

There is a curious feature of the MZI Sagnac interferometer configuration shown in
Figure D.6 to do with how tolerant the structure is to fabrication imperfections. Here
we briefly review this feature and suggest where it might have some application.

Many linear optical integrate circuits contain a large number of MZI components.
Since the waveguides only support a single mode (and so mode matching is not an
issue), the visibility of these interferometers are largely limited by how balanced the
beam splitter components of the MZI are‡. The reduction in visibility is an important
feature of the interferometer as it dictates the fidelity with which operations can be
performed on the photons in a quantum circuit, and for components like integrated
optical filters the visibility limits the extinction ratio of the filter. We assume for now
that both beamsplitters in the MZI take the same value for the splitting ratio. The
evolution of the MZI Sagnac fringe as the transitivity of the beamsplitters is reduced
is shown in Figure D.17.

In the fringes shown in Figure D.17 we see that the visibility remains at 100%
for asymmetric splitting ratios. For conventional MZI structures, the only splitting
ratio that produces 100% visibility is for a perfectly balanced 50/50 splitting ratio
(assuming that both beam splitters take the same value). This can be seen more
clearly in Figure D.18, where the visibility as a function of splitting ratio is shown
for both the Sagnac MZI and a conventional MZI.

We see that the Sagnac MZI interferometer is more tolerant to unbalanced beam-
splitter ratios than a conventional MZI. However, this has assumed that the splitting
ratios of both beamsplitters are equal. In reality this may not always be true, and so
we now investigate how a variation in the relative splitting for the two beamsplitters

‡In practice they are actually limited by scattered light in the waveguide device coupling back into
the waveguide mode at some point after the MZI [186].
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FIGURE D.17: Classical output of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer/Sagnac structure (Fig-
ure D.17) with 50/50 (left), 30/70 (centre) and 90/10 (right) beamsplitters within the Mach-
Zehnder interferometer.
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FIGURE D.18: Visibility as a function of splitting ratio for the Sagnac Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer (Figure D.17) (left) and conventional Mach-Zehnder interferometer (right).

changes the visibility. Figure D.19 shows results from a Monte Carlo simulation that
looks at the change in visibility when the splitting ratios are varied from one another
by 10%§. The simulation takes 30 repeat trials at different splitting ratio and varies
the ratio of both beamsplitters independently. Figure D.19 shows the best and worst
case visibilities from these trials, along with the ideal case with no error.

Figure D.19 demonstrates that the increased high visibility range of the Sagnac
MZI remains despite a difference in the splitting ratios of the two beamsplitters be-
ing introduced. Alternatively, we can look at how both interferometers are affected
as the error in beamsplitter ratio is increased but just in at the 50/50 region. This
is perhaps more representative of random fabrication errors, where the design is
optimised for 50/50 splitters but fabrication errors result in noise in the splitting ra-
tios centred around 50/50. The visibility as a function of splitting error is show in
Figure D.20.

As we can see, Figure D.20 demonstrates that both the Sagnac MZI and conven-
tional MZI are equally susceptible to random errors in the splitting ratio for 50/50
beam splitters. This suggests that the advantages of the Sagnac MZI may only be
for systematic errors, where the design of the beam splitters is systematically away
from balanced (e.g. if the directional couplers have been made too short across the

§By a 10% error on the splitting ratio, we mean that for example a 50% transmission beam splitter
can be varied to 50±5% and not 50±10%.
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FIGURE D.19: Monte Carlo simulation of the minimum, maximum and ideal case fringe
visibility for Sagnac Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) (Figure D.17) and conventional
MZI structures with a 10pc transmission error on each of the beamsplitters (independent
error). The visibility is plotted as a function of the beamsplitter transmission (before added
error).

entire mask by a design fault). The use of the Sagnac MZI does have one particular
downside in that one of the output ports of the interferometer is also the input port.
This means the interferometer may not be suitable for all applications. One applica-
tion where only one output is required is that of a filter and so this area may be one
where the Sagnac MZI can provide a high extinction filter with small footprint.
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FIGURE D.20: Monte Carlo simulation of the minimum and maximum visibility for Sagnac
Mach-Zehnder interferometer and conventional Mach-Zehnder interferometer structures
with 50/50 beamsplitters plus some transmission error (x-axis).
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